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Conceptual design lies in the early stage of a complex
product development process, requiring not only considering
the product’s function and structure but also its social and
environmental impacts. The design and decision made at
the conceptual design stage have a significant influence on
the success of the product development. Thus, exploring
advanced conceptual design theories and methodologies and
their applications has been considered as an important stage
of a new product development, and it is currently a hot
research topic in the engineering design field. The existing
designmethodologies have achieved extensive applications in
engineering design, such as axiomatic design, collaborative
design, agent-based design, and nfused design. Computer-
aided design is widely seen as an enabling technology
for supporting the scheme evaluation, geometric modeling,
and structural feature design of new product development.
Furthermore, within the industry engineering areas, there
are strong commercial drivers to reuse and extend existing
methodologies. Sometimes they are often undertaken in a
highly coupled manner for a specific product design. How-
ever, as the complexity of product system and the diversity
of product functions increase, the need for advanced design
methods and tools becomes stronger. Therefore, conceptual
design, as a rapidly changing field, developing new and
advanced theories and methodologies dedicated to product
innovation is required.

This special issue of Advances inMechanical Engineering
is dedicated to exploring the conceptual design theories,
methodologies, and applications. We invite investigators

from different countries and regions to contribute to this
special issue with the original research articles as well as the
review articles on engineering design.

This issue aims to stress the importance of using concep-
tual design and advances in the conceptual design theories.
This special issue contains thirteen papers dealing with theo-
ries, methodologies, and applications of conceptual design in
mechanical engineering.We hope that it is valuable to readers
for their own research work.

The papers in this issue represent multifaceted contribu-
tions as well as the availability and usability of conceptual
design in new product development. Three taxonomies,
including theories, methodologies, and their applications, are
differentiated. A brief overview of each paper as follows.

Firstly, R. Gaha et al. presented a literature review of
different works based on feature technology to ecodesign
products in their paper “Ecodesigning with CAD Features:
analysis and proposals”. Environment has become an impor-
tant factor for product design, especially for a kind of
devices of producing gas against environment. They divide
ecodesign into two parts. The first one concerns CAD-Life
Cycle Assessment, such as methodologies, prototype tools,
and the second one implements feature technology to reduce
the environmental impact of one life cycle stage, such as
material selection and manufacturing.

Secondly, advanced conceptual design theories are pro-
posed by five research papers. The first paper by Y. and
Chakrabarti “Physical realizations: transforming into phys-
ical embodiments of concepts in the design of mechanical
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movements” represented a kind of the method of concept
generation, which could be used to support designers to
systematically search for physical objects from a given input
in terms of simplified functional, spatial, and mechanical
movement requirements. Although it is similar to traditional
method proposed 20 years ago, it is an effective means for
resolving simple input/output and multi-input/output. Ying-
Chieh Liu and Amaresh Chakrabarti proposed a method
of conceptual generation to come up with possible physical
embodiments to offer to designers for exploration and evalua-
tion.They investigated the issue of how to transform a variety
of possible initial solutions to the specified problems in terms
of abstraction of mechanical movements and the synthesis
of possible generic physical embodiments and report an
implementedmethod that could automatically generate these
embodiments. The underlying principle of this method is to
make it possible to link common attributes between a specific
abstract representation and its possible physical objects. The
second paper by D. Cao et al. “Port-based ontology modeling
for robot leg conceptual design” proposed a method of port-
based ontology modeling for product conceptual design. It
is an advanced design method, different from the existing
design theories, such as axiomatic design QFD, to be con-
ducted to model the process of product conceptual design.
It can not only be used to model the early stage of product
design, but also to implement embodiment design. D. Cao et
al. considered that a port can be assumed as a real or virtual
interface of the component which can exchange information
with its outer environment, and it is the basis of the com-
ponent concept and configuration generation. In this paper,
they give a port-based ontology representation for robot
conceptual design. Component knowledge and the primitive
concepts are presented on the basis of port ontology. The
taxonomy of port-based ontology is built to map the com-
ponent connections and interactions to cluster functional
blocks, and the semantic synthesis is employed to describe
component ontology. At the same time, an approach is pro-
posed for computing semantic similarity bymapping terms to
function ontology and by examining their relationships based
on port ontology language. Furthermore, the construction
process of port-based ontology concepts is described, and
its elements are related to the similarity values between
concepts. The third paper by K. Li et al. “Research on SDG-
based qualitative reasoning in conceptual design” reported
a SDG-based qualitative reasoning for concept generation.
The main task of conceptual design involves the generation
of concepts to fulfill required functions and the evaluation of
these concepts to select the most promising ones for further
development. K. Li et al. adopted the signed directed graph
(DSG) to reveal the inherent causal relationship and interac-
tions among the variables, and find qualitative interactions
between design variables and design purposes with the help
of causal sequence analysis and constraint propagation. In
the case of incomplete information, qualitative reasoning,
which has the function of qualitative behavior prediction, can
improve conceptual design level aided by the computer. To
some extent, qualitative reasoning plays a supplementary role
in evaluating scheme and predicting function. Next paper
by Y. Kang and D. Tang “Matrix-based conceptual solution

generation approach of multifunction product” puts up
with a matrix-based conceptual generation method. It is an
effective approach for matrix modeling design concept, such
as axiomatic design, incidence matrix, and QFD. Y. Kang and
D. Tang proposed a matrix-based conceptual solution gener-
ation approach to integrate two single-function products to
a multifunction product. In the approach, the functions are
represented by the functional basis and are used to construct
the function model of the single-function product. The
function similarity matrix of two single-function products
is constructed based on the quantified similarity index of
two subfunctions. Also the function-component matrix of
each single-function product is constructed.The component-
component matrix of two single-function products can be
acquired by the function-component matrix multiplied by
the function similarity matrix. There are three kinds of
the component relationships in the component-component
matrix: no-correlation, simple-correlation, and complex-
correlation.The components of two single-function products
are, respectively, removed, modified, and reserved according
to the different correlation relationships. The design solu-
tion of a new multifunction product can be obtained by
combining the reserved and modified components. The final
paper by Y. Feng et al. “Equilibrium design based on design
thinking solving: an integratedmulticriteria decision-making
methodology” used an integrated multicriteria decision-
making methodology for concept evaluation. Y. Feng et al.
proposed a multi-criteria decision making model to acquire
the optimum one among different product design schemes.
VIKOR method was introduced to compute the ranking
value of each scheme. A multiobjective optimization model
for criteria weight was established. In this paper, projection
pursuit method was employed to identify the criteria weight
set which could keep classification information of original
schemes to the greatest extent, while PROMETHEEII was
adopted to keep sorting information.Dominance-basedmul-
tiobjective simulated annealing algorithm (D-MOSA) was
introduced to solve the optimization model.

Thirdly, different methodologies have been used to
improve the process of conceptual design, such as cus-
tomer preferencemodeling, knowledge-based reasoning, and
generic algorithm. They have different features and have
achieved the expected results. We collected four papers to
be used to represent conceptual design. The first paper by D.
Cao et al. “Customer preference-based information retrieval
to build module concepts” proposed customer preference
information retrieval method to model concepts. How to
obtain the new concepts from users’ requirements and design
information?How to dealwith these documents?They are the
fundamental work for generating alternative design concepts.
D. Cao et al. viewed preference as an outer feeling of a
product and also as a reflection of human’s inner thought.
It dominates the designers’ decisions and affects people’s
purchase intention. In the paper, a model of preference elici-
tation from customers is proposed to build module concepts.
The attributes of customer preference are classified in a
hierarchy andmake the surveys to build customer preference
concepts.The documents or catalogs of design requirements,
perhaps containing some textual description and geometric
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data, are normalized by using semantic expressions. Some
semantic rules are developed to describe low-level features
of customer preference to construct a knowledge base of
customer preference. Designers’ needs are used to map
customer preference for generating module concepts. The
second paper by D. Karayel et al. “Integrated knowledge-
based system for machine design” integrated knowledge for
mechanical product design. When a method is used to a
general product design, it is certain to be of the merits and
demerits. An effective measure is to develop the merits and
avoid the defect by integrating and combining them together.
D. Karayel et al. developed an integrated design system (IDS)
approach to various stages of the mechanical design process
including rapid prototyping. The system consists of design,
analysis, calculation, rapid prototyping, and library modules,
and it blends artificial intelligence methods, CAD-CAM, and
technical computing packages into a single environment.
The third paper by C. Hu et al. “A simulation model
design method for distributed/cloud-based simulation envi-
ronment” sets up simulation environment to model design
process. A variety of simulation models have been developed
in specific organizations or enterprises to conduct the design
process. However, they are difficult for reuse in the process of
design. C. Hu et al. proposed computer simulation as a valid
tool for the conceptual design of complex products involving
multiple disciplines. The paper provides a simple implemen-
tation of simulation model reuse for distributed/cloud-based
simulation environment and creates the simulation models’
meta-model and ontology for the universal description.They
proposed four rules to design/reprogram a simulation model
into service-oriented form for its interoperability and estab-
lished the ontology of service-oriented simulationmodel.The
fourth paper by P. Gao and S. Yan “Fuzzy dynamic reliability
model of dependent series mechanical systems” developed a
reliability model for mechanical system. As the difficulties in
describing the strength degradation process of components
under fuzzy load and considering the failure dependence
between different components in a system, conventional
static fuzzy reliability models cannot be directly extended
for dynamic reliability analysis of mechanical systems. To
deal with these problems, P. Gao and S. Yan proposed fuzzy
dynamic reliability models of mechanical systems in terms
of stress and strength. The proposed models can be used
to represent the dynamic characteristics of fuzzy reliability
and analyze the influences of the variation in the parameters
of fuzzy stress and strength on the failure dependence of
components in a system and the dynamic behavior of fuzzy
system reliability.

At last, the application of conceptual design theories has
achieved a great success in industry engineering areas. We
collected three papers to represent the applied results. The
first paper by J. Li et al. “Conceptual design of deployment
structure of morphing nose cone” adopted genetic algorithm
to obtain the deployment structure of morphing nose cone.
For a reusable space vehicle or a missile, the shape of the
nose cone has a significant impact on the drag of the vehicle.
J. Li et al. proposed the concept of morphing nose cone
to reduce the drag when the reentry vehicle flies back into
the atmosphere. The conceptual design of the structure of

morphing nose cone is conducted. Mechanical design and
optimization approach are developed by employing genetic
algorithm to find the optimal geometric parameters of the
morphing structure. The second paper by Z. Li and D. Cao,
“Conceptual design of compliant mechanism based on port
ontology” applied port ontology to conceptual design of
compliant mechanism. Port-based ontology (PBO) is used
to represent and organize product design information and
support product conceptualization. Port is used to map
and link components together. It plays an important role
in capturing component information. Z. Li and D. Cao
established a design method of compliant mechanism based
on port ontology. The paper constitutes coding rules and
constructs PBO knowledge base of compliant mechanism,
which includes stiffness-base and inherent frequency-base
of flexible cells. The incidence matrix is built to denote the
relationship of components, and the schemes are generated
by adopting the genetic algorithm based on incidencematrix.
The scheme populations for training neural network (NN)
are generated by parameters distributing, and the preferential
scheme is to be selected via the trained NN. The third paper
by M. H. Shojaeefard et al. “Optimum design of 1st gear
ratio for 4WD vehicles based on vehicle dynamic behaviour”
adopted optimum approach to obtain the gear ratio for 4WD
vehicles. M. H. Shojaeefard et al. presented an approach
that allows optimizing gear ratio and vehicle dimension to
achieve optimum gear transmission. Augmented Lagrangian
multiplier method, defined as classical method, is utilized to
find the optimum gear ratios and the corresponding number
of gear teeth applied to all epicyclical gears. This method is
able to calculate and also to optimize the gear ratio based on
dynamic of 4WD vehicles.

The emergence of increasingly newer theories and
methodologies of conceptual design will constantly be pro-
posed with the development of sciences and technologies.
The more mathematic tools and algorithms will be applied
to the stage of conceptual design, even to some specific case
studies.We believe that this special issue is valuable to readers
from engineering design field. We would like to acknowledge
all authors and all reviewers anonymously contributed to this
special issue. It is that your efforts make this special issue
possible. We would be interested to receive any comments
either to the members of Editorial Board or to any readers.

Dongxing Cao
Shengfeng Qin
Yu-Shen Liu
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Port, as an interface of the component, can be used to exchange information with its outer environment. It is the basis of the
component concept and configuration generation. In this paper, port-based ontology representation is first given, and component
knowledge and the primitive concepts are presented to describe robot leg ontological concepts. Secondly, the taxonomy of port-
based ontology is built tomap the component connections and interactions to cluster functional blocks, and their semantic synthesis
is employed to describe component ontology. Next, an approach is proposed for computing semantic similarity by mapping terms
to function ontology and by examining their relationships based on port ontology language. Furthermore, the construction process
of port-based ontology concepts is described and its elements are related to the similarity between two concepts. Finally, a robot
leg example is shown to illustrate the proposed approach.

1. Introduction

A port is viewed as the location of intended interaction of
two components or a component and its environment [1]. It
plays an important role in the component concept generation.
It constitutes the interface of a component and defines
its boundary. Singh and Bettig [2] defined assembly ports
as one or more low-level geometric entities that undergo
mating constraints to join parts.They adopted the port-based
composition to describe the hierarchical configurations of
complex engineering design and realized assembly design
through determining port compatibility and connectability.
Breedveld [3] described a port as the “point” of interaction
of a system, subsystem, or element with its environment in
order to realize the port-based modeling of dynamic systems
on the basis of bond graphs. Campbell et al. [4] developed a
functional representation based on the ports of connectivity
with other components to describe how energy and signals
are transformed between ports. Horváth et al. [5] defined
a port as the place of action for a physical effect. Based
on energy flow, they classified contact ports into inports
and out-ports and considered certain physical effects as
occurring inside the objects and others as occurring between
the objects. To formalize port descriptions, ontologies are

introduced to be used for port representation, in which
the classes include the ports themselves along with the
attributes that allow designers to define the ports. These
classes are a subset of artifact ontology, which can describe
not only the interface, but also the internal characteristics
of components and subsystems. Also, they adopted design
concept ontology as a comprehensive methodology for man-
aging conceptual design, including structure, shape, and
functionality. Ozawa et al. [6] proposed a common ontol-
ogy to support different information-level sharing between
humans and multiple modeling and simulation software
agents. Unified taxonomies and keyword networks can be
built to support model retrieval and repository management
available to designers in these domain ontologies [7]. In
addition, there has been significant research into functional
representation. Stone and Wood [8] presented the concept
of functional basis—a formal function representation and a
standardized set of function-related terminologies to support
functional modeling—which consists of function and flow
sets. Any functions can be described in the form of simple
function sets. Furthermore, when the functional structure of
a product is built, different functional classifications can be
identified based on the functions themselves. Functions may
be used for conveying the designers’ intent. This is illustrated
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Figure 1: Leg and wheel structure corresponding graph representation.

in the design process developed by Kirschman and Fadel
[9]. They presented the taxonomy of elemental mechanical
functions and derived four basic types of functions, which
are related to the concepts of motion, power/matter, con-
trol, and enclosure, of which each can be used with many
decomposition techniques. De Kleer [10] defined function as
a causal pattern between variables.The functional symbols in
the natural language with the “verb + noun” style represent
the designers’ intention. Ontology representations not only
convey and encapsulate both syntax and semantics, but also
allow computer programs to share, exchange, extend, reuse,
and translate information. The representations can be based
on either frame-based logic or description logic.

An approach to port-based ontology that primarily
focuses on performing the activity for design concept is
proposed in this paper. It is difficult to build an appropriate
configuration for a specific product if the developed product
is not yet known. Thus, there is a tremendous need to
develop an effective technology that can capture component
concepts that are involved in product development. The
proposed port-based ontology attempts to address this issue.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives a port-based ontology representation. Section 3
establishes component ontology knowledge base. Section 4
presents function ontology concepts, gives port attributes
and taxonomies in a hierarchy, and discusses port ontology
concept measures. Port-based ontology modeling process is
described in Section 5. A case study and analysis of results
are presented in Section 6. Finally, concluding remarks and
further research are given in Section 7.

2. Port-Based Ontological Representation

A port can be viewed as the joint of human body. And
it properly connects each part and makes it collaboratively
work. It plays an important role in functional design of robot
leg system based on port description. The total function
characterizes general purpose of the designed product [11].
It may need to be decomposed into a set of subfunctions in
the hierarchy. During this phase, we should carefully define
component interfaces with ports and specify the associated
port form.

Figure 1 gives a graph representation with leg and wheel
configuration, in which Figure 1(a) presents three main joints
of the leg: coxa joint, knee joint, and wrist joint. They have
different functions corresponding the ports, respectively.

Each port plays a different role in implementing leg’s motion.
Figure 1(b) indicates a wheel, and Figure 1(c) gives graph
representation for robot leg system. However, it is actually
difficult to go walking as human being from a technique
standpoint. Thus, it is feasible to combine leg with wheels
together for the robot leg. As a matter of convenience, we
focus on establishing design components for implementing
the specific function according to port-based ontological
description.

Assume that a system (𝑆) consists of 𝑛 ports and it has
𝑚 connectors (CON). Therefore, we can formally represent a
product system as follows:

𝑆 =

𝑛

∑
𝑘=1

𝑚

∑
𝑙=1

𝑃
𝑘
CON
𝑙

CON
𝑙
= INT (CO

𝑖
,CO
𝑗
) 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗,

(1)

where 𝑃 means ports, which exist in between two compo-
nents or simple component; CO indicates the components,
and INT stands for the interaction between components, in
which 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙, 𝑛, and𝑚 are the positive integers.

In (1), CONs represent the action between two com-
ponents. They can realize some specific functions, such as
“fastening parts,” “transmitting torques,” “bounding parts”.
Sometimes they constitute the prototype components.

3. Knowledge Base Establishment

3.1. Port Compatibility Rules. A component is a design object
with a complete specification describing how it is connected
to other components in a configuration. For example, a shaft
is assembled into the wheel by an axle link or two shafts are
linked by a shaft coupling.They collectively form a port or an
interface with each other. Then, a configuration is generated
when two ormore components are connectedwith each other
via their interface as shown in Figure 2.

Compatibility checking occurs when two component
models are connected. The port-based description can be
conducted by the logic representation, which verifies whether
all the attributes of the two ports satisfy the compatibility
requirements specified in the port ontology. In a logic
description, the port definitions and compatibility rules are
stored in the knowledge base which is a collection of axioms
for describing the true conditions of the port connection
domain. When a port is established, the system queries the
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Figure 2: Port model between two components.

Table 1: The static connector types of two components.

Names Fastener link (FK) Weld link (WL) Shaft coupling (SC) Key link (KL) Pin link (PL)

Types

logic representation to verify if the connected port instances
satisfy all the rules. For example, to connect a circular-hole
port, the port must have either a pin shape or an axle shape
form attribute. A system can be established as a configuration
of components by connecting the components at their ports.
At the same time, the connected two ports need to be
compatible, or else they do not connect together; for example,
a square plug does not fit a round hole. In this paper, we
illustrate how the port ontology can be used to define general
rules for port compatibility. The port ontology, has been
defined, but it does not include the concept of compatibility
yet. We can use the phrase named “is-compatible-with” to
identify the port types that are compatible with each other
[12]. For example, we can define the compatibility of a
circular-hole port whose rule explicitly specifies that only the
axle port and pin port can be connected to a circular-hole-
port. This research defines the port topological properties
(PTP) as a flexible mechanism to link and configure different
ontologies into larger ones.

Assume that 𝑋 represents the set of components in a
product and a relation 𝑅port can be defined in such way that
it denotes port compatibility below

𝑃 = 𝑥𝑅port𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋; 𝑅port ∈ rules) , (2)

where 𝑥 and 𝑦 are components in 𝑋. 𝑅port stands for a
compatibility; that is, they exist in relativity, which contains
an equivalent relation, a public relation, an inclusion relation,
and a transfer relation. These relations are defined as follows.

3.1.1. Equivalent Relation. If 𝑥 and 𝑦 have the same port type
and port attribute, namely, 𝑥 ≡ 𝑦 in mathematics, they are of
compatibility and can formamutual port, that is,𝑥𝑅port𝑦. For
instance, key link, pin link, shaft coupling, and so forth are
often viewed as a kind of typtical equivalent relations shown
in Table 1.

3.1.2. Public Relation. If 𝑥 and 𝑦 have the public port type
and port attribute, then 𝑥 ∩ 𝑦 ̸= 0 can be defined from

amathematical perspective.They are also compatible and can
form a shared port, that is, 𝑥𝑅port𝑦. For instance, common
components or parts in a product system are generally viewed
as public relation.

3.1.3. Inclusion Relation. If the port types and port attributes
of 𝑥 completely belong to 𝑦 and are unreversed, then it can
be represented as 𝑥 ⊂ 𝑦 and 𝑦 ̸⊂ 𝑥. They are also compatible
and forman oriented port, that is,𝑥𝑅port𝑦. For instance, some
components with support functions or packing functions can
be considered as inclusion relation.

3.1.4. Transfer Relation. If 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 satisfy 𝑥 ⊂ 𝑦 and 𝑦 ⊂ 𝑧,
then 𝑥 ⊂ 𝑧; the ports 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 will be of conduction
attribute, namely, 𝑥𝑅port𝑦𝑅Port𝑧. For instance, worm gear,
cone gear, rack pinion, and so forth are often viewed as
transfer relation shown in Table 2.

The connectors are the basis of connecting two compo-
nents to implement the specific relations. There are num-
ber of connectors which have different functions, such as
motion, orientation, and dynamic requirements. There are
two kinds of connectors, that is, static connectors and kinetic
connectors. Table 1 presents the static connectors, such as
fastener link, weld, shaft coupling, key link, and pin link.
Meanwhile, Table 3 gives the kinetic connectors, such as
worm gear, cone gear, gear mechanism, belt gear, and rack
pinion.They constitute a set of connectors for the knowledge
base of alternative design.

The above-mentioned relational rules are solely based on
port names and their attributes. However, if a new port class
is added to the port ontology, it is not suitable for only using
port names. This needs to update compatibility rules. An
effective measure is to use attributes to present the compat-
ibility constraints. A circular port can be connected between
shaft and gear with similar geometric features as shown in
Figure 2. When foot wheel contacts the earth surface, a port
is formed. If robot leg walks along on the ground, then a drive
is forced on a shaft which generates a port between shaft and
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Table 2: The kinetic connector types of two components.

Names Worm gear (WG) Cone gear (CG) Gear mechanism
(GM) Belt gear (BG) Rack pinion (RP)

Types

Table 3: The prototype components of constraint joints.

Names Spherical joint (SJ) Revolute joint (RJ) Cylindrical joint (CJ) Prismatic joint (PJ) Cross-pin joint (CP)

Types

Dofs 3 1 2 1 2

wheel. We could express this rule using low-level geometric
constraints on the type and dimensions of port features. If two
components are compatible, they certainly possess relativity.
We can also evaluate the compatibility of both components
by evaluating the semantic relativity [13].

3.2. Prototype Component Base. The prototype component
corresponds to the basic function unit, and it cannot be
separated further. Port is used to configure a particular com-
ponent and is restricted within the configuration interface for
the component.Multijoints are the basis unit for constructing
robot leg system. General joints are described as follows [14].

A spherical joint, shown in column one in Table 3, is sat-
isfied with the condition that the center of the ball coincides
with the center of the socket. Then, terminal equations are
three scalar constraint relationships that restrict the relative
positions between the components in the following:

[𝑒
𝑥 𝑒𝑦 𝑒𝑧]

𝑇

𝛿
𝑟3

= [0 0 0]
𝑇

, (3)

where 𝑒𝑥, 𝑒𝑦, and 𝑒𝑧 are unit vectors and 𝛿
𝑟3

represents
the relative virtual displacement between the components.
Essentially, three constraint relationships are imposed, and
there is no relative displacement at the joint in the 𝑥-𝑦-
𝑧 directions, but three virtual angular rotations are free.
Therefore, the dof equates to three.

A revolute joint, shown in column two in Table 3, is
constructed with bearings which only allows relative rotation
about a common axis in a pair of components but precludes
relative translation along the axis.Thefive terminal constraint
equations are

[𝑒
𝑥 𝑒𝑦 𝑒𝑧]

𝑇

𝛿
𝑟3

= [0 0 0]
𝑇

[𝑒
𝑥 𝑒𝑦]

𝑇

𝛿
𝜃2

= [0 0]
𝑇

,

(4)

where 𝛿
𝜃2

represents the relative virtual angular rotation
between the components and dof equates to one.

A cylindrical joint between components is shown in
column three in Table 3. It permits relative translation and

relative rotation between two components along a common
axis. The four terminal constraint equations are

[𝑒
𝑥 𝑒𝑦]

𝑇

𝛿
𝑟2

= [0 0]
𝑇

[𝑒
𝑥 𝑒𝑦]

𝑇

𝛿
𝜃2

= [0 0]
𝑇

. (5)

A prismatic joint, shown in column four in Table 3,
allows relative translation along a common axis between two
components but precludes relative rotation about the axis.
The five terminal constrained equations are

[𝑒
𝑥 𝑒𝑦]

𝑇

𝛿
𝑟2

= [0 0]
𝑇

[𝑒
𝑥 𝑒𝑦 𝑒𝑧]

𝑇

𝛿
𝜃3

= [0 0 0]
𝑇

.

(6)

Above-mentioned constraint joints are shown in Table 3.
Also, the other connectors can be obtained, and they are the
common connecting mechanisms shown in Table 3. These
components can be put into knowledge base for indexing and
reusing.

4. Functional Ontology Concepts

4.1. Port Attributes and Port Taxonomy. In mechanical sys-
tem, common components, such as gear, bearing, fastener,
gimbal, shaft coupling, and spring, are named the prototype
components. They are the basis of prototype concept gen-
eration. And they can be well defined by a set of structural
attributes. The connector is defined by an action of two basic
mechanisms with physical law or geometric axiom, and it
provides constraint on them to implement the specific func-
tions. On the basis of constraint characteristic, mechanical
products can be classified into three kinds of form, that
is, static constraint, kinetic constraint, and motional force
transfer as shown in Table 4. The physical effect of the
connectors has Hooke’s law, Newton’s law, friction principle,
and so on.Their representation includes geometric constraint
or primitive components, named mechanical standard parts,
such as fastener, spring, and bearing. They are referred to as
the standard connectors in mechanical engineering field.
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Materials
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Figure 3: Port taxonomy.

Table 4: Connectors of mechanical components.

Functions Behaviors Types of connectors

Fastener connectors Fastening Fasteners
Jointing Binder

Kinematic constraint
connectors

Rolling Bearing
Sliding Slide rail

Force transfer
connectors

Airproof Sealing ring
Speed change Gear drive

In general, port attributes include function, behavior,
and structure, in which function attribute contains port
classification, connecting form, and kinetic and transforming
way. Behavioral attribute indicates causality and physical
parameters. And structural attribute means shape, position,
and orientation.They are the basis of port ontologymodeling,
and their taxonomies are shown in Figure 3.

4.2. Port Ontology Concept Measures. It is easy to obtain an
ontology concept by using attribute representation of port
ontology. Therefore, it is very important to distinctly analyze
port attributes before naming concept ontology. Attribute
representation of a port is shown in Figure 3. This taxonomy
allows the users to quickly find components in an ontology
library by mapping operation, which contains component
models and an alternative way to access components in the
library. For example, twomechanical contacted parts have the
same attribute of transferring mechanical energy, and they
easily form a mechanical port.

Prototype concepts are the basic unit of function concepts
and are interdependently defined with each other. They are
defined by using a set of prototype terms and viewed as

a semantic description of functional elements. A connector
is defined as the interaction between two components and it
is the location of generating physical effect [1, 15].

As the phrase of “verb + noun” is used to represent the
function, the semantic description of functional elements can
be quantitatively obtained by indexing its verb and noun
terms.Therefore, functional concept (𝛿

𝑖
) is related to verb (𝑉

𝑖
)

and noun (𝑁
𝑖
) and represented as follows:

𝛿
𝑖
= {𝑉
𝑖
, 𝑁
𝑖
| 𝑉
𝑖
⊂ Verbs, 𝑁

𝑖
⊂ Nouns} . (7)

Specifically, the similarity (SIM) between two prototype
concepts can be represented as follows:

SIM (𝛿
𝑖
, 𝛿
𝑗
) =

The number of matching terms with each
The total number of terms

,

(8)

where 𝛿 stands for the prototype concept; that is, (𝛿
𝑖
, 𝛿
𝑗
) refers

to two different prototype concepts.
The connectivity of different prototype concepts can be

quantitatively measured on the basis of the similarity calcula-
tion [13]. Based on the function, four typical connections are
identified among primitive design concepts in the following
[5].

(i) CauseConnection (CC).Adesign concept necessitates
the function delivered by another design concept
to achieve a needed function. It has a feature with
transfer relation. For example, a gear can realize rota-
tion from the other gear drive.

(ii) Equal Connection (EC). If two design concepts
present the same function based on similar or dis-
similar constituents, such as entities, situations, and
phenomena, then they form equal connectors. It has
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a feature with equal relation. For example, fastener
link and weld are two kinds of equal connectors.

(iii) Share Connection (SC). Simultaneously possesses one
ontology concept when SC distributes in different
locations and spaces with several functions. It has a
feature with public relation. For example, a concept
of fastener ontology is used to share static connector
for different components.

(iv) Bind Connection (BC). BC expresses the assertion
that there is no interdependence between two or
more design concepts. It has a feature with inclusion
relation. And the bind connection of the design
conceptswill dependon the constraints’ relationships.

Four form connections are the foundation of generating
module concepts. A module can be formed by combining
different connections with more components. In the process
of primitive concept acquisition, it is possible to distinguish
properties from the specific domain. These properties can
be explored by describing port ontology. In the practical
application, these distinctions refer to groups of properties
that are known as port concept. For example, a robot leg
system can be viewed as several functional modules, and
each module exists in many components and connectors.
Identifying and separating these basic connections will be
important for structuring a new prototype concept in port-
based ontology. It can give rise to a strong internal connection
or a weak coupling connection. According to the above
analysis, four kinds of connection relations can be uniformly
represented as follows:

CON = {INT (CO
𝑖
,CO
𝑗
) | 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗; INT ⊂ CC,EC, SC,BC} .

(9)

To determine the connection degree between primitive
concepts, the similarity degree (SIM) is defined as the
similarity evaluation of two primitive concepts given in (8).
In the practical application, the ontological relation between
concepts can be determined by using the primitive concept
classification and a set of familiar attributes. For example,
the robot leg is the basic mechanism to implement robot
walk, and it can go ahead, back, and get across the obstacles.
It plays an important role in determining robot joints and
components to construct port-based ontology, that is, to
obtain a stronger inner connecting or a weak coupling
relation.

5. Port-Based Ontology Modeling

The functions are decomposed by matching the primitive
function concepts of knowledge base.They describe the phys-
ical effects corresponding the port connectors. Port-based
ontological semantics also describe connection information
and structure information between primitive components.
Primitive functions or subfunctions are aggregated into the
total function in a bottom-upmanner. Behavioral description
specifies the connectivity and causality which constitutes a
hierarchical semantic net by behavioral semantic mapping

and it makes efforts to bridge the gap between port function
and port structure [16]. Configuration describes which com-
ponents are involved andwhether they aremapped or interact
with each other. They specify the relations of component
position, topology, and kinematics. The positional relation
quantitatively describes how the artifact is positioned and
oriented in a three-dimensional space presented in (3), (4),
(5), and (6). The topological relation interprets the condition
of their physical connections. Contacts can be direct or
indirect. Contacts can also be further specified among the
individual points on the surface, domains on the surface,
and complete the surface [5]. Configuration is identified by
primitive form mapping in a hierarchy.

The attributes are lower-level concepts for defining ports.
The attributes are divided into three main categories: func-
tion, behavior, and structure [17]. When a port is defined
by function attributes, its attributes describe the intended
use of the port. Port attributes are crucial to constructing
the concept ontology process. Therefore, it is very important
to distinctly analyze port attributes before defining concept
ontology.

As the language is governed by grammar or a set of rules,
it is possible to algorithmically process language to identify
patterns and extract information [18]. In English language,
verbs and nouns or more generally noun phrases are used.
Their grammar functions can be either the subject or the
object of the verb, and the typical construction of English
sentences is subject-verb-object (SVO). We use this language
model to identify verbs to connect engineering lexicons.

We defined port concepts with intention-rich functional
concepts. However, most of “verb + noun” phrases often
slack such intention of functional representation. They have
no machine understandable definition of concepts. In the
function behavioral structure (FBS) model, the function
symbol in natural language in the verb+noun style represents
the intention of designers. We tried to identify this kind of
function concepts as hiding in function semantic structure.
A function of a component cannot be determined until the
component is installed in a specific system with a specific
configuration [2]. Although a function of a component
depends on other components, the description itself should
be local. In such cases, a group of functions is sometimes
formed by a set of components across the intersubsystem
boundary.

Function semantic expression from users’ requirements
describes the process of port ontology generation. In the
following illustration, the semantic expressions of a robot leg
system are extracted from the users’ design description and
are given as follows.

Run up thigh to add the height of body, while putting
down thigh to reduce the height of body.
Leg is a part of robot body, and also thigh is a part of
leg.
Foot wheel is the foot of robot, and it can make the
robot walk.
Drive KJ-motor to reduce the span in a clockwise
direction.
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Does it satisfy connection
requirements?

Yes

No

Knowledge base
Rule base

Component base

Describing ontology concepts

Establishing the connection
relationship classifications

Calculating similarity between both  ontology concepts
indexing component base and compatibility rules

Establishing configuration port

Generating alternatives
and configuration

Figure 4: Port-based ontology modeling process.

Drive WJ-motor to make foot wheel rotation.
Knee joint has the function of driving shin rotation.
Connect WG1 with hip together.
Assemble key link to shaft and foot wheel.
Fix WJ-motor to the end of shin.
Assemble shaft into bevel gear.
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

Return.

These semantic expressions include a phrase of
“verb + noun”, that is, “is a” link, “part whole” relation,
“has function” relation, and so on. “Noun” and “noun
phrase” are composed of the keywords of function concepts
[19]. Actually, there are different types of artifact ontologies.
They are firstly filtrated by several rules. Secondly, the selected
artifacts are included and subsequently are specialized to
an engineering domain by instantiation, term, and concept
mappings and additional specific axioms. Finally, a larger
ontology is synthesized by the compatibility to connect
corresponding artifact ontologies. We developed formal
steps to implement port-based ontology modeling shown in
Figure 4 as follows:

(i) describe the component functions to build port ontol-
ogy and lexicon;

(ii) pick up the various semantic relations to formalize
users’ requirements for regular term arrangement;

(iii) establish a hierarchical functional concept to conve-
niently obtain primitive concepts;

(iv) measure the shortest path between two functional
concepts by using the semantic similarity;

(v) distinguish compatibility port ontology to cluster into
a fit component configuration.

6. Case Study and Result Analysis

The leg is a part of robot body and it is the main component
to realize robot motion. The dofs determine the complexity
of robot motion and routing problem. It is a much familiar
and simple robot leg for two dofs and foot bottom truckle. It
is easy to realize for simplifying leg motion paths. According
to users’ requirements and human being’s leg structure, three
joints, called ports, are needed to realize leg’s functions as
shown in Figure 1. Thigh and hip are linked by coax joint,
and thigh and shin are linked by knee joint. Five basic
components 𝑃

1
∼ 𝑃
5
are easily established to configure ro-

bot leg. Figure 3 presents the connector model of two
components for robot leg. The connector 𝐶

12
, that is, key

link, connects between 𝑃
1
and 𝑃

2
, since 𝑃

1
and 𝑃

2
are

common linearity with each other. We select one of the static
connectors, such as SC, KL, and PK, as shown in Table 1. In
addition, as 𝑃

1
and 𝑃

2
locate on different surfaces, it is a fit

choice for KL. It can be obtained from knowledge reasoning
through indexing component base. So, a key link will be
selected to satisfy the robot leg requirements. Also, port 𝑃

23

will be generated between shin and shaft. As𝑃
2
and𝑃
3
consist

in the relationship of plane motion, we select kinetic and
static connectors, that is, CG and KL, as shown in Tables 1
and 2. All ports will be obtained by semantic description and
knowledge reasoning on account of port-based ontology as
shown inTable 5.The configuration relationships of ports and
connectors are shown in Figure 5(a).

The rotation is the main function that joint legs realize. It
is also a main way for implementing the robot leg functions.
An additional function is needed to realize the robot leg
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Table 5: The verbs and nouns of describing robot leg port concepts.

Ports Port generations Verbs Nouns Examples

𝑃12 (shaft, foot wheel) Assemble, rotate, connect,
transform Shaft, foot wheel, key link Assemble shaft to foot wheel

𝑃23 (Shin, shaft) Transform, connect, fasten Shin, shaft, WJ-motor, CG, key link Transform torque fromWJ-motor
to shaft

𝑃34 (thigh, shin) Connect, rotate, assemble Thigh, shin, WG2, shaft coupling,
key link, KJ-motor

Fasten KJ-motor to worm through
key link

𝑃45 (hip, thigh) Fasten, assemble, has, is a Hip, thigh, WG1, shaft coupling,
key link, CJ-motor

Fasten WG1 to hip through bolted
connection

DC motor

DC motor

Worm
wheel

Worm
wheel

Truckle

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

x

y

z

P4

P2 P1

P5

P3

(a) (b)

Figure 5: A robot leg configuration.

functions, such as the motion state of the thigh, the motion
state of the shin, or the additional mechanism to realize the
robot motion. In doing so, a set of phrases and relations
are established to describe additional functions. For example,
rotate thigh, move hip, rotate foot wheel, drive CJ-motor,
and so forth. These phrases can describe the function of a
robot and realize the requirements of robot motion.Thus, the
function concepts of robot are obtained. And they have the
corresponding port functional semantic attributes, as shown
in Table 5.

To effectively realize the function of the robot leg, accord-
ing to design requirements, we will transversally extend total
function of the robot leg into several function modules. They
form a port-based ontology structure in which each function
is described by using different ontology concepts, such as
“verb +noun” drawn from design requirements [20].

Different function concepts are represented on the
basis of “verb + noun” phrases. Some relationships should
be extracted, such as is a, part whole, has function, and
has feature [13]. At present, we have only collected the
function taxonomy of robot leg. Four types of relationships
are described in Table 6. The number of concepts depends
on the users’ requirements and the definition of concepts.

The standard worksheets have been developed to easily
acquire port ontology and lexicon. At the same time, they can
automatically upload the required data into the Protégé editor
[18], which is one of the most widely used ontology editors.
Protégé provides a visual tool for port ontology editing,
including concept, taxonomy, and relationship building along
with ontology visualization.

Figure 5 presents the process of clustering concepts into a
configuration of the robot leg. It calculates the correlations
between the matched concepts of terms to determine the
connection of two concepts. For a set of concepts, a concept
is highly correlated with others if it is less distant from them,
that is, semantically closer, or containsmorewords thatmatch
the specific terms, that is, are lexically closer [7]. At the
same time, component generation depends on the function
taxonomy. Figure 5(a) gives different weight scores and
their concept similarity measures results corresponding to
robot leg configuration which contains 6 function concepts,
18 function terms, and 9 components for clustering robot
leg. Figure 5(b) presents the structure of robot assembly.
Table 7 gives different function concepts corresponding to
the primitive connectors, attributes, and port types as part
of the functional semantic description after the designers
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Table 6: Classification of the relationships.

Relationships Concepts Definitions Examples
Is a Key link, connector Relationships between parent and son or special and general Is a (key link, connector)
Part whole Thigh, robot leg Relationships between part and whole Part whole (thigh, robot leg)
Has function CG, foot wheel Refer to the connection between two ontology concepts Has function (CG, foot wheel)
Has feature Worm wheel, worm Physical attributes or geometric attributes Has feature (worm, worm wheel)

Table 7: Measure between two function concepts.

Function concepts Primitive connectors Causality Attributes Port types
Transform motion/realize rotation Key link EC, SC Surface contact Mechanical port
Drive wrist joint motion/realize
rotation WJ-motor, CG, key link CC, EC Line contact, surface contact Mechanical port

Drive knee joint motion/move
shin

WG2, shaft coupling, key link,
KJ-motor CC, BC, EC Line contact, surface contact Mechanical port

Move thigh/drive coxa joint
motion

WG1, shaft coupling, key link,
CJ-motor CC, BC, EC Line contact, surface contact Mechanical port

have made use of effective semantic inference. The causality
indicates that they include cause connection, equal connec-
tion, share connection, and bind connection for two function
concepts.

7. Concluding Remarks

This paper describes port-based ontology modeling for
robot leg concepts, determines port types, and extends port
attributes in a hierarchy. One of themain goals of the research
was to clarify the relationship of component ontology con-
cepts associated with functionality, that is, is a relation,
part whole relation, and has function relation. Although the
functional decomposition trees can be used to represent the
scheme design, the approach often leads to combinational
explosion. In this paper, the semantic similarity approach
is applied to port-based ontology and specified by users to
enable the system to generate various functionmodules. Port-
based ontology may be used in the conceptual design of the
electromechanical system by providing the function mod-
ule; that is, it can quantitatively realize semantic measures
and effectively build function modules. Function concepts
and corresponding terms are related to design requirement
descriptions. However, further research needs to consider the
following.

(i) To get the correct results of semantic measures,
the accuracy of function concept description and
port-based ontology information retrieval are very
important. In most cases, the number of compo-
nents, function concepts, and terms is not completely
corresponding to each other, and they exist in one-
to-many or many-to-one relationships. Axiomatic
design should be adopted to clarify these relation-
ships.

(ii) The paper only focuses on a simple robot leg concep-
tual design; however, actually it is more complicated
about conceptual design of a complex product, and
it needs to build some fit modules through using

effective clustering algorithm. It is worth further
investigating in the future.

(iii) Each designer has different functional semantic
description for the same product; perhaps they obtain
a different function ontology concept and further
generate the other alternatives. This depends on de-
signers’ backgrounds, educations, and preferences.
Therefore, we will focus on them in the future.
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The integration of environmental aspects in design frameworks has become a necessity for manufacturers to maintain their market
position. This is especially true in the Computer Aided Design (CAD) phase, which is the last phase in the design process. At this
stage, more than 80% of choices have been made. However, the environmental impacts generated by the remaining choices are
significant. Features Technology (FT), the core of the CAD phase, is used to integrate environmental aspects. This paper presents a
literature review of different works based on FT to ecodesign products. First, we present an overview of features in CAD systems.
Second, we present a critical review of works done on ecodesigning with features that we divide into two subsections: the first
one concerns CAD-Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) integration (methodologies, prototype tools, and commercial tools), and the
second one, works using FT in CAD phase to reduce the environmental impact of one life cycle stage such as material selection or
manufacturing. Finally, we propose an approach based on FT for ecodesigning products to promote simple new ecodesign tools
which will help the inexperienced designer.

1. Introduction

In the earlier stages of design process, the reduction of Envi-
ronmental Impacts (EIs) was the purpose of much research.
This was due to the increasing demand for eco-friendly
products. The amount of data provided by Computer Aided
Design (CAD) systems enables a complete Life Cycle Assess-
ment (LCA). Features technology (FT) provides the necessary
data to realize a life cycle inventory (LCI), which is the second
stage of an LCA according to ISO 14040.We propose a model
to integrate CAD and LCA systems based on features. The
objective is to extract data and provide an environmental
evaluation which would be comprehensible to a designer;
the model should deal with different possible scenarios and
show the optimal solution. A number of steps are necessary
to attempt this: necessary data for LCImust be extracted (raw
material, manufacturing process possible, transportation,
use, and end-of-life scenarios); possible scenarios need to
be evaluated; the designer must be shown the influence of
his/her choices in real time; the optimal scenario must be
selected.That is why the integration betweenCAD/LCA tools
has greatly evolved. There are tools for real-time evaluation
such as solidworks sustainability [1], in which the designer

can visualize the impact of his/her choices till features attribu-
tion. But several gaps and problems persist. In this research,
firstly, we present an overview of features in CAD systems.
Secondly, we review related studies done on ecodesigning
with features in CAD phase. Finally, we propose an approach
based on FT in order to present an environmental assistance
to the CAD designer.

2. Overview of Features

The evolution of CAD systems has allowed nongeomet-
ric information to be integrated in a purely geometrical
model (e.g., engineering constraints, tolerances, or material)
through high technological entities (features) that have been
introduced in most current CAD systems. Shah and Mantyla
[2] present needs and advantages of features over geometric
models. They configure features as objects that represent the
designer’s intent; this intention is maintained during the dif-
ferent phases of product development. According to Bidarra
andBronsvoort,modeling features compared to conventional
geometric modeling enables the combination of functional
and engineering information on the form in a product model
[3]. For Ghodous, this FT facilitates the integration between
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different phases of product development such as design and
manufacturing [4]. With the features approach, the geomet-
rical objects are formed by an assembly of simple elements,
such as a chamfer in a mechanical part. The final geometric
form of the part results from the application of a sequence of
features configured and integrated into the 3D model.

2.1. Features Definitions. Different definitions have been
proposed for features. For Wilson and Pratt, features present
a field of interest in a product model [5]. In Smith and Dagli’s
work, features are defined as high-level design primitiveswith
their attributes, their qualifiers, and restrictions which affect
the functionality and/or the ability for the product to be
manufactured; that is, they can describe the shape (size and
dimensions), precision (tolerances and finish), or material
(type, properties, and processing) and vary with the product
and the manufacturing process [6]. In the design field,
according to Shah andMathew, features are the elements used
in generation, analysis, and evaluation of a productmodel [7].
Inmanufacturing, Salomons defines a feature as product data,
related to functional specifications, manufacturing processes,
or physical design properties [8]. In design and manufactur-
ing, Pratt and Bedford consider shape features as elements
conforming to rules that enable their recognition and clas-
sification [9].

2.2. Types of Features. Different types of features have been
elaborated: Shape Features Constraint Features, Precision
Features (or tolerance), Assembly Features, Functional Fea-
tures (sets of features related to specific functions which may
include information on design intent, nongeometric param-
eters related to function or performance, etc.), Material Fea-
tures, and Primitive Features.

2.3. Features Representation. Most research on the geometric
representation of features shape is oriented to volume repre-
sentation (3D), in combination with surface representation.
For example, we can cite the representation based on Bound-
ary Representation (B-REP), and on Constructive Solid
Geometry (CSG), as well as hybrid representation as shown
in Wang and Ozsoy [10].

2.4. Techniques of Features Creation. Several techniques have
been developed for the creation of models based on features.
These techniques are divided into two main approaches
according to Allada and Anand [11] and Shah and Mantyla
[2].

(i) Features recognition: features are recognized from a
geometric model applying rules of recognition. More
features models, describing the same product, can
therefore be derived.

(ii) Design features: a product model is developed based
on predefined features. In this case, a product’s
explicit geometry is created from the features model.

In order to obtain a feature-based model, feature recog-
nition and feature-based design are the two main approaches

used. To evaluate a part environmentally, nongeometric data
has to be attached to the designed object. However, the recog-
nition approach causes the loss of all nongeometric data,
which can be provided with feature-based design approach.
Hence, the interest is oriented to the latter approach for
ecodesigning products in the detail design phase.

3. Ecodesigning with CAD
Features: State of the Art

In order to help companies design “green” and sustainable
products, it is necessary to implement integration between
CAD tools and sustainablemethods, both ofwhich are related
to the product Life Cycle. Such digital integration allows the
Ecodesign process to be supported in the early stages of prod-
uct development. Retrieving part of the information available
from the CAD system (e.g., volume, geometry, material, and
the energy needed to form the part) is necessary to realize
an environmental evaluation. FT—also called “green feature”
by Xin et al. [12], has been successful due to its high level of
representation and modeling capabilities. In this section, we
present how FT can be used to develop new Ecodesign tools
(CAD/LCA integrated tools) covering the Environmental
Evaluation (EE) of all life cycle stages. We then show how it
can be used on CAD phase to reduce EIs of a stage such as
material selection or a green manufacturing process. Figure 1
presents the two essential categories of research on the topic
“Ecodesign with CAD features”: CAD-LCA integration and
Ecodesigning one life cycle stage. Each category is divided
into three subcategories.

3.1. CAD/LCA Integrated Tools and Methodologies Based on
Feature Technology. Bonvoisin andThiede describe a part, in
CAD systems, as a 3D model, composed of a set of features
which describe the part’s geometry. It is used for the realiza-
tion of a process plan which is defined by a set of operations.
An operation is a treatment unit of one or many features by a
machine. A feature can be realized by one ormany operations
[13]. Mäntylä et al. show that features are generally expected
to form a basis for linking CAD with downstream manufac-
turing applications and for organizing databases for design
data [14]. As described in ISO 14040, an LCA requires several
iterations between goal scope definitions, inventoryanalysis,
and impact analysis [15].Hence, Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) is
strongly linked to CAD features, essentially in retrieving nec-
essary data. Figure 2 presents a simplified model for the Life
Cycle Inventory Analysis (LCIA) phase. FT, then, is the core
of most CAD/LCA integrations whether methodologies, tool
prototypes, or realized tools. We have chosen to focus prima-
rily on studies that help us establish our approach.

3.1.1. Methodologies Based on Features for CAD/LCA Integra-
tion. Data exchange is an important step in the integration.
For this reason, data extraction, data transfer, and data
exchange are initially the most important tasks resolved by
research such as Otto et al. [16, 17]. Otto presents a frame-
work, where a data transfer between the two systems is
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Figure 2: LCIA proposed framework by SETAC [18].

performed. The LCA required data is extracted from a geo-
metric model based on features.

Within the approach taken, efficient access to the LCI-
relevant data is realized by using a search index in order to
extract the necessary features for practicing an LCA. FT sup-
ports datamigration in order to identify input-output entities
in the conceptual design phase [19] and in the detailed design
phase [20].

The data provided by features can be divided into explicit
information, which is related to part geometry, and implicit
information, which is related to part process [16, 21, 22]. Suc-
cess is obtained when data extraction andmigration between
two different types of software are carried out; thus for a
digital tool, data exchange is necessary.Marosky [22] explores
these works and presents a structure of an algorithm that
allows mutual data transfer between CAD (SolidEdge) and
LCA tool (SimaPro).This transfer is based on extracting data
from a product CAD model which consists of assemblies,
subassemblies, parts, and features.The objective is to evaluate

the environmental impact of a component aswell as thewhole
product. In a previous paper [23], we proposed a simple
ecodesign tool by integrating CAD and LCA. Geometric
characteristics of a CAD model were analyzed to estimate
their environmental influences during all the phases of a
product life cycle.The tool consists of a special geometric data
base containing the impacts of all existing design technical
solutions of a product; critical geometric features and forms
concerning environmental impact are identified, after which
designers can select the optimal solution in terms of feasibility
and ecology. However, when it is a case of a new product, the
designer may encounter problems using this tool (Chui and
Chu [24]). The data extracted from CAD systems represents
an LCA model; this model helps us to approximate the envi-
ronmental impact of a virtual product. Although a model for
a complete LCA has yet to be developed, we can cite Yangl
who presents a new Rapid Life Cycle Assessment (RLCA)
model based on features [25], in which corresponding design
parameters of a product concept are indentified based on
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Figure 3: Screenshots of “CAST Tool” (a) and “ecofit” (b) the proposed CAD-LCA software prototypes [26, 27].

the mapping relationship between “green features” and con-
ceptual design information. “Green features” is a group of
green design information covering the entire lifecycle of
products [12]. Green features are characterized by green
attributes, and different green features have different attrib-
utes. For example, a material feature has such attributes as
material type and material quantity; a manufacturing feature
has such attributes as manufacturing energy consumption
and manufacturing emissions.

The lack of common format between CAD and LCA
systems has been resolved thanks to FT.However, allmethods
consider a CAD geometric representation as a collection of
data to assess the environmental impact of one life cycle sce-
nario. We note that presenting alternative scenarios and their
impacts is still to be developed. However in reality, a part can
be realized in different ways. Also, it is necessary to provide
a digital real tool to be used in industries. For example, we
found prototype tools for CAD-LCA integration where fea-
tures, extracted from CAD systems, are the core of an LCA
model. In the following section we present these prototypes.

3.1.2. Prototype Tools Based on Features for CAD/LCA Inte-
gration. Realizing a CAD/LCA integrated tool is an aim of
researchers to help nonexpert designers to ecodesign prod-
ucts in terms of the environment. In the literature, we have
identified prototypes of tools based on the extraction of CAD
data from features in order to evaluate environmental impacts
of products, such as the “DEMONSTRATOR” developed by
Mathieux et al. [28].This prototype tool bindsCATIA (aCAD
software) and EIME (an LCA software). CATIA is connected
to a Product Life Management (PLM) system that extracts
all data provided by different used features. The established
system then selects necessary LCA data and transfers them
to EIME to calculate and show the environmental impact.
Following Jain [27], we deduce that the use of the integration

between PLM and CAD systems is useful to develop our
approach. Jain presents a plugin (Eco-fit) designed for 3DS-
max using the Eco-indicator99 (EI99), an ecoassessment
methodology and database designed to evaluate CAD-based
products. A screenshot of this tool appears in Figure 3. There
is also “EcoCAD” presented by Cappelli et al. [29], which is
based on the analysis of the tree structure of a CAD project
composed of assemblies, subassemblies, parts, and features.
The lack of these prototypes is their dependence on tools used
in the authentication of their proposed methodologies. Like
the module implemented in SolidEge, Abad-Kelly et al. [30]
also connected Solidworks (CAD) and SimaPro (LCA) using
macros. Computer aided sustainable tool “CAST Tool” pre-
sented by Morbidoni et al. [26] tried to overcome this gap by
providing a prototype with an open access database, allowing
products to be evaluated regardless of the CAD or LCA
systems used (cf. screenshot Figure 3).This work is compared
essentially to the sustainabilitymodule of the commercial tool
“Solidworks Sustainability” [1]. Benefits are essentially due
to selecting more than one production process, introducing
lifecycle scenarios and extracting the right amount of geomet-
rical and nongeometrical data from the CAD data structure
and PLM databases. “CAST Tool” overcomes many weak-
nesses such as the single scenario introducedwhere the evalu-
ation of different possible scenarios is available. However, the
evaluation is postmodeling that is realized on a final part
where modifications are difficult to implement, especially
when it is a complex part. This explains the need for a real-
time evaluation tool. A real CAD-LCA integrated tool is also
needed. In the following section, some of the existing com-
mercial tools are presented.

3.1.3. Tools Based on Features for CAD/LCA Integration.
Commercial CAD-LCA integrated tools are essentially
based on data exchange between the two different systems
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Figure 4: Screenshots of “solidworks sustainability” (a) [1] and “sustainable minds” (b) [31]: the CAD-LCA commercial software tools.

(CAD and LCA). Output data from the CAD system rep-
resents the input data for the LCA system. This data is
essentially information provided from different types of
features attributed by the designer. “EcologiCAD” is one
CAD-LCA integrated tool which aims at the environmental
evaluation of virtual product prototypes. It is developed by
Leibrecht [32]. It is based on a client-server concept, where
the informationmodel represents the server.The information
model also provides functionality to further applications via
an application programmable interface (API). “SolidWorks
Sustainability 2010” [1], developed by Dassault Systems,
allows environmental assessment in real time once a feature
has been attributed. It evaluates the environmental impacts
associated with the material and manufacturing selections
chosen by the designer and is most applicable for detailed
design, as complete dimensions and tolerances are required
for the simulation. Hence, to estimate the potential ecological
footprint for another product with the same design require-
ments, it is necessary to provide a new full-scale CADmodel.

Sustainable minds provide a smooth Graphical User
Interface (GUI). Its advantage relative to the other software
is having the ability to see tradeoffs between different designs
of a product. It can be used at all stages of Conceptual Design,
based on the extracted information from attributed features.
The outputs are in equivalent CO

2
emission or the com-

monly used North American single-figure process values for
impact assessment [31]. This may be incomprehensible for
nonenvironmental expert designers. It is thus necessary to
provide a translation of such outputs into the designer field
knowledge. In Figure 4, we present screenshots of “Solid-
works Sustainability” and “Sustainable Minds.”

3.2. Feature Technology for a Single Green Life Cycle Stage.
Several studies have been undertaken to assist the designer in
the CAD stage in predicting and reducing the environmental

impact of a product life cycle stage (material or machining
process selection; adopting an environmentally conscious
process plan; or promoting disassembly to facilitate recycling
or reuse).

3.2.1. Material Selection. The first stage of a product life cycle
is material selection. Attention focuses on reducing extracted
resources; using recyclable materials and many other pre-
cautions can be taken in this step. Abdalla and Ebeid divide
material selection into two phases, material quantity and
material type. Material quantity is dedicated to conserving
environmental resources where designers try tominimize the
amount of materials used in manufacturing the product [33].
The amount of material of a part is determined by summing
different attributed geometric features. Taking into account
environmental aspects till the design phase implies optimiz-
ing the volume of the designed shape, as well as selecting the
most ecological and adequate material. Hence, the objects of
this design phase are resources use reduction, for example, by
choosing recyclable materials. For this, software tools such as
“Eco-Audit” have been developed.This tool is mostly relevant
for detailed design.The advantages of this software are that it
is possible to explore alternative options relatively easily in
the design stages, and it can apply to 19 material processes.
Granta Design [34] and Autodesk Inventor CAD software are
integrated. In the same way, Granta Design developed “Eco
Materials Advisor” where it is possible to propose similar
alternative materials. CES selector is also a software package
developed by Granta Design and Cambridge University [35].
It is amaterial and process selection software using a systemic
procedure based on design constrains (constraint features). A
screenshot of this tool is presented in Figure 5.

3.2.2. Environmentally Conscious Transport. Thegeometry of
a product has an influence on its transport phase [36], because
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Figure 5: Screenshot of granta design tool “CES selector.”

to calculate transport impacts it is necessary to introduce
two essential parameters: a product weight and volume box.
Weight and volume boxes are being reduced, especially when
many products are being transported. For example, for an
old geometric model a transported quantity is “𝑋” and for
an ecodesigned geometric model (box volume and weight
reduced) the product quantity transported is “𝑎 ∗ 𝑋” where
(𝑎 > 1). Relating the environmental impact of this phase to
part geometry is clearly an area for future research.

3.2.3. Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing Process. A
feature is a local shape of a product directly related to the
manufacturing process. It is used to reduce the environmental
impact of the different parameters in the production phase.
The majority of studies found in the literature takes into
account the following three axes: evaluation of process EIs;
selection of green process planning from different alterna-
tives; and selection of green process parameters such as
cutting fluid or machining tool. The integration of CAD and
Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) is successful in
generating different possible process plans in real time and
their EIs. Moreover, it is possible to select the most appro-
priate machining tool with low EIs and also the optimum
scenario.These benefits are possible thanks to featuresmodels
that provide the necessary data for an LCI. We present below
the most important works that guided us.

(1) Evaluation of EIs of a Process Plan and Selecting the Green-
est One. The evaluation of manufacturing environmental
impacts is present inmuch research. It is oriented to reducing
or avoiding processes which have an impact on ecosystems,
human health, and so forth. Sheng et al. [37], Munoz and
Sheng [38], and Sheng and Srinivasan [39] analyze, in their
respective work, the environmental impact of dissimilar
waste streams. They apply a scoring system which evaluates
factors such as toxicity, carcenogenesis, irritation, flammabil-
ity, and reactivity, reducing complexity of processing alterna-
tives through a feature-based approach. A hierarchical part
planning strategy for environmentally conscious machin-
ing is developed [39], and it is shown that a feature can

be machined with different scenarios. The purpose is to
choose the least impact set of machining sequences. Figure 6
shows the example considered by Sheng to demonstrate the
influence of changing the order of machining sequences on
environmental impacts of a production process. However,
machining a part can be realized feature by feature or by set of
features. In [37] Sheng et al. decompose the environmen-
tal impact component into “micro” analyses of individual
features [40] and “macro” analyses of feature interactions
[41]. To evaluate the resources and environment attributes of
a/manufacturing process, Zhang et al. [42] present an Input-
Process-Output (IPO)model and an evaluation index system
based on a scatter degree combination evaluation method
to solve the inconsistency produced by different evaluation
methods in order to select the greenest process plan.This task
presents the core of several works.

More than the evaluation of EIs, features are useful for
selecting green process planning, such as the multiobjective
optimization decision-making framework model of process
planning for green manufacturing established by Cao et al.
[43] to put forward a new process planning strategy for green
manufacturing and to develop a process planning software
tool. In 2006, Tan et al. [44] developed a new production
process which determines a method focusing on sustainable
manufacturing. It is based on case-based reasoning, expert
systems, and FT for designing a new component’s process
flow.A sustainable development assessment is the basis of this
process flow.

Cao and Tan methods developed for green CAPP selec-
tion have to be developed in order to be used as a numerical
methods integrated inCAD systems. Zhao et al. [45] also pro-
pose a method for environmentally conscious process plan-
ning. The method begins with an existing process plan and
then identifies impactful process steps and associated design
features, in terms of manufacturing cost and environmental
impact. Alternative processes that can achieve these features
are then considered to generate alternative process plans.
This might be useful to integrate into CAD-LCA integrated
systems to help a designer compare different alternatives till
features attribution. Nawata and Aoyama [46] propose a new
life-cycle design system specifically applicable to machined
parts. The system automatically generates life-cycle assess-
ment (LCA) feedback for the design process through the
effective linkage of life-cycle inventory data with computer-
aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM)
data by feature-basedmodeling.Hence, the important deduc-
tion that can be retained from CAD/CAM/CAPP integration
is allowing the generation of different possible alternative
machining scenarios.

Each scenario has environmental impacts related to the
parameters of the process plan attributed. FT, in CAD phase,
can help the designer select, from possible alternatives, the
greenest process.

(2) Selection of Green Process Parameters.Manufacturing pro-
cess planning is based on a set of parameters such as cutting
tool, cutting fluid, or machining tool. Tan et al. [47] used FT
in selecting the most ecological cutting fluid and machining
tool because they are important parameters in developing
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Figure 6: Influence of machining sequences order on the EIs of a part consisting of three types of features: a pocket, a hole, and a finished
planar face [39].

green products. In a similar vein, the selection of an ecological
machine tool is the aim of Jiang andZhang’s study [48], where
they develop the model called Vector Projection Method.
This method, based on FT, creates a reference index system
to justify machine tool selection, by considering resource
consumption and environmental impact due to part features
which needs an energy input/expenditure (electricmechanic,
pneumatic, etc.) to be realized. Estimating the required
energy and optimizing it presents a challenge for green man-
ufacture. Possible production energy consumption scenarios
in a feature level are studied by Deshpande et al. [49] and
assessed through MTConnect standard methodology. Other
process parameters, such as finish cut and feed rate, generate
EIs due to their relation to the part quality. Helu et al. [50],
using FT, develop a methodology showing that the impact of
green machining strategies such as part quality on achieved
surface quality ismost influenced by the finish cut(s) and feed
rate. Improving part quality can also reduce life cycle EIs.

CADandCAPP integrations are able to providemore Life
Cycle scenarios for the part in a real time. It is therefore nec-
essary to integrate these benefits into CAD-LCA integrated
tools to realize environmental evaluation in real time and also
choose the greenest process plan from existing possible sce-
narios. These contributions can be accompanied by a green
end of life with promotion of design phase disassembly and
recyclability.

3.2.4. Design for Green End of Life. For many products, the
End of Life (EoL) phase is the worst phase in terms of sustain-
ability. In the last decade,much research has focused onmini-
mizing the environmental impact of this phase till the design
process. FT is used in the CAD phase to select an optimal
product structure from the design alternatives corresponding
to lower assembly/disassembly costs, while complying with
specified recycling and recovering rates. It also chooses a
small set of parts to be disassembled to meet with the green
directives and suggests an economical disassembly process

(Chu et al. [51]). Zhang and Kuo [52] develop a graph-based
heuristic approach to generate a disassembly tree in order
to undertake the disassembly analysis and study the product
structure and disassembly, ensuring the recording of the
physical properties of components such as weight and vol-
ume. Güngör [53] proposes a method which is applicable
to the detail design phase. The importance of connectors
between different geometric features attributed in Design for
Disassembly (DfD) is indicated. These features are evaluated
with an Analytic Network Process (ANP) method.

Optimizing the disassembly sequence of mechanical sys-
tems is very useful in order to improve maintenance and
recycling activities (i.e., to reduce costs, times, and number
of operations). Anewvirtual disassembly environment, based
on twodifferent algorithms, is presented byCappelli et al. [54]
by using features such as those shown in Figure 7. Takao and
Niall [55] with their support system design consider the recy-
cling from its start point. It reduces the amount of waste at the
EoL over time reduction disassembly. Abu Bakar and Rahim-
ifard present a Computer-Aided Recycling Process Planning
for EoL Electrical and Electronic Equipment [56].

4. Proposed Approach for Ecodesigning
with CAD Features

Resulting from this literature review, Figure 8 shows a sum-
mary of ecodesign works on CAD phase based on FT. Ecode-
sign could focus on one life cycle stage or take into account
all life cycle stages. A framework of the four most important
benefits found in the state of the art above based on FT is
shown in Figure 8.This framework has served in our previous
work to develop a new methodology based on FT to inte-
grate CAD-LCA systems [57]. This methodology considers
benefits extracted above from the literature review presented.
However the methodology presented requires development.
Figure 9 represents a model of a new Ecodesign tool applying
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the approach proposed above. It is composed of a connector
which collects necessary data for an LCA tool from CAD,
CAM, CAPP, and PLM systems. Once the environmental
evaluation is completed, graphical representation is shown
to the designer. The graphic allows, at the user interface,
the optimal scenario to be selected from those proposed.
The necessity of reducing products’ EIs has led researchers
to develop new ecodesign tools in order to help designers
choose the ecological solutions in CAD phase where Degrees
of Freedom (DoFs) in the acting zone are limited [58].

The data transfer of the majority of CAD-LCA integrated
tools and methodologies, found in the literature, is based on
FT. This technology has been used in generating scenarios

in CAPP and for the choice of optimal scenarios/solutions
in terms of cost. Based on functionalities offered by FT and
CAD/PLM integrations, we propose a new Ecodesign frame-
work. Exploring this approach, a newEcodesign tool, “Green-
CAD,” with two interesting features will be developed. First,
this tool can extract features data in order to generate
scenarios of possible process plans.These scenarios represent
input data to a tool (exploring CAD/CAPP integrations).

Second, an environmental assessment can be undertaken
once a feature is chosen for different generated scenarios
(real time EE which is based on exploring CAD/CAPP and
CAD/PLM integrations to reduce EI throughout all life cycle
stages from cradle to grave).
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Figure 9: Framework of a new ecodesign tool with CAD/CAPP/
PLM integration.

5. Conclusion

Despite the number of studies that explore CAD features for
ecodesigning products at each stage of the product design
process, industries do not yet efficiently integrate environ-
mental aspects in design processes. Through our literature
review and research observations, it appears that digital tools
are needed to help nonexpert environmental designers. The
latter needs to include environmental aspects of their virtual
prototypes in the CAD phase by promoting the environmen-
tal impacts reduction in all product life cycle stages, from
cradle-to-gate till the features attribution. We have presented
a framework that might help resolve some difficulties that
currently prevent product designers from systematically inte-
grating environmental considerations in their activities. This
framework links benefits acquired in different life cycle stages
in reducing environmental impacts. It is based on FT and
requires the development of more efficient CAD-LCA inte-
grated tools (material selection, environmentally conscious
process plan, energy consumption, disassembly, etc.).

In our future research work, a comprehensive model of
the interactions and information flows betweenCAD systems
and LCA software will be established, and the model will be
developed into a prototype tool that will be tested through a
case study.
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Conceptual design involves identification of required functions of the intended design, generation of concepts to fulfill these
functions, and evaluation of these concepts to select the most promising ones for further development. The focus of this paper is
the second phase—concept generation, in which a challenge has been to develop possible physical embodiments to offer designers
for exploration and evaluation. This paper investigates the issue of how to transform and thus synthesise possible generic physical
embodiments and reports an implemented method that could automatically generate these embodiments. In this paper, a method
is proposed to transform a variety of possible initial solutions to a design problem into a set of physical solutions that are described
in terms of abstraction of mechanical movements. The underlying principle of this method is to make it possible to link common
attributes between a specific abstract representation and its possible physical objects. For a given input, this method can produce a
set of concepts in terms of their generic physical embodiments. The method can be used to support designers to start with a given
input-output function and systematically search for physical objects for design consideration in terms of simplified functional,
spatial, and mechanical movement requirements.

1. Introduction

Conceptual design is the process of exploring promising con-
cepts (e.g., sketches); this often starts with reasoning about
design from a functional point of view and involves a series
of transformations with increasing detail. In general, there
are three phases in conceptual design [1], namely, (1) function
analysis—to develop and describe the functions required, (2)
concept generation—to generate possible physical concepts
from required functions, and (3) concept evaluation—to
evaluate these concepts so as to select the most promising
ones.

In the second phase of conceptual design, generating a
range of physical concepts is seen by many as a challenging
task [2]. Also, developing a method that generates these
concepts is widely accepted as a principal issue to be resolved
for improving current engineering design synthesis [3]. From

the literature, methods proposed for generation of physical
concepts include the following.

(i) Morphological Charts. A morphological chart, as used in
design research, is a matrix where columns present different
functional requirements of a design and rows represent
alternative working principles that can fulfill each function.
Each combination with a working principle from each col-
umn represents a concept. After identifying the functional
requirements, one or more working principles are found for
every function required. These principles are then combined
using amorphological chart in order tomeet all the functions;
principal researchers include Hundal and Langholtz [4],
Roozenburg and Eekels [5], Cross [6], and Pahl et al. [7].
A limitation of this method is that there is little guidance
for how to transform these working principles into physical
descriptions of the device (i.e., physical concepts). Moreover,
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whether working principles can be combined or not is
implicitly decided by designers.

(ii) Catalogue of Elements. To solve the problem of generating
physical concepts from required functions, one possible way
is to develop a catalogue of building blocks (i.e., elements
commonly found in designs). These elements with their
function are first identified and listed for use by designers,
for example, see Kota and Chiou [8] and Li et al. [9],
who developed two levels of building blocks—motion and
physical. Physical building blocks describe a set of physical
artefacts that embody the motion building blocks. The link
between requirements and their physical building blocks
is explicitly described in a matrix. Roth [10, 11] developed
a more elaborate, multiple-level solution representation to
provide guidance from abstract function structures, through
physical embodiments, to detailed designs. However, as to
how these elements are combined is still dependent on
designers’ intuition. A similar work developed into a com-
putational framework is reported by Han and Lee [12].

(iii) Catalogue of Solutions. This provides a list of exist-
ing solutions for a given requirement. Researchers such as
Murakami and Nakajima [13] and Gu et al. [14] proposed
computerized methods for retrieving mechanism concepts.
Mechanism concepts and their kinematic behaviour are
first analyzed and stored in a library, along with additional
information such as motion type. To retrieve mechanism
concepts, designers specify the required behaviour in a time
history of input and output and/or motion type. However,
this method is limited to retrieving complete mechanism
concepts rather than generating them by combining building
blocks. The usefulness of this approach heavily relies on
how extensive the catalogue of mechanisms is. One problem
with this approach is that the granularity of building blocks
is coarse; therefore, it lacks flexibility in providing as wide
a range of concepts as would be possible if the building
blocks underlying the designs stored in the catalogue were
considered.

This paper investigates the issue of how to transform and
thus synthesise possible physical concepts and proposes an
implemented method for automated physical synthesis. This
research extends earlier research on a functional synthesis
approach that produces a wide variety of abstract concepts to
mechanical design problems, which involve transmission and
conversion ofmechanical forces andmotions [15]. For a given
design problem, this approach can produce an exhaustive
set of concepts in terms of their spatial configurations.
These are then offered to designers for exploration. This
approach has been tested by means of case studies and
hands-on experiments involving experienced designers [15].
It was found that the number and variety of solutions
generated by using this approach were always larger than
those of the designers. This demonstrated its potential for
enhancing designers’ chances of developing promising con-
cepts. However, these experiments also revealed a problem
with the approach: the representation of solutions was too
abstract to adequately visualise their potential embodiments.
To tackle this problem, this paper proposes a method of
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Figure 1: The definition of a spatial element.

transformation—to develop generic physical embodiments
for abstract functional representations of solutions.

2. Method

To start off the method, spatial elements, in this research, are
taken as the input to the process; these spatial elements are
expressed as the directional and spatial aspects of existing
embodiments at a specific time-instant. A spatial element
has five parts: input kind (force or torque), input direction
(restricted to 𝑖+, 𝑗+, 𝑘+, 𝑖−, 𝑗−, or 𝑘− directions), length
vector, output kind, and output direction [16], as shown
in Figure 1. The input or output direction is related to the
directional aspect of existing embodiments, while the length
vector is related to the spatial aspect.The length vector (called
the pin part) is defined as a vector with a qualitative distance
from the input point to the output point (each described as
a dot part in Figure 1) and is assigned as a vector parallel to
the 𝑖, 𝑗, or 𝑘 orientation. However, in many cases, the real
vector (from the input point to the output point) of existing
embodiments is not parallel to the 𝑖, 𝑗, or 𝑘 direction. The
input and output points are related to the contacting areas of
existing embodiments and are defined as the centre points of
the areas connected to the subsequent elements, such as the
centre of a circle, a square, and a line. Further details upon the
definition of spatial element can be seen in previous research
[16].

Before presenting the reasoning method by which a
spatial element can be linked to possible physical objects
that can embody it, three terms, function, behaviour, and
structure, are defined.

(i) Function. It is taken here as the intended behaviour and is
viewed as an intended transformation between a set of input-
output characteristics. These characteristics are (1) number,
(2) kind, (3) direction, (4) magnitude, (5) position, and (6)
motion. Take a door latch design as an example. The handle
output is a rotation (i.e., the characteristic of motion) with
direction in a skew way (i.e., the characteristic of direction),
and the latch output is a translation (i.e., the characteristic
of motion) to enable disengagement of the latch from the
doorframe with input-output relative position. It requires a
generation of design solutions taking the torque (i.e., the
characteristic of kind) input of the handle and producing a
(i.e., the characteristic of number) force output.
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(ii) Structure. It is defined as a component or an assembly
of components that describes geometric aspects of an object.
Component is an individual geometric entity, such as a rod, a
pin, a spring, or a shaft.

(iii) Behaviour. It is defined as what a designed system or an
object actually does within the motional aspects of the I-O
characteristics.

A spatial element has limited information on what the
structure of its physical object can be. Therefore, it is
necessary to explore the link between spatial and physical
descriptions of objects. One possible way is to apply various
input motions to a structure, resulting in the creation of
various or similar behaviours. By analysing the structure and
its behaviour, the possible functions of the structure could
be decided. By considering the representation of existing
structures, it should be possible to abstract them into the
spatial element level. Comparing these transformed objects at
the spatial element level with the database of spatial elements,
it would be possible to find physical objects for each database
spatial element.

Note that behaviour, in the reasoning process, provides
the linkage between function and its possible structures,
and these structures are then abstracted to the spatial ele-
ment level. A method based on these Structure-Behaviour-
Function (S-B-F) links, as well as on abstracting the level of
structures, is thereby built in this work.

To summarize, in order to obtain the input and output
point, the contacting area of the physical object is specified,
thereby defining its input and output point. To obtain the
input and output kind, the physical object is analyzed by
means of its S-B-F link. To obtain the length vector, the
vector pointing from the input point to the output point is
first identified and thus abstracted into the closest among the
length vectors parallel to the 𝑖, 𝑗, or 𝑘 direction. Figure 2 is a
summary of the procedure by which possible physical objects
to embody a spatial element can be derived by understand-
ing the structure-behaviour-function relationships of many
objects, and abstracting these objects into the spatial element
level.

To elaborate the proposed method of transforming a
spatial element into its physical embodiments, three steps are
proposed: (1) develop the relationships between each spatial
element and its possible physical objects, (2) develop rules for
ensuring interface compatibility between any two connecting
elements, and (3) develop reasoning procedures to replace
each abstract spatial configurationwith all its possible generic
physical embodiments to complete the task of transforming a
spatial configuration into geometric configurations (physical
embodiments). Using this method, alternative generic physi-
cal embodiments for a spatial configuration can be generated.

2.1. Establishing Relationships between Each Spatial
Element and Its Physical Objects

2.1.1. Generic Physical Elements and Physical Objects. For
transformation of a spatial element into its physical objects,
there are two questions to be answered: (1) what are the possi-
ble forms representing the pin part of the spatial element, (see

Figure 3)? (2)what are the possible interfaces representing the
dot parts?

To answerQuestion 1, two generic attributes are identified
from the structural aspects of the spatial element.

(i) Form. This is the abstract geometric representation of an
object and is the main attribute that transfers or transforms
motions within itself. There are different geometric forms,
such as plate, semi disk, block, and rod.

(ii) Support Interface. This provides support that interacts
with the structure’s environment and sometimes contains the
geometric coordinate of the object, such as the centre of a
circle. Common support interfaces are revolute pairs (turning
pairs), prismatic pairs, screwpairs, cylindrical pairs, spherical
pairs, and planar pairs.

To answer Question 2, one generic attribute is defined.

(iii) Motion Interface. This constitutes areas through which
objects contact each other in order to transfer motion.
This attribute provides interactions between two connecting
objects. There are at least two areas in each object: the input
and output areas. The types of the motion interface consid-
ered are traction, tooth, groove, plane, or hinge. (Traction is
the surface made rough. Tooth is the surface made of teeth
andmay be straight, helical, double helical, or others. Groove
is the surface composed of a negative (such as a heart-shaped
groove or slot) and a positive (such as a pin-like bar) part.
Plane is the surfacemade of a plane or a curved surface which
is perpendicular, or otherwise to 𝑥, 𝑦, or 𝑧 axis. Hinge is the
surface made of a negative (such as a hole-shaped cylinder)
and a positive (such as a pin) part.)

If we analyze the structural aspect of a spur gear, the form
is plate, the support interface is a revolute pair, and themotion
interface is the meshing of the gear teeth. The interface of
any two objects is similar to what Reuleaux (1963) called a
“kinematic pair.” Generic physical elements representing a
spatial element have a generic representation composed of
form, support interface, and motion interface. Each element
represents many physical (standard) objects. For example, an
element composed of a plate as the generic form, tooth as the
motion interface, and a revolute pair as the support interface
generically represents all sorts of gears. The relationship
between generic physical elements and physical objects is
shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the first line represents a
generic physical element, which is composed of a generic
form, support interface, and motion interface. Each physical
object consists of its generic physical element added to its
specific descriptors. Take a generic physical element with a
plate as the form, a tooth as the motion interface, and a
revolute pair as the support interface. If its descriptors are
circle, spur tooth, and bearing, respectively, the standard
object is a spur gear. If we change the form descriptor to a
rectangle and the remaining parts are the same, the resulting
standard object is a rectangular spur gear.

After linking each spatial element to its physical objects,
these physical objects can be further classified into generic
physical elements. The procedure for classifying standard
objects into generic physical elements is to remove form,
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support interface, and motion interface specific descriptors
from each standard object.

2.2. Ensuring Interface Compatibility. When transforming
into its physical embodiments, it has to be ensured that any
solution composed of more than one spatial element has
compatibility between its connecting elements. Both struc-
tural and behavioural aspects of generic physical elements
contribute to the issue of compatibility. Analysis of these two
aspects reveals that compatibility contains (1) configuration
compatibility and (2)motion interface compatibility.

Configuration compatibility is that the space taken by
one individual element cannot be occupied by the other.
However, each element in our method is qualitatively rep-
resented, and the coordinates and dimensions of the object
are not quantified. Therefore, it is supposed that any two
connecting elements are located and dimensioned so as to
meet configuration compatibility.

As far as the motion interface compatibility between two
components is concerned, three important attributes need to
be considered.

(i) Contact Normal Vector. The common denominator of
the contacting situations is that the normal vectors of two
contacting surfaces are coincident, with the exception of a
point contact where the normal vector of the contacting
point can be defined with any possible direction in space. In
this research, a contacting vector is restricted to be oriented
along 𝑖+, 𝑗+, 𝑘+, 𝑖−, 𝑗−, or 𝑘− direction. However, in some
realistic situations, the contacting vectors are not along one of
these directions. For these situations, their normal vectors are
approximated to be along 𝑖+, 𝑗+, 𝑘+, 𝑖−, 𝑗−, or 𝑘− direction.
Examples of contact normal vectors are shown later.

(ii) Contact Motion. The connection of two connecting
objects permits a certain kind of motion. The motion of two
connecting objects dictates the interface. For example, if the
motion of the contacting surfaces of two objects is the same,
their interface can be a fixed interface. However, if themotion
of the contacting surface of one object is not always the
same as that of the other, the connection must allow relative
motion. The contacting area of two contacting surfaces in
general is therefore defined to be either fixed or changeable.

(iii) Contact Type. The type of interface of the contacting area
of two objects must match. Contact type describes the form
of the contacting area of two objects, such as plane, traction,
tooth, hinge, or groove.

To summarise, each contacting area has three attributes:
contact normal vector, contact motion, and contact type.
Examples of various interfaces are shown in Figure 4. In
Figure 4(a), the contact normal vector, motion, and form of a
rack are specified as 𝑗+ (even though the real contact normal
vector is not in 𝑗+), changeable, and tooth. In Figure 4(b), the
contact normal vector, motion, and form of the bevel gear are
specified as 𝑗+ (again, even though the real contact normal
vector is not in 𝑗+), changeable, and tooth. The contact

normal vector, motion, and form of the brush wheel are 𝑗+,
changeable and traction, as shown in Figure 4(c).The contact
normal vector, motion, and form of the shaft are 𝑖−, fixed,
and plane, as shown in Figure 4(d). In Figure 4(e), the contact
normal vector,motion, and formof a groove camare 𝑘+ (even
though the real contact normal vector is not exactly in 𝑘+).
And finally, in Figure 4(f), the contact normal vector,motion,
and form of a rod are 𝑖−, changeable, and plane.

2.3. Developing Reasoning Procedure. Themotion interface in
each generic physical element has various possible input and
output areas. An example of a block element derived from a
spatial element is shown in Figure 5. Five input areas with
their contact types, motions, and normal vectors (shown in
the top chart) and five output areas (shown in the bottom
chart) enable each generic physical element to connect with
different elements oriented in a three-dimensional space.

The rules for ensuringmotion interface compatibility (see
Figure 6) are summarized as follows: two connecting objects
must match in terms of their normal vector, motion, and type
at their contacting surfaces.

Theprocedure for generating all possible physical embod-
iments is as follows: each spatial element in a spatial solution
has various alternative generic physical elements with various
forms, support interfaces, and motion interfaces. Consider-
ing all possible combinations of the elements’ generic physical
elements, alternative physical embodiments of the solution,
which meet the rule of motion interface compatibility for
all connecting elements, are generated. Connections between
these elements contain kinds, directions of the kinds, posi-
tions of the elements, and the motion interface with the
matching normal vector, motion, and type.

The matching process between two sets of objects (each
set containing alternative physical embodiments of a spatial
element) is to first select an alternative from each set, followed
by deciding whether the output area of the former element or
the input area of the latter element obeys the rule for motion
interface compatibility.This process has to be repeated for all
alternative combinations.

3. Examples

3.1. Example of Spatial Element and Its Physical Realizations.
Figures 7–10 present various generic physical elements for the
four spatial elements. Each generic element is as shown in the
columns of the top row with its name shown in the second
row. The attributes of possible input and output areas of the
physical element are shown in each column of the bottom
row.

The derivation of generic physical elements in the
database is based on two concerns.

(i) Motion. Elements providing different kinematic motions,
such as continuity or reciprocity, need to be distin-
guished. For instance, the generic element of a plate and a
semidisk from the torque-to-force spatial element need to be
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distinguished, because one can generate a continuous output
and the other cannot.

(ii) Spatial Constraint. Elements having different types need
to be distinguished. For example, the distinction between
Wedge1 andWedge3 generic element derived from theWedge
spatial element is because their spatial constraints are located
in different places.

Figure 7 shows the results of transforming a torque-to-
force spatial element into generic physical elements. Each
generic physical element consists of a generic form, support
interface, and motion interface. Three generic forms—plate,
semidisk, and block—are shown in this figure. The generic
support interface is a revolute pair which is situated at the
centre of the plane generic form and is situated at the top
of the semidisk and block forms. A revolute pair provides
one degree of freedom (rotation) to its generic physical form.
Each generic interface has an input area and output area.The
input area of a plate generic form is a plane and the output
area is either a tooth or a traction. Similarly, the input area of
a semidisk generic form is a plane and the output area is either
a tooth or traction.The input area of a block generic form has
the input area as a plane and the output area as plane, hinge,
or groove.The presentation of various input and output areas
for a generic element is not shown in this figure.

Figure 8 shows the results of transforming a force-to-
torque spatial element to generic physical elements. Three
generic forms—plate, semidisk, and block—are shown in this
figure.

Figure 9 demonstrates the results of transforming a force-
to-force spatial element into generic physical elements. The
generic form is a lever1, the support interface is a revolute
pair which provides one degree of freedom (rotation), and the
motion interface has various possible input and output areas
which are the hinge, groove, or plane.

Figure 10 shows the results of transforming another force-
to-force spatial element into generic physical elements. Four
generic forms—wedge1, wedge2, wedge3, and wedge4 are
presented.The generic physical elements with wedge1 generic
form and wedge4 generic form are transformed as assemblies
of components rather than a single component.

Theoretically, all generic physical elements can be con-
sidered in terms of single components without assemblies.
The reason for using components as well as assemblies is
that there are some assemblies (such as pulley-and-belt, or
screw-and-nut) that are often treated as a single building
block. Therefore, if we use only components in the database,
such building blocks require the use of more than one basic
element. To reduce the number of elements used in a solution
(which is important to contain combinatorial explosion),
components and assemblies are used together.

3.2. Example of Two Consecutive Spatial Elements and Their
Physical Realizations. Two examples are given below to
illustrate the results of transforming spatial configurations
into their generic physical embodiments. Figure 11(a) shows
a spatial configuration combining a torque-to-force element
taking an input torque, to produce and transfer a translational
output to a force-to-torque element that produces a rotational
output at the desired output point. Five generic physical
embodiments are shown in Figures 11(b), 11(c), 11(d), 11(e),
and 11(f). Figure 11(b) shows a pair of traction wheels or spur
gears. Figure 11(c) shows an embodiment similar to that in
Figure 11(b) but generates an intermittent outputmotion.The
embodiment shown in Figure 11(d) is similar to Figure 11(c)
but provides different output motion which is a repeatedly
intermittent output, while that in Figure 11(e) is similar
to Figure 11(c) with the same output motion. Figure 11(f)
describes a rotating element driving another rotating ele-
ment, through a contact surface, to transfer the rotational
motion. Figure 12(a) shows a spatial configuration combining
a force-to-force element taking input force, to produce and
transfer a translational inverse motion to a force-to-force
element that produces a perpendicular translational output
at the desired output point. Four possible generic physical
embodiments are shown in Figures 12(b), 12(c), 12(d), and
12(e). Figure 12(b) shows a lever connected to a wedge.
Figure 12(c) shows a lever connected to awedge assembly.The
contact type in-between is a plane. Note that the wedge in the
pin diagram can be more general than simply a physical
wedge, as illustrated in Figures 12(d) and 12(e). Figure 12(d)
shows as lever connected to a rotating rod. The contact type
in-between is a groove. Figure 12(e) shows a lever connected
to a double-slider crank assembly. These generic physical
embodiments describe different elements with their forms,
support interfaces, and motion interfaces so as to enlarge or
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decrease the magnitude of the input, as well as to change its
direction.

4. Discussion

Developing physical embodiments from an abstract spa-
tial configuration is more than one-to-one mapping. This
is because an abstract spatial configuration of a solution
provides little information as to what physical objects (i.e.,
components or assemblies of components) and their inter-
faces should be. The reasons to develop a level of generic

physical object are as follows. Firstly, very little supporting
theory is available, and hence the designer must rely on
his/her intuition and experience for transforming spatial into
physical solutions. There is no general theory that relates
a spatial element to its possible physical objects, and thus
developing a reasoning procedure is necessary to link the
two. Secondly, each spatial element can be represented in
terms of numerous physical objects, if considering these
objects at the physical level with their form, dimensions, and
spatial constraints. However, if all possible geometric and
dimensional variants of these are considered, the number
of physical objects for the spatial element could be infinite.
Therefore, it is still necessary to find a way to generalize their
geometry and dimensions so as to control the number of
the transformed objects. Lastly, a connection between spatial
elements in a spatial configuration does not explicitly con-
sider the characteristics of that interface. However, interfaces
between connecting objects in mechanical designs can have
various geometric forms and dimensions.We, therefore, need
to address the question of how to reason about suitable
interfaces for connecting two physical objects, each of which
represents a spatial element at the physical level. As reported
in previous studies [17, 18], physical interface compatibility
was addressed before under the framework of Function-
Behavior-Structure (FBS) model. Compatibility was checked
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to derive types of contact (e.g., point contact or line contact).
However, the major difference of this previous approach to
the one proposed in this paper is as follows: while earlier work
[17, 18] describes how an interface is to be connected (e.g.,
line contact), our proposedmethod proposes that, in addition

to the type of contact needed, a physical interface should
include information on the interface shape (e.g., groove) and
the position of the contact point.

The range of physical elements of a specific spatial
element would affect the variety of physical objects, while
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the type of spatial elements would decide the variety of the
space of abstract solutions. In our method, a database of
generic physical elements needs to be developed. Therefore,
this raises the question: how to develop and validate generic
physical embodiments from existing designs? We propose
the following procedure: (a) abstract existing designs to strip
irrelevant information from them in order to transform them
into their generic physical embodiments, (b) from the designs
identified in Step 1, distil subsolutions which are relevant to
this research (because e.g., this methodology is developed
based on the consideration of mechanical movements and
their transformation), (c) compare these subsolutions with
the ones independently generated by the proposed method.
Take a corkscrew as an example. Two parts relevant to
mechanical movements are considered in this case study: (1)
Part I (such as the spiral-shapedmetal rod) to screw the spiral
into the cork so as to combine with the cork so that they can
be removed together from the bottle, and (2) Part II (such
as the handle) to transfer or transmit motion from hand to
Part I. To develop a database, a collection of design catalogues

could be used from the literature, for example, catalogues
of corkscrews in Wallis [19] and Watney and Babbidge [20].
Also, machines with mechanical movements are shown in
Brown [21], Jensen [22], and Sclater [23] as benchmark.

One problem of our method is that since the variety of
building blocks at each solution level is wide, the number
of generic physical embodiments becomes increasingly large
when dealing with solutions which contain many spatial
elements and may result in a combinatorial explosion. Two
possible ways of resolving this are as follows.

(1) To divide a design problem into subproblems. Each
subproblem can then use fewer spatial elements. As a
result, the number of solutions can be reduced.

(2) To prune solutions at the earliest possible opportu-
nity. A solution space can be pruned by using relevant
heuristics, at the topological solution, spatial config-
uration, and generic physical embodiment levels (see,
e.g., [1, 24]).
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The present method is restricted in several ways: only
single input single output (aspects of) designs are currently
embodied, and the databases of building blocks are all from
mechanical domain. Future work involves extending and
modifying the set of building blocks, integrating mechanical
building blocks with building blocks from other engineering
domains, and considering multiple-input multiple-output
requirements.

5. Conclusion

This paper investigates a key issue in conceptual design-
how to develop spatial solutions into their possible physical
embodiments.Themethod proposed contains knowledge for
transforming spatial elements into generic physical elements,
as well as rules for ensuring motion interface compatibility
between connecting physical elements that together form
an assembly to carry out the function. The outcome of the
method is generation of generic physical embodiments of
spatial configurations which should lead to an improved
visualisation of spatial configurations, and an increase in
the number of possible concepts explored. There are three
important contributions of this method.The first is that both
components and assemblies are used as building blocks. The
second is that motion interfaces between physical objects
are explicitly considered. And finally, there are explicit rules
for ensuring interface compatibility that can be used by
computers rather than only implicitly handled by designers.
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Conceptual design is the initial stage throughout the product life cycle, whose main purposes include function creation, function
decomposition, and function and subfunction designs. At this stage, the information about product function and structure has the
characteristics of imprecision, incompleteness, being qualitative, and so forth, which will affect the validity of conceptual design.
In this paper, the signed directed graph is used to reveal the inherent causal relationship and interactions among the variables and
find qualitative interactions between design variables and design purpose with the help of causal sequence analysis and constraint
propagation. In the case of incomplete information, qualitative reasoning, which has the function of qualitative behavior prediction,
can improve conceptual design level aided by the computer. To some extent, qualitative reasoning plays a supplementary role in
evaluating scheme and predicting function. At last, with the problem of planar four-bar mechanism design, a qualitative reasoning
flowchart based on the Signed Directed Graph is introduced, and an analysis is made of how to adjust design parameters to make
the trajectory of a moving point reach to the predetermined position so as to meet the design requirements and achieve the effect
that aided designers expect in conceptual design.

1. Introduction

Rapidly growing complexities of the product in function and
structure are enabling engineers to adopt multiple design
means and combine them together to shorten the time to
market. Exploring advanced conceptual design theories and
methodologies and their applications is used to improve the
product functions and performances.

According to the requirements of the various stages of the
product life cycle [1], conceptual design involves such work
as product creation, functional decomposition, and function
and subfunction designs, realizing carrier program and idea
of systematic design thatmeet the function andworking prin-
ciple [2]. Conceptual design is the initial stage of the design
process, which aims at obtaining the basic form or shape in-
formation and related description of the product. In concep-
tual design, detailed design information is not likely to be ob-
tained; instead, only a rough description of the system is
needed [3].

The key technologies of Computer-aided conceptual
design are the product information modeling and reasoning

techniques, in which design object abstract description and
expression are the important part. Currently used in the
conceptual design stage reasoning techniques are knowledge-
based reasoning, artificial neural networks, case-based rea-
soning, and qualitative reasoning. Seely Brown and John de
Kleer propose the theory based on the concept of “stream”
theory, and B. J. Kuipers uses constraint-based qualitative
simulation theory described by qualitative differential equa-
tions [4]. Cao [5] researches the function, behavior, and struc-
ture framework which can be further achieved by product
conceptual design processmodeling. Von-Wun andWang [6]
designed a compression spring design systemwith qualitative
and quantitative techniques.

The information obtained during the conceptual design
is usually incomplete, imprecise, and fuzzy. It is very difficult
and sometimes even impossible to set up an accurate quanti-
tative model using conventional numerical analysis tools. We
need not establish a precise mathematical model of the pro-
blem at many times; instead, we just need rely on the under-
standing of the principles behind the research questions and
qualitative analysis to get the results we want.The foundation
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of such a principle understanding of the problem is the appli-
cation of qualitative knowledge,which is very useful in practi-
cal problem solving. In this process, we are often interested in
qualitative knowledge about the nature of the system, while
numerous, redundant, precise quantitative knowledge is usu-
ally not necessary. And the conceptual design is a design-
analysis-redesign spiral process; a lot of repetitive designs are
inevitable. Take advantage of the knowledge of the initial
design phase to build qualitative modeling, qualitatively giv-
ing the system’s behavior prediction, and approximate direc-
tion of the design can effectively reduce repetitive design
process, improve efficiency, and reduce design costs [7].

In many cases, such as in the conceptual design of the
transmission program, what need to do are to determine the
transmission type, to select the drive level, and tomake a pre-
liminary analysis of the eventual impact of the transmission
scheme on the product [8]. In this analysis process, it is not
necessary or possible to get the design details. At the concep-
tual design stage, a large amount of experience knowledge of
designers is to be used, and it is not feasible to adopt numer-
ical analysis tools like the finite element to provide effective
help for designers. Qualitative reasoning is one of the reason-
ing methods in artificial intelligence, which uses qualitative
information on the system’s structure, behavior and function
description. It studies the relationship among them and cau-
sality, draw qualitative interpretation, in order to mimic hu-
man commonsense qualitative reasoning [9].

The knowledge of qualitative reasoning mainly comes
from the objective laws described in terms of mathematical
formulas.Through the establishment of qualitative constraint
equations, the system behavior change caused by some local
changes can be qualitatively predicted. For the parts that do
not meet the design requirements, qualitative reasoning can
give directional suggestions for improvement.

Conceptual design involves the application of knowledge
of various types [10, 11], including empirical knowledge, com-
mon sense, and structural knowledge, which generally re-
quires the use of multilayer knowledge representation pat-
terns of metaknowledge, qualitative knowledge, and mathe-
matical models and methods [12]. Therefore, in conceptual
design, different corresponding representations need to be
adopted according to the characteristics of different types of
knowledge, with comprehensive considerations in terms of
representation ability, reasoning efficiency, maintainability,
and so on.

Combined with the design process, the types of knowl-
edge and structures the conceptual design stage involves are
shown in Figure 1. The paper uses the qualitative reasoning
method based on the Signed Directed Graph to organize the
reasoning process from requirements analysis to scheme
solving.

2. Signed Directed Graph

SignedDirected Graph is a kind of graph which is constituted
by the directed connections among the nodes, referred to as
SDG [12, 13], wherein the node can represent a variable, oper-
ating member or an event. The SDG model considers the
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Structure 
design
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design

Output

Quantitative 
analysis

analysis

Knowledge base

Objective 
law
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Figure 1: The knowledge model of conceptual design.

links among the design variables and interactions. The state
variables in the object being studied can be represented as
nodes, connected with the edge between the nodes associ-
ated. The influence among the nodes can be expressed by the
qualitative description method, indicating whether each
node has incremental or decremental influence on other re-
lated nodes, and indicating what impact the state of a node
has on the state of other related nodes. SDG can reveal the in-
herent causal relationship and interactions among the vari-
ables of the system, and thus it is suitable for the analysis of
problems with root causes and multiple causal relationships.
As a deep knowledge model, SDG has the ability to accom-
modate large-scale potential information.

Definition 1. The SDG model consists of nodes, directed
branches, and branch sign among nodes, which is actually a
collection of the three things.

The mathematic description of the SDG mode is what
follows:

𝛾 = (𝐺, 𝜓) , (1)

where 𝐺 stands for directed graph and 𝜓 stands for sign set.
The directed graph𝐺 consists of the following four items:

𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸, 𝜕
+

, 𝜕
−

) , (2)

where node set 𝑉 = {V
𝑖
}, branch set 𝐸 = {𝑒

𝑘
}, adjacent

associated character 𝜕+ : 𝐸 → 𝑉 stands for the start node of
branch, and 𝜕− : 𝐸 → 𝑉 stands for the end node of branch.

Sign set 𝜓 can be written as

𝜓 : 𝐸 ∈ {+, −} . (3)

Sign of branch can be written as

𝜓 (𝑒
𝑘
) = 𝜓 (V

𝑖
, V
𝑗
) . (4)

Definition 2. The signed branch indicates the positive and
negative influence amongnodes and represents the constraint
propagation path. If the initial node of the branch increases or
decreases, resulting in the synchronic increase or decrease of
the end node, then the branch effect is called incremental in-
fluence or positive influence, abbreviated as “+,” usually indi-
cated with a solid line with arrows. If the initial node and the
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end node change in the opposite way, then the branch effect
is called decremental influence or negative influence, abbre-
viated as “−,” indicated with a dotted line with the arrow.

Definition 3. Compatible path: in 𝛾 = (𝐺, 𝜓), concerning the
instantaneous sample 𝜙, if 𝜙(𝜕+𝑒𝑘)𝜙(𝑒𝑘)𝜙(𝜕−𝑒𝑘) = +, the
branch 𝑒𝑘 is called a compatible branch, and the end-to-end
compatible branches form a compatible path. It can also be
further expanded as a branch combination that meets
𝜙(𝜕
+𝑒
𝑖
)𝜙(𝑒
𝑖
) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜙(𝑒

𝑗
)𝜙(𝜕−𝑒

𝑗
) = +.

3. Qualitative Reasoning Model of SDG

3.1. SDGModel. Thekey to the SDG reasoning is to construct
the corresponding SDGmodel, namely, the process of knowl-
edge acquisition and knowledge representation in the normal
sense. Through the method based on experiential knowledge
or mathematical model to get the constraint relations among
variables [14], to determine the qualitative influence among
variables is actually to determine the state of SDGbranch, and
then the influence relationship among variables can be des-
cribed clearly.

To convert the SDG model directly into the correspond-
ing reasoning model involves the following steps.

(1) According to the SDG model structure, search for all
compatible paths from the node with its state known
to the parameter node concerned.

(2) Except the node with its state known in compatible
paths, add rules to each remaining node 𝑛

𝑖
according

to the following forms.

(a) If 𝑘
1
, 𝑘
2
. . . 𝑘
𝑛
are forward nodes of 𝑛

𝑖
, and

relationship among them are “and”. Then only
all these forward nodes meet the requirement at
the same time, can we infer the state of node 𝑛

𝑖
:

[(node, 𝑘
1
, status) and (arc, 𝑘

1
, 𝑛
𝑖
, influence)] and

[(node, 𝑘
2
, status) and (arc, 𝑘

2
, 𝑛
𝑖
, influence)]. . . and

[(node, 𝑘
𝑛
, status) and (arc, 𝑘

𝑛
, 𝑛
𝑖
, influence)].

(b) If 𝑘
1
, 𝑘
2
. . . 𝑘
𝑛
are forward nodes of 𝑛

𝑖
, and rela-

tionship among them are “or”. As long as one
node among these forward nodes meets the re-
quirement at the same time, can we infer the
state of node 𝑛

𝑖
:

[(node, 𝑘
1
, status) and (arc, 𝑘

1
, 𝑛
𝑖
, influence)] or

[(node, 𝑘
2
, status) and (arc, 𝑘

2
, 𝑛
𝑖
, influence)]. . . or

[(node, 𝑘
𝑛
, status) and (arc, 𝑘

𝑛
, 𝑛
𝑖
, influence)].

Qualitative reasoning includes two factors: causal se-
quence analysis and constraint propagation [15]. The most
important part of the knowledge in the analysis of the sys-
tem is causality. In general cases, this causal relationship is ex-
pressed as a function relation, but the function does not show
the direction of causality [16]. Therefore, we need to use the
causal sequence theory to get the causal diagram among vari-
ables after obtaining the qualitative equation [17]. This paper
studies two main conditions among qualitative reasoning.

(1) When some variables in the system change, we need
to find out how the rest variables are influenced, that
is, making the analysis from reason to result.

(2) When some variables in the system change, we need
to find out what factors cause these changes, that is,
making the analysis from result to reason.

In the context of qualitative reasoning, the mechanism of
both forward and backward ones is explored, which are two
fundamentally different approaches to reasoning [18]. With
forward reasoning, propositions are combined with rules to
deduce new propositions. Forward reasoning is of special
interest in situations where no specific goals are obtainable,
and where most rules and the antecedent portion to be con-
sidered are well known. As opposed to forward reasoning,
backward reasoning works in a consequence-driven way.

In the first case, we use forward reasoning. Based on the
established SDGmodel, we search backward all the pathways
which use it as the predecessor, make a qualitative reasoning
of these pathways, and find out the status of the affected
nodes, a process of constraint propagation.

In the second case, we use backward reasoning, starting
from the changed nodes by the depth-first search method to
find out all possible cause nodes and identify one or more
paths from the target node to cause nodes.When the causality
is transmitted along these valid paths, the tendency of the var-
iables and the cause of the corresponding state can be
explained.

3.2. Knowledge Representation of SDG. Knowledge-based
reasoning systems need to express the information contained
in the SDG model, and in this paper knowledge representa-
tion is achieved through the frame representation and pro-
duction rules.Themain structure of qualitative analysis is the
description of the SDGmodel.The corresponding knowledge
representations are listed as follows:

(deftemplate arc

(slot predecessor (default null))
(slot successor (default null))
(slot relation (default null)))

(deftemplate node

(slot name (default null))
(slot father (default null))
(slot status (default null))
(slot var1 (default null))
(slot var2 (default null))
(multislot predecessor (default (create$)))
(slot mark (default null)))

(deftemplate causality

(multislot mode (default (create$)))
(multislot relation (default (create$)))
(multislot influence (default (create$)))
(multislot stack (default (create$)))).
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3.3. Framwwork of SDG Model. The paper uses frame repre-
sentation and production rule method for knowledge repre-
sentation and knowledge-based reasoning system to com-
plete the sequence of causal reasoning and explanation.
Figure 2 shows themain flowchart of SDG qualitative reason-
ing model.

In the process of qualitative reasoning, the main algo-
rithms are constraint propagation algorithm and backward
reasoning calculus algorithms, which show in Figures 3 and 4,
respectively.

4. Qualitative Reasoning Model of
Planar Four-Bar Mechanism

4.1. Constraint Relationship among Components. In the con-
ceptual design of the planar four-bar mechanism, generally
six design variables are concerned: active rod, connecting
rod, followed rod, basement rod, fixed rod, and the angle
between the fixed rod and the connecting rod, which are
expressed by 𝑎, 𝑒, 𝑔, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑓, and Φ, respectively. For the sake
of simplicity, it is agreed that the 𝑥-coordinate of the system
coincides with the basement rod, with the origin 𝐴 on left of
𝑑, as shown in Figure 5.

The paper uses the position method to analyze the four-
bar mechanism. As shown in Figure 5, given the rotation
angle 𝜃

1
of the active rod 𝑎, components 𝑒, 𝑔, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑓, and Φ,

and the coordinates 𝑋
𝐴
, 𝑌
𝐴
, 𝑋
𝐷
, and 𝑌

𝐷
of the fixed hinge

points 𝐴 and 𝐷, other parameters can be obtained through
the displacement constraint analysis, and the assembly rela-
tions in the four-bar mechanism are the following

𝜃
2
= 𝜃
3
− 𝜃
4
, (1)

𝑋
𝐶
= 𝑋
𝐵
+ (𝑒 + 𝑔) cos 𝜃

2
, (2)

𝑌
𝐶
= 𝑌
𝐵
+ (𝑒 + 𝑔) sin 𝜃

2
, (3)

𝛼 = arctan [
𝑌
𝐶
− 𝑌
𝐷

𝑋
𝐶
− 𝑋
𝐷

] = arctan [
𝑌
𝐶

𝑋
𝐶
− 𝑑

] . (4)

The link curve is the trajectory of any point 𝑃 on the link
planar. For any given 𝜃

1
, the displacement coordinate of point

𝑃 is as follows:

𝑋 = 𝑋
𝐵
+ 𝑒 cos 𝜃

2
+ 𝑓 cos 𝜃, (5)

𝑌 = 𝑌
𝐵
+ 𝑒 sin 𝜃

2
+ 𝑓 sin 𝜃, (6)

𝜃 = 𝜙 + 𝜃
2
. (7)

4.2. SDGModel of the Four-Bar Mechanism. The relationship
among the variables of four bar mechanism is more compli-
cated. The paper considers the qualitative influence relation-
ship among them. Equation (8) represents the more accurate
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Y
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Figure 2: The qualitative reasoning flowchart based on SDG.

constraint among other variables with angle constraint
premise:

if 𝜃
1
∈ (0,

𝜋

2
) then 𝑋

𝐵
− 𝑑 < 0,

if 𝜃
1
∈ (0, 𝜋) then 𝑌

𝐵
> 0,

if 𝜃
3
∈ (0, 𝜋) then [(𝑒 + 𝑔)

2

+ 𝑏
2

− 𝑐
2

] > 0,

if 𝜃
3
∈ (0, 𝜋) then [𝑏2 + 𝑐

2

− (𝑒 + 𝑔)
2

] > 0,

if 𝜃
2
∈ (0,

𝜋

2
) then 𝑋

𝐶
− 𝑑 > 0,

if 𝜃
2
∈ (0,

𝜋

2
) then 𝑌

𝐶
> 0.

(8)

The above formula can reveal the causal dependency
among variables in the structure, which is the basis of con-
straint propagation and qualitative reasoning. Therefore, the
qualitative relationship among variables can be obtained from
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Figure 3: The flowchart of constraint propagation.

the above constraints in the four-bar mechanism. Based on
the influence relations among variables, related variables can
be connected, and then the SDG mode of four-bar mecha-
nism is obtained, as shown in Figure 6.

4.3. Qualitative Analysis of the Four-Bar Mechanism’s Trajec-
tory. In the design of the four-bar mechanism, we often
encounter the problem that the point’s trajectory in the initial
design is not in a predetermined position so that it may not
meet our requirements.Thenwe need to find the reasons that
affect it, make adjustments accordingly sometimes, or need to
findoutwhat influencewill happen to the remaining variables
when certain variables change sometimes.

In the design of the four-barmechanism, the initial design
result is obtained by the connecting rod curve trajectory syn-
thesis. The trajectory of point 𝑃 on fixed rod is shown by the
solid line in Figure 7.

As seen from Figure 7, base point 𝑃 has some gap with
actual requirements on the positions of 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3, and 𝑃4.

The values of 𝜃1 on 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3, and 𝑃4 are, respectively, 30∘,
130∘, 230∘, 300∘. The analysis starts from 𝑝1 position, which
corresponds to 𝜃1 of 30∘, and other parameters also meet the
constraints of the SDGmodel.The position of 𝑃 involves two
main variables, namely, the abscissa 𝑋 and ordinate 𝑌. Then
abscissa𝑋 will be discussed as an example.

It is known from Figure 7 that 𝑎, 𝑒, and 𝑓 are directly
influencing factors, considering other indirect factors, and
then the main factors of 𝑃1 in a horizontal deviation may
be collection 𝑉 = {𝑎, 𝑒, 𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑓, 𝑔, 𝜃

1
, 𝜃, 𝜃
4
}, and thus they are

likely to become factors of disturbance and may be possible
cause nodes. The four-bar mechanism, as the adjustment
object, must meet the following requirements.

(1) The states of target variables through different paths
must be consistent.

(2) The disturbance of the variables in different locations
canmake themechanism shift toward amore rational
direction, which is reasonable consistency of change.
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Factor a in influencing factor set 𝑉 is selected for the
analysis. Since wewant to know how to adjust factor a tomeet
our requirements, we need to start from the constructed four-
bar mechanism SDG model and find all compatible paths
between this node and abscissa𝑋 of the concerned node.The
compatible path that can be found is shown in Figure 8.

Then, reasoning needs to be done along the above com-
patible path. If the state of the target node variable derived
from reasoning is consistent, then appropriate adjustment to
disturbance variables can be received; otherwise, it is unable
to make a judgment based on qualitative information. Some
rules summarized from compatible paths are as follows.

Rule 1.

If (node, 𝑎, +1) and (arc, 𝑎, 𝑋
𝐵
, positive) then (node,

𝑋
𝐵
, +1).

Rule 2.

If (node, 𝑎, +1) and (arc, 𝑎, 𝑌
𝐵
, positive) then (node,

𝑌
𝐵
, +1).

Rule 3.

If [[(node,𝑋
𝐵
, +1) and (node, 𝑌

𝐵
, +1)] or [(node,𝑋

𝐵
,

+1) and (node,𝑌
𝐵
, 0)] or [(node,𝑋

𝐵
, 0) and (node,𝑌

𝐵
,

1)]] and (arc,𝑋
𝐵
, 𝑏, positive) and (arc, 𝑌

𝐵
, 𝑏, positive)

then (node, 𝑏, +1).

Rule 4.

If (node,𝑋
𝐵
, +1) and (arc,𝑋

𝐵
, 𝜃
4
, negative) and (node,

𝑌
𝐵
, +1) and (arc, 𝑌

𝐵
, 𝜃
4
, positive) then (node, 𝜃

4
,

uncertain).

Since uncertain situations appear in the fourth rule rea-
soning, it is impossible to tell how to do the adjustment of
factor a tomeet our needs according to our qualitative knowl-
edge.Then we need to re-select a disturbance factor from the
possible cause set. Factor g is be selected as a new disturbance
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variable, using the same method to find the compatible path
from node g to abscissa 𝑋 of node 𝑃, as shown in Figure 9.
Some rules summarized are as follows.

Rule 5.

If (node, 𝑔, +1) and (arc, 𝑔, 𝜃
3
, negative) then (node,

𝜃
3
, −1).

Rule 6.

If (node, 𝜃
3
, −1) and (arc, 𝜃

3
, 𝜃
2
, positive) then (node,

𝜃
2
, −1).

Rule 7.

If (node, 𝜃
2
, −1) and (arc, 𝜃

2
, 𝜃, positive) then (node,

𝜃, −1).

Rule 8.

If [[(node, 𝜃
2
, −1) and (node, 𝜃, −1)] or [(node, 𝜃

2
, −1)

and (node, 𝜃, 0)] or [(node, 𝜃
2
, 0) and (node, 𝜃, −1)]]

and (arc, 𝜃
2
,𝑋, negative) and (arc, 𝜃,𝑋, negative) then

(node,𝑋, +1).

The situation of the node’s uncertain state does not appear
in the above rules, so we can change the state of the abscissa
𝑋 by adjusting node 𝑔. Also, it can be known from the above
rules that abscissa𝑋 increases with the increase in node𝑔 and
decreases with the decrease in node 𝑔.

Similar to the analysis process of abscissa 𝑋, we can use
the same method to deal with 𝑌 of node 𝑝. It is known from
the analysis that ordinate 𝑌 decreases with the increase in
node 𝑔 and increases with the decreases in node 𝑔. In view of
the initial design situation, the 𝑋 value at the location of the
point 𝑃1 is larger than the actual position, and 𝑌 is smaller
than the actual position. 𝑃1 is at the bottom right location of
the desired position. In accordance with the requirements of
the designer, 𝑋 needs to become smaller, and 𝑌 needs to be-
come bigger. Therefore, we can meet the requirement by
reducing factor 𝑔, namely, the distance between the fixed rod
and hinge 𝐵.

After the adjustment of factor𝑔, though itmay be satisfied
that the position of the connecting rod at the point 𝑃1 is

closer to a predetermined position, the requirements of the
connecting rod at other predetermined positions may be
affected, and there exist the following effects.

(1) The connecting rod at other predetermined positions
has not changed.

(2) The connecting rod at other predetermined positions
has changed, but it is closer to the desired position.

(3) The connecting rod at other predetermined positions
has changed, but on the whole the number of points
does not meet the predetermined positions that are
greatly reduced.

In order to judge the adjustment effect of the disturbance
variables, it is necessary to verify the influence on the rest
predetermined positions. For other possible influencing fac-
tors, a similar analysis process can be applied to obtain the
state of the rest predetermined positions and the number of
unsatisfied positions. It is the aim to have a minimal number
of positions that do not meet the design accuracy and find
the adjustment program that can best meet the user’s needs.
When there are two or more adjustment programs that can
meet this requirement, we need to select the one in which the
position that canmeet the design accuracy is close to the pre-
determined position as much as possible. Through a series of
procedures, it is known that adjusting factor 𝑔 makes posi-
tions𝑃2,𝑃3, and𝑃4move toward the expected direction, and
there is disturbance to the rest desired predetermined loca-
tions, but changes are within the allowable range of accuracy,
so adjusting𝑔, namely, the distance between the fixed rod and
the hinge 𝐶, can meet our requirements.

The same approach can also be adopted to analyze the
case of the disturbance of two or more components, which,
due to the space limitation, will not be discussed.

5. Conclusion

The product information in the conceptual design stage is
qualitative, imprecise, uncertain, incomplete, conceptual des-
ign itself belongs to the category of experience design. For
those problems that are difficult to access knowledge and not
easy to have complete description, the method based on
knowledge can also realize the corresponding reasoning, but
it is difficult to maintain as knowledge increases knowledge.
On the other hand, those problems are relatively easy to deal
with in qualitative reasoning. Since the knowledge of quali-
tative reasoning comes from the objective laws described by
mathematical formulas, all the qualitative descriptions of the
objective laws can be derived by qualitative reasoning, and
thus knowledge is comprehensive and easy to acquire.

Through the directed graph, the SDG qualitative analysis
expresses the inner causal relationship and interacting factors
among design variables involved in the design system, SDG
qualitative analysis system is suitable for the analysis of the
root causes andmultiple causality problems. Accuratemathe-
matical models are not needed in modeling instead, just ex-
perience and knowledge combinedwith some of the objective
laws are needed to lead to corresponding qualitative models,
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which can be converted into corresponding rules for quali-
tative reasoning, and then aid the designer. Based on SDG, a
qualitative reasoning system framework has been established,
which, after further improvement, can be used conveniently
for the establishment of other qualitative reasoning systems of
objective laws and can serve as a powerful qualitative analysis
tool for designer.

Qualitative reasoning, of course, involves many other as-
pects [19] that need to be further discussed, conceptual design
involves experience knowledge, qualitative knowledge, and
quantitative knowledge, which needs multilevel design
knowledge from quantitative knowledge to abstract knowl-
edge. SDG qualitative reasoning provides only one of the lev-
els. How to well represent and use such knowledge is the key
to constructing the conceptual design support system, and it
remains to be solved in the future.
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An integrated design system (IDS) approach has been developed to integrate various stages of the mechanical design process,
including rapid prototyping. The system consist, of design, analysis, calculation, rapid prototyping, and library modules, and it
blends artificial intelligence methods, CAD-CAM, and technical computing packages into a single environment. The system has
been applied for the design of one-stage gearbox with helical gear. In this case study, all stages of the design process are carried out
by using IDS.

1. Introduction

The design process of the mechanical products is tedious and
time consuming because of the various stages and complex
activities involved. On the other hand, there are strong pres-
sures to reduce overall costs in a competitive market environ-
ment [1]. But, the traditional design approach is inadequate in
meeting these needs. Today a lot of CAD/CAM/CAE applica-
tion software, different databases, and web-based services are
used for themechanical design studies, but these technologies
are distributed and there is no coordination between them.
Therefore, a number of researchers have focused their studies
on establishing a cooperative and integrated environment.
Su and Wakelam studied an intelligent hybrid system for
integration in design and manufacturing. Their approach
blends a rule-based system, artificial neural networks, genetic
algorithm, hypermedia, and CAD/CAE/CAM packages into
a single environment [2]. Zhao et al. described an agent-
based approach to systems interoperability in cooperative
design systems [3]. Hao et al. developed an agent-based
collaborative e-engineering environment for product design
engineering. They studied a prototype software system based
on the web and a software agent and demonstrated its
viability through an industrial case study [4]. Myung and
Han introduced the feature representation, a concept of
design unit, parametric modeling, and configuration design
methods, and they proposed a framework of a design expert

system, which describes parametric modeling with design
knowledge-based [5]. Ramamurti et al. put forward an
integrated system that could be used by the user for the
complete design and analysis of a mechanical system. The
system consists of two parts, such as initial design and
detailed analysis [6]. Zha and Du presented an integrated
method and assembly planning. They applied the system as
an integration model, and so, CAD/CAM applications in
assemblywere supported [7]. Chiang et al. proposed a general
integrated framework of design knowledge representation
and developed a knowledge-based intelligent system to facil-
itate dynamic design reasoning. Also, they presented a case
study of designing a mechanical system to demonstrate the
features of the developed system [8]. Chung et al. studied a
framework for integratedmechanical design automation, and
they developed extended variational design technology using
graph theory and numerical solution techniques [9]. Liang
and O’Grady studied the object-oriented approach. Their
study contained both of the fundamentals of object-oriented
design in the development of design process models [10]. Zha
et al. proposed a knowledge-based approach and developed
an expert design system to support top-down design for
assembled products. The proposed approach focused on the
integration of product design, assemblability analysis and
evaluation, and design for assembly with economical analysis
[11]. Chen et al. developed an intelligent approach for generat-
ing assembly drawings automatically from three-dimensional
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computer assembly models of mechanical products by simu-
lating the experienced human designer’s thinking mode with
the aid of computer graphics and a knowledge-based expert
system [12]. Daabub and Abdallah presented a computer
based intelligent system so that the design for assembly can be
realized within a concurrent engineering environment. They
developed an expert system that supports new techniques for
design and for assembly, and the developed system gave users
the possibility to assess and reduce the total production cost
at an early stage during the design process [13]. Wang et al.
described a new framework for collaborative design. This
framework adopts an agent-based approach and relocates
designers, managers, systems, and the supporting agents
in a unified knowledge representation scheme for product
design [14]. Wang and Zhang aimed to develop a distributed
and interactive system, on which designers and experts can
work together to create, integrate, and run simulations for
engineering design. Karayel et al. purposed an internet-
based intelligent agent system for mechanical design [15].
The reference model and the architecture of the system
were developed [16]. The current study can be accepted
as a detailed part of this general research. Karayel et al.
studied to determine factors affecting safety stress in the
machine design by using artificial intelligence technologies
[17]. Cao and Fu proposed and employed a design syn-
thetic approach to guide the design process via behavioral
reasoning and to obtain an iterative transforming process.
They presented the functional representations and design
parameters according to the design requirements of a product
and established a behavioral matrix model by using the bond
graph fundamental elements and then presented a knowledge
modeling language for behavioral reasoning.They developed
a prototype system for a computer-aided conceptual design
and presented an application from the industry consequently
[18]. Cao et al. presented an agent-based approach for
guiding the mechanical product conceptual design. Firstly,
they analyzed the mechanical product design requirements
and then gave functional parameters and design variables
and proposed a behavioral matrix model using bond graph
fundamental elements. After, they established an agent-based
framework and so aimed at solving the behavioral matrix
model, producing functional means tree and multisolutions
with the aid of agent technologies. An application for the
special jig design in the machine center was presented as
an example of the design synthesis [19]. Goel et al. analyzed
CAD dimensions, such as cognitive design, collaborative
design, conceptual design, and creative design. Then, they
developed a knowledge-based CAD system illustrating CAD
characteristics, and this systemwas called Design by Analogy
to Nature Engine (DANE). They proposed that DANE is
an important assistant to assess the practical use of CAD
dimensions. One of the major contributions of DANE is
to provide human interaction with knowledge-based CAD
systems [20]. Chen et al. presented a multilevel model for
an entirely assembly design. Their model captured abstract
information, skeleton information, and detailed information,
so that it can effectively support assembly design. This
assembly design process contained design steps with an
assembly tree structure. They discussed the use of assembly

design model for extending the scope and deepness of its
application [21]. Jia et al. proposed a novel multilevel system
representation modeling framework for supporting design
methods.Their framework had the capability to integrate the
product design CAD models. Also, the data exchange and
transfer inmultidomain analysesweremade possible by using
the framework. The authors illustrated the framework with a
case study. So, the applicability of the modeling framework
was highlighted for multibody mechanical systems [22]. Li et
al. discussed an integrated design method, which thoroughly
considers related parameters of the various subsystems in
order to optimize the overall system that mainly consists
of optomechanical structure CAD, CAE, and the integrated
information platform PDM. Their method was based on
the model transformation and data share among different
design and analysis steps, and so they carried out concurrent
simulation and design optimization. Also, they presented
an example of application of a mechanical structure [23].
Zheng et al. developed a novel collaborative design approach
to improving efficiency. They designed and implemented a
prototype system CoAutoCAD to test the approach and to
demonstrate a variety of collaborative design activities [24].
Zhongtu et al. described a declarative modeling approach
for task implementation and a methodology for problem-
solving of knowledge primitives in design task. In the study,
task analysis, knowledge management, and design object
management module were developed and integrated with
a mechanical computer-aided design (MCAD) system. The
two-stage gearbox design was given as an example for this
approach [25]. Al-Ashaab et al. developed a knowledge-based
environment (KBE) to support product design validation of
refresh projects, and they implemented KBE on the product
lifecycle management platform. This implementation pre-
vented repeating unnecessary and costly physical product
tests, and so it also reduced time and costs for these refresh
projects [26]. Chandrasegaran et al. aimed to review the
product design process. They focused on a time frame of the
last 20 years in general and the last decade more specifically,
in order to balance the breadth and depth of the review,
relaxing the time framewhere it was necessary to look further
in the past to establish relevance [27]. Rocca presented a
broad technological review of knowledge-based engineering
(KBE) in the attempt to fill the current information gap. In
this study, the artificial intelligence roots of KBE are briefly
discussed, and the main differences and similarities with
respect to classical knowledge-based systems and modern
general purpose CAD systems are highlighted. Finally he
investigated evolution and trends of KBE systems and pro-
vided a list of recommendations and expectations for the
KBE systems of the future [28]. Chen et al. aimed to develop
a knowledge-based framework for the creative conceptual
design of multidisciplinary systems through reusing and
synthesizing known principle solutions in various disciplines
together. The framework contained a formal constraints-
based approach for representing the desired functions,
a domain-independent approach for modeling functional
knowledge of known principle solutions. The success of the
system was explained with a design case study [29]. Lee
et al. prepared a new and efficient collaborative intelligent
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computer aided design (CAD) framework in a theoretical
study. Their study made an effort for minimizing redundant
design stages and design bottlenecks using the design his-
tory, while a lot of collaborative CAD frameworks aimed
at decreasing the waiting time for updating design among
collaborative designers. Also, it generated an efficient reverse-
engineered process, while resolving other existing collabora-
tive design issues [30]. Wang et al. presented a new approach
of parametric collaborative design based on the analysis of the
many disadvantages in serial design for concurrent engineer-
ing and developed an overhead travelling crane’s parametric
collaborative design system for concurrent engineering. The
feasibility, availability, and effectiveness of the system were
validated by the results obtained from the case study [31].
Wang et al. presented the solution of collaborative simulation
environment (CSE) and analyzed its function framework
and system architecture. They researched multihierarchy
engineering data management (EDM) and simulation flow
control. Then, the flow model platform and web portal of
some suspension systems CSE were developed in the paper.
Finally, they proposed that the product simulation periodwas
shortened and the design efficiencywas increased [32]. Zhang
et al. proposed an intelligent design system for complex
mechanical product. The intelligent design system adopted
product family case tree to construct the model of complex
mechanical product and case-based reasoning technology to
reuse successful product design knowledge. Product design
system was constructed by using the engineering database
technology. After that, they realized the intelligent crane
design platform by Visual Basic.NET programming, and so,
saw that the application example demonstrated the feasibility
of the approach [33].

This study is part of a comprehensive project which has
many subsystems. Here, the general framework of the project
is described, and the integration of the subsystems is focused
on.When all the processes about the project are completed, it
can operate as an intelligent interactive system. In this study,
the subsystems such as design, analysis, computation, and
rapid prototyping are prepared, and each of them can fulfill its
function now. It is an important prerogative of the study that
the user can realize all the processes on a single platform.The
users can utilize both subsystems individually and can utilize
the whole system with little user intervention for now. On
the other hand, the system has a suitable structure for users
of all levels because all design and prototyping tools used in
the system are chosen from practical applications. This case
is a difference of the system too. At the same time, the system
uses the current training materials; therefore, this study can
be used for the training of machine design with small adap-
tations. This also is another distinctive feature of this study.
This study provides an intermediary to integrated different
engineering tools such as CAD/CAM packages, technical
computing and analysis packages, and databases and knowl-
edge bases. This study is organized as follows: at first, an
introduction and literature review are presented. Section two
gives a background about the engineering design process.
Section three illustrates integrated design system (IDS).
Section four presents an implementation of IDS, and section
five describes the conclusions of the study and future works.

2. Background of the Engineering
Design Process

Engineering design can be defined as the realization of a
product which satisfies a certain need [17]. In other words,
the first objective of any engineering design project is the
fulfillment of some human need or desire. Engineering may
be described as a judicious blend of science and art, in which
natural resources, including energy sources, are transformed
into useful products, structures, or machines that benefit
humankind [34]. It is a good design if its product works
efficiently and economically within the imposed constraints.
The major constraints are cost, reliability, safety, level of per-
formance, legal requirements, sociological considerations,
pollution, and energy consumption. Also, engineering design
is not a process consisting of only one phase. On the contrary,
it is an iterative process involving a series of decision-making
steps where each decision establishes the framework for the
next one. It is a continuum effort which embodies stages such
as preliminary design, intermediate design, detail design,
and development. The engineering design process starts
with product specification and goes through an interactive
process of requirements analysis, conceptual design, detailed
design, and design analysis, and it ends with a functional
product that fulfills the product specification [9]. Each stage
has submodules that are different from each other, and
therefore a designer is not expected to be an expert on
all stages. However, a successful designer either should be
able to communicate effectively with various specialists in
the different stages or should utilize an integrated system
consisting of expert systems corresponding to design stages.
The present study considers detail design and purposes to
develop an integrated design system.

3. Integrated Design System (IDS)

The IDS is the detail designmodule of themodel of integrated
design system for mechanical design. The flow chart of
the IDS is in Figure 1 and its input screen is in Figure 2.
The IDS involves submodules such as calculation, analysis,
modeling and drawing, rapid prototyping, and library as seen
in Figure 3.

All modules are interactive with each other. The calcula-
tion module of the IDS is used for engineering calculation,
such as dimensions of machine elements and the calculating
of the design safety stress. The 3D modeling and 2D drawing
of the products can be prepared by using the design module
of the IDS. This module uses CAD/CAM software packages
such as SolidWorks andCatia.The analysismodule of the IDS
can perform the numerical analysis of the mechanical system
using finite element methods such as Abaqus and Ansys. The
library module of the IDS consists of material database, stan-
dard tables and diagrams, systematic technical knowledge
andfirmcatalogues and supports the othermodules.Thefinal
product of the design process can be transformed into a real
physical model by using rapid prototype module of the IDS.

Knowledge Representation and Data Transfer of Integrated
Design System (IDS). Automatic data transfer between
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Figure 1: The flow chart of the IDS.

Figure 2: The input screen of the IDS.

the units has been carried out using the software agents. In the
study, software agents are programs that can perform specific
design tasks for a user and possesses a degree of intelligence
that permits it to perform parts of its task autonomously and
to interact with its environment in a useful manner. There
are software agents for each task, and so it can be possible
to transfer the knowledge and to use it collectively. The
communication and coordination between agents requires a
standard knowledge protocol. For this reason, the knowledge
exchange schemes and the knowledge forms have been
prepared. The design knowledge is determined into specific
codes. This knowledge is categorized into main articles and
subarticles according to their themes. Also, the activities of
knowledge exchange between agents have been categorized
and have been prepared into certain formats, such as from

Figure 3: The user interface of the IDS.

who to whom, what is the purpose, and what is the answer.
The knowledge protocol layers, which are used by agents of
mechanical design, consist of definition, query, and result
layers.This knowledge protocol is presented in Figure 14. It is
very important that the design knowledge must be prepared
into suitable documents so that they can be converted to
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Output bearing cap 1
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Figure 4: Layout of one-stage gearbox.

Figure 5: The calculation module of the IDS.

digital signals easily because the knowledge stream is in
digital form.Therefore, the documents which are the defining
address of the knowledge and its position number have been
prepared.

4. Implementation of the Integrated
Design System

In this study, the design of one-stage gearboxwith helical gear
has been chosen as a design case study to illustrate and test
the developed system. The aim of this section is to use the
developed system for the complete design and analysis of the
gearbox. The gearboxes are used to transmit power and to
change speed, and these have an extensive application area
such as materials handling, transportation, metallurgical,
and chemical engineering. Also, the gearboxes contain the
principal machine elements such as gears, shafts, bearings,
bearing caps, bolts, and keys and represent a comprehensive
mechanical system. Therefore, the gearbox has been selected
for this case as an example. Figure 4 shows the layout of the
gearbox.

The graphic user interface (GUI) has been prepared to
allow the user to select the design stages (Figure 3). First, the
dimensions of each element of the gearbox are calculated.

Figure 6: The screen of the gear pair.

Then, these are drawn according to the calculated dimen-
sions. After, these elements are analyzed and the part dimen-
sions are considered again in case of need.The assembly of the
gearbox is realized finally.The last stage of the design process
is prototyping the whole gearbox together with all the ele-
ments. The use of the IDS has been described in accordance
with the elements of the gearbox, which is shown in Figure 4.

4.1. Gear Design. The design of the gear pair begins with the
calculation of the gear dimensions, and so the calculation
module has been selected fromGUI, and then a new window
is opened as seen in Figure 5.

The calculation module consists of the dimension and
the design stress submodules. When the dimension module
is selected from here, second new window containing the
machine elements is open, as shown in Figure 6. Again,
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Figure 7:The screen for the geometrical dimension and drawing of
the gears.

the gears are selected from this window and the input data
of the gear pair are entered.

In the calculation of the gear mechanism, the pinion has
been considered because it is forcedmore than the other gear.
The corresponding gear can be selected accordingly [6]. The
module of the gears (𝑚) is calculated using the equations
according to bending stress and contact stress as shown in
the following.

The module according to bending stress:

𝑚
𝑛1
= 6 ⋅ 3√
𝑘 ⋅ 𝜁 ⋅ 𝑀

𝑏
⋅ 𝛾
𝑛
⋅ cos𝛽

0

𝑍
1
⋅ 𝜎
𝑒𝑚
⋅ 𝜓 ⋅ 𝜀
𝑝

, (1)

and the module according to contact stress:

𝑚
𝑛2
= 9 ⋅ 3√
𝑘 ⋅ 𝜁 ⋅ 𝑀

𝑏
⋅ 𝐸 (𝑖 + 1) ⋅ cos4𝛽

0

𝑍
1
⋅ 𝑃
𝑒𝑚
⋅ 𝑖 ⋅ 𝜓 ⋅ 𝜀

𝑝

. (2)

The design of the gears is done in two steps: step 1
is to determine the module and step 2 is to calculate the
geometrical dimensions and drawing. The module of the
gears can be easily determined when the input data of the
gear pair are entered and the standardmodule icon is clicked,
as shown in Figure 5. The IDS calculates the module (𝑚) by
means of (1) and (2). The system accepts the maximum of
two values obtained from equations as the module (𝑚) and
selects standard module. When the geometrical dimension
and drawing icon is clicked, the new window is opened for
entering geometrical data, as seen Figure 7.

GearTrax is a submodule of the SolidWorks software
package and is used for the geometrical dimension and
drawing of the gears. The designed gears are presented in
Figure 8. The design of shafts, the bearings, and the keys
is achieved in two stages, as the dimensional calculating
and geometrical forming. The geometrical forming of these
elements depends on each other, and so this process is
postponed until the second stage.

4.2. Shaft Design. There are two shafts belonging to the
pinion and the gear in the assembly of the gearbox.Thedesign

methods of these shafts are the same as each other.Therefore,
one of these is described more in detail than the other. The
diameter of the shaft can be automatically calculated using
the dimensionmodule of IDS.When the axles and shafts icon
of this module is clicked, a new window is opened, as shown
in Figure 9. In this window, if the input parameters of the
shaft are written, the diameter of the shaft can be obtained.
The shafts are forced by the combined torsion and bending
load because these are required to transmit the torque, as well
as withstanding the bending stresses due to the gear teeth
loads and bearing reactions. The shafts are modeled as beam
elements, and so their diameters are calculated.The diameter
of the shaft (𝑑) is given by

𝑑 = 3√
32 ⋅ 𝑀

𝐵

𝜋 ⋅ 𝜎
𝑒𝑚

, (3)

where𝑀
𝐵
is combined moment and 𝜎

𝑒𝑚
is safety stress. The

combined moment consists of the bending moment𝑀
𝑒
and

the twisting moment𝑀
𝑏
and it is given by

𝑀
𝐵
= √𝑀2

𝑒
+
1

2
𝑀2
𝑏
. (4)

4.3. Bearing Design. The use of the radial ball bearing is
suitable.The gearbox has two shafts as the input shaft and the
output shaft, and four bearings are required for these shafts.
Because the load is applied from the middle of the shaft, the
bearings belonging to the same shaft are forced with the same
loading value. Therefore, the bearings to be selected are two
types for the input shaft and the output shaft.Thebearings can
be selected by using the axles and shaft icon of the dimension
module of IDS, as seen in Figure 10.

When the bearing parameters are entered and the select
icon is clicked, the calculation of the bearing is realized and
the suitable bearing can be selected. For this process, the
principal bearing equations used by the software of the IDS
are as follows. For the deep grove ball bearing the equivalent
dynamic load, 𝐹

𝑒𝑠
is given by

𝐹
𝑒𝑠
= 𝑋 ⋅ 𝐹

𝑟
+ 𝑌 ⋅ 𝐹

𝑎
, (5)

where 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝐹
𝑟
, and 𝐹

𝑎
are radial factor, thrust factor, radial

force, and axial force, respectively.
The basic dynamic load rating is

𝐶 = 𝐹
𝑒𝑠

3√𝐿, (6)

where 𝐿 is life of bearing. Finally, IDS selects the suitable
bearing according to the diameter of the shaft and the
dynamic load rating from the catalogue in the librarymodule
of the IDS.

4.4. Key Design. When power is supplied from the rotating
shaft, it is necessary to attach gears to the shaft. To prevent
relative rotation between the shaft and the gear, the connec-
tion between the gears’ hub and the shaft must be secured
[35]. Here, the parallel key is used to prevent relative rotation.
Recommendations for key width and height, as a function
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: The designed gears: (a) the pinion and (b) the gear.

Figure 9: The calculation screen of the shaft diameter.

of shaft diameter, are provided by standards, as shown in
Figure 11. The key length (𝑙) is obtained as a function of
the transmitted torque. The key is forced by the shearing
stress and the comprehensive bearing stress. Therefore, the
calculation of the key length is based on these stresses. These
processes about the key are realized by the dimensionmodule
of the IDS, as shown Figure 11.

4.5. Geometrical Forming and Assembly. The geometrical
forming of the parts of the gearbox and their assembly are
achieved by the design module of the IDS. This consists of
two submodules such as SolidWorks and Catia for present, as
seen in Figure 12.

Figure 10: The screen for the selection and the design of the
bearings.

SolidWorks is used for the current study, and the assembly
of the gearbox into 3D is presented, as seen in Figure 13.
Due to pages limitation of the paper, the analysis and rapid
prototyping module of the IDS could not be discussed.
However, the numerical analysis of the designed products can
be carried out, and both the elements and the assembly of the
gearbox can be produced as a prototyping by using ZPrinter
450 machine connected to the IDS.

5. Conclusion

This study is the first part of a comprehensive project
which has many subsystems. Here, the general framework of
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Figure 11: The screen for the key design.

Figure 12: The design module of IDS.

Figure 13: The assembly of the gearbox.

the project is described and the integration of the subsystems
is prepared. When all processes related to the project are
completed, it can operate as an intelligent interactive system.
In this study, the subsystems such as design, analysis, compu-
tation, and rapid prototyping are prepared, and each of them

From To
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Figure 14: The knowledge protocol.

can fulfill its function now. It is an important prerogative
of the study that the user can realize all the processes on
a single platform. The users can utilize both subsystems
individually and can utilize the whole system with little user
intervention for now. On the other hand, the system has a
suitable structure for users of all levels because all design
and prototyping tools used in the system are chosen from
practical applications. This case is a difference of the system
too. At the same time, the system uses the current training
materials; therefore, this study can used as a course tool for
the training of machine design if the small adaptations are
realized on the system.This also is another distinctive feature
of this study. Also, all stages of the design of the gearbox have
been achieved by using the IDS only, and so the IDS has been
tested. It is expected that the IDS will be a favorable computer
aided tool for industrial users because it reduces the design
cost, design errors, and time to market.The next works about
this subject will be focused on the intelligent features of the
system.

Nomenclature

𝑀
𝑏
: Torsional moment, N⋅m
𝐸: Elasticity module, Pa
𝛽
0
: Helix angle, radians.

Subscripts

𝑘: Impact factor
𝜁: Dynamic load factor
𝑍
1
: Number of teeth of gear
𝜓: Dimension factor
𝜀
𝑝
: Engage ratio
𝛾
𝑛
: Form factor
𝑖: Gear ratio.
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Simulation technologies provide necessary validation tools for the conceptual design of complex products involving multiple
disciplines. A variety of simulation models are developed in specific organizations or enterprises to verify the design plan, while
they are hard to be shared and to be reused. Based on the analysis of several typical solutions to share and reuse different kinds
of resources, a simulation model design method is proposed to provide a simple implementation of simulation model reuse
for cloud-based simulation environment. This paper firstly creates the simulation models’ metamodel and ontology for their
universal description. Secondly, four rules are proposed to design/reprogram a simulation model into service-oriented form for
its interoperability, and the ontology of service-oriented simulation model is established. Thirdly, the way to call one simulation
model and the way to compose several simulation models into a simulation process are elaborated. Finally, a simple case of using
this method to design an aircraft dynamic model is elaborated, and a prototype simulation system is constructed, and then a simple
simulation process is composed to verify the practicability of the method.The result shows that the new design/reprogrammethod
has big advantages on the compatibility, expansibility, and reusability despite the decreasing efficiency.

1. Introduction

The design process of modern product is a process in
which uncertainties are gradually reduced, and it involves a
series of iterative stages mainly including conceptual design,
detailed design, simulation analysis, manufacturing, and sale.
In this process, as much information as possible is gradually
collected, and the engineers need to make design plan firstly
and then improve them based on the information. The least
amount of information is at the conceptual design stage
which usually contains only some vague requirements, so
engineers have to add a lot of background information by
using variety of tools, their experiences, and their knowledge
to get a solution to meet these requirements. As the starting
point of the design process, the conceptual design puts
significant influences on the subsequent stages, and its design
result directly determines the consumptions of time, money,
and manpower in the whole design process. For engineers, it
is an eternal pursuit to reduce the number of iterations in the
design process, and one of the efficient ways is to improve the
quality of conceptual design.

Researches are carried out by scholars from different
angles to improve the quality of the conceptual design, they
typically include the quality function deployment (QFD),
house of quality (HoQ), theory of inventive problem solving
(TRIZ) and fuzzy set theory [1–7]. When some key param-
eters of a design plan in the conceptual design stage are
determined, computer simulation technology is an efficient
way to verify its validity. Different simulations in fact bring
additional and hypothetical information which embedded
in the simulation models to verify the design plan under
some established conditions. Because most of the simulation
models are mathematical, and they could be ran on some
computer at small consumption of time andmoney, engineers
develop variety of simulation models which plays an impor-
tant role in specific organizations or enterprises.

With increasing degree of product complexity, more
and more disciplines are involved and large-scale interdis-
ciplinary collaboration design becomes mainstream. More
and more simulation models are needed to perform differ-
ent kinds of simulations, and some problems emerge, for
example: (1) sometime, it is not possible to find a suitable
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simulation model to do a simulation task, because an enter-
prise cannot have all the simulation models which are avail-
able only within some specific organizations or enterprises;
(2) sometimes, it is hard to find a suitable simulationmodel to
do a simulation task according to some requirements, because
these models are managed out of order; (3) sometimes, it
is hard to reuse existed simulation models, because they
are programmed to be ran under specific environments; (4)
sometimes, it is hard to put some simulationmodels together
to perform a simulation process, because they are inter-
disciplinary and heterogeneous, and they are programmed
by different people in different programming languages at
different times. These problems mainly are caused by (1) lim-
ited application scope and low sharing degree of simulation
models; (2) unorderedmanagement of simulationmodels; (3)
high dependency to specific environment (operation system
or software) of simulation models; (4) interaction difficulties
of interdisciplinary heterogeneous simulation models.

Faced with similar problems, different groupsmade some
specific attempts to achieve the goal of sharing and reusing
different kinds of resources. Some typical solutions are listed
as follows.

(i) Simulation model portability (SMP) [8] is an attempt
to enable reuse and portability of simulation models
between simulator applications. It is a standard for
simulation models developed by European Space
Agency (ESA) together with various stakeholders
in the European space industry. SMP is based on
the ideas of component-based design and model-
driven architecture (MDA) as promoted by theObject
Management Group (OMG) and is based on the open
standards of UML and XML. The development of
a simulation model and the run-time environment
according to the SMP standard is very complicated,
but good interaction between different models can
be guaranteed, and a large-scale simulation process
can be composed by using these simulation models
quickly.

(ii) MyExperiment [9] is designed as a social web site
for discovering, sharing, and curating scientific work-
flows and experiment plans. The MyExperiment
builds a collaboratively supported workflow repos-
itory over the internet, and all the myExperiment
services are accessible through simple representa-
tional state transfer (REST) programming interfaces.
A developer can develop a workflow in specific devel-
opment environment and share it on myExperiment.
A user can find and download a workflow from
myExperiment and then run it in Taverna [10] on his
own computer.

(iii) NanoHUB [11] is designed to be a resource to the
entire nanotechnology discovery and learning com-
munity. The NanoHUB collects simulation tools and
flash-based animations/presentations from different
groups or individuals and shares them over the
internet. A developer can develop a simulation tool
by using the Rappture Toolkit [12] and share it on the
nanoHUBeasily. A user can find a simulation tool and

run it directly on the web page, and all the software
needed for a user is just the Java for web browser.

(iv) RunMyCode [13] is a cloud-based platform allowing
people to run computer codes associated with a
scientific publication (articles and working papers)
using their own data and parameter values. The Run-
MyCode is possible to create a companion website
from a code written in R, Matlab, C++, Fortran, and
Rats. A user can find and run a code directly on the
web page, and the result is shown in the form of ∗.pdf.

While the above solutions have different emphases, their
core concepts (sharing and reusing) are the same. A simple
comparison of these solutions is shown as follows (Table 1).

Regardless of the involved or not involved specific cloud
computing technologies, the MyExperiment, nanoHUB, and
RunMyCode are all in line with the core concept of cloud
computing which offers different kinds of resources as ser-
vices for users over the internet [14, 15].The cloud computing
brings bright prospects for the resources sharing and reusing,
andmore andmore scholars propose cloud-based simulation
environment.The schema and paradigmof cloud-based envi-
ronment are stated [16, 17]. The calling method of simulation
models by using intelligent agent is proposed [18], and the
integrationmethod to plant existing simulation software into
the cloud is studied [19].These jobs aremore concerned about
the theory and some specific methods of this new concept.
All these attempts are trying to build an ideal simulation
environment in which all the interdisciplinary heterogeneous
simulationmodels: (1) can be freely calledwithin a large scope
(over the internet); (2) can be managed orderly; (3) can be
decoupled from specific environment (operation system or
software); (4) can interact with each other easily.

The above solutions can be said to be some specific imple-
mentations for these goals; however, they only partially meet
these goals. The SMP mainly achieves the fourth goal above,
and it is powerless to the first three goals. Besides, the high
development difficulty and limited application scope of SMP
determine that it is not an efficient way to achieve the sharing
and reusing simulation models. The MyExperiment achieves
the first two goals, but it is highly dependent on some specific
software. The nanoHUB and RunMyCode achieve the first
three goals. While these resources (workflows/tools/codes)
are being shared well over the internet, the MyExperiment,
nanoHUB, and RunMyCode are not able to achieve the
fourth goal, because these resources are designed without
the consideration of interaction capability. It is obviouse that
simulation processes cannot be composed freely by using
simulation models which has no interaction capability with
other simulation models.

In order to build a cloud-based simulation environment
which can achieve these four goals, the most basic thing
is to make the simulation models well designed for the
sharing, reusing, and interaction, and there is almost no
relevant work that pays attention on the design method of a
simulationmodel. Aiming to provide a simple designmethod
of simulation model for cloud-based simulation environ-
ment, this paper proposed a design/reprogram method.
Section 2 creates the simulation models’ metamodel and
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ontology for their universal description. In Section 3, four
rules are proposed to design/reprogram a simulation model
into service-oriented form for its interoperability, and the
ontology of service-oriented simulation model is established.
In Section 4, the way to call one simulation model and the
way to compose several simulation models together into a
simulation process are elaborated. In Section 5, a simple case
of using this method to design an aircraft dynamic model is
elaborated, and a prototype simulation system is constructed,
then a simple simulation process is composed to verify the
practicability of the method.

2. The Metamodel and Ontology of
Simulation Model

In order to eliminate the ambiguity in this paper, the
simulation model is defined as computer program or code
programmed according to some formula, algorithm, or
rules, it has fixed inputs, functions, parameters, and out-
puts, and it has many kinds of forms typically including
∗.exe, ∗.c, ∗.dll, ∗.lib, and ∗.m.

The characteristics of different simulation models are not
the same. Some can run automated without human, and
some take knowledge and experience of the people involved.
Some do not have the ability to interact with the others,
and some can directly read/write data from/to some specially
formatted files. Some can be directly invoked, and some
must be precompiled. Some depend on specific software
environment, and some do not. Based on some common
features, a metamodel of simulation model is represented as
a seven-tuple:𝑀

𝑖
= ⟨𝑃
𝑖
, ID
𝑖
,OD
𝑖
,CC
𝑖
, SC
𝑖
,DC
𝑖
, 𝐶i⟩.

(1) 𝑃
𝑖
= {𝑝
𝑖1
, 𝑝
𝑖2
, . . . , 𝑝

𝑖𝑛
} is a set of configurable parame-

ters of one model. The parameters are defined in this
paper as some data items that directly participate in
the operation of the model, and they can be flexibly
configured before a simulation, and they do not
change during the simulation process. Each 𝑝

𝑖𝑗
(1 ≤

𝑗 ≤ 𝑛) can be described by its significant properties
including name, index, data type, default value, range
of value, and dimension.

(2) ID
𝑖
= {id
𝑖1
, id
𝑖2
, . . . , id

𝑖𝑚
} is a set of input data items

of one model. The input data items are defined in this
paper as some date items that directly participate in
the operation of the model, and the values of these
data items are changing with the simulation time’s
changing, and the values of these input data items
can be obtained from different places including user’s
input, othermodels’ output, and some global variables
(e.g., global clock tick of time-driven simulation envi-
ronment, global message of event-driven simulation
environment). An input data items set is an ordered
data block, and each id

𝑖𝑗
(1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚) is marked

by its name, index, data type, memory size and offset
address, and so forth.

(3) OD
𝑖
= {od

𝑖1
, od
𝑖2
, . . . , od

𝑖𝑜
} is a set of output data

items of one model. The out data items are defined
in this paper as some data items for the recording

of the operation results, and the values of these data
items are generated by the calculation of the model
according to its parameters and input data items. An
output data items set is an ordered data block, and
each od

𝑖𝑗
(1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑜) is marked by its name, index,

data type, memory size and offset address, and so
forth.

(4) CC
𝑖
= {cc

𝑖1
, cc
𝑖2
, . . . , cc

𝑖𝑝
} is a set of control com-

mands of one model. The control commands are
defined in this paper as names of some functions that
drive the status changing of this model. The typical
control commands include initialization, start, step,
pause, and end. Generally, the control commands are
some functional gateway exposed by themodel for the
necessary controlling from the outside.

(5) SC
𝑖
= {sc

𝑖1
, sc
𝑖2
, . . . , sc

𝑖𝑞
} is a set of static charac-

teristics of one model. The static characteristics are
defined in this paper as some properties that do
not change with the changes of simulation process
or simulation environment. The static characteristic
typically includes model name, model version, model
function, model accuracy, single-step-generated data
size, and step range.

(6) DC
𝑖
= {dc
𝑖1
, dc
𝑖2
, . . . , dc

𝑖𝑟
} is a set of dynamic charac-

teristics of onemodel.Thedynamic characteristics are
defined in this paper as some properties that change
with the changes of simulation process or simulation
environmental. The dynamic characteristics typically
includes calling method, calling path, and computa-
tion time in single-step.

(7) 𝐶
𝑖
= {𝑐
𝑖1
, 𝑐
𝑖2
, . . . , 𝑐

𝑖𝑠
} is a set of applications (including

operating system) and components that depend on
one model.

The metamodel reflects the most essential features of
simulation models without the consideration of specific
implementation method. According to this metamodel, the
ontology of simulation model can be established as shown in
Figure 1.

3. The Service-Oriented Simulation Model

Once the metamodel of simulation model is created, it can
be used to create a management system for the simulation
models, and users can search appropriate simulation models
according to their characteristics for different simulation
tasks. If simulation models are chosen for simulations sep-
arately without the need of interaction between different
models, there is no need to do any change to different
kinds of simulation models, but there is need to construct
different calling engines for them. But inmost cases, different
kinds of simulation models are needed to be composed
together into a simulation process to do a specific simulation
task, and some problems emerge including (1) some models
have no ability to interact with others, and (2) while some
models have the ability to interact with others, the interaction
methods are not the same. So, some design/reprogram works
and some design/reprogram rules are needed for the free
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Figure 1: The ontology of simulation model.

interactions among different simulation models. Service-
oriented architecture (SOA) can be a powerful technology for
the design/reprogram work of simulation models.

SOA is proposed as a kind of architecture for developing
distributed system by Gartner Group in 1996. It is a software
design methodology based on structured collections of dis-
crete software modules, known as services that collectively
provide the complete functionality of a large or complex soft-
ware application [20]. SOA separates functions into distinct
units or services, which developers make accessible over a
network in order to allow users to combine and reuse them in
the production of applications [21]. SOA can achieve seamless
combination and interaction between heterogeneous applica-
tions/programs/modules through thewell-defined interfaces,
contracts and by passing data in a well-defined, shared format
[22]. It is a proper way to design/reprogram a simulation
model into a SOA-based service.

As a software design methodology, there are many SOA
implementation methods. Take the Windows Communica-
tion Foundation (WCF), for example, for the above meta-
model, where the general strategy is to define the 𝑃

𝑖
, ID
𝑖
, and

OD
𝑖
as data contract, to define the CC

𝑖
as operation contract,

to define the message contract, fault contract, and service
contract, and then publish these contracts by metadata
through a uniform resource identifier (URI). When a user
wants to compose several simulation models together into
a simulation process, he needs to find these models and get
their contacts through their URIs, and then write a program
to call these models without rewriting them. Despite the fact
that programming workload will be more less than rewriting
all the models, there are still some annoying programming
works such as defining different classes and data structures
for the parameters described in the operation/data contract

of different models. The problem is caused by the need of
getting the data structure in themodel and the need of passing
parameters to the model’s operations. To eliminate these
programming works, a set of rules are proposed to construct
a simulation model.

(1) Each model has one named modelOnto.xml file,
in which all the information shown in Figure 1 is
recorded. According to this file, details about a sim-
ulation model can be easily parsed and stored into a
models database.

(2) Eachmodel has one named dataInterRela.xml file and
its structure as shown in Algorithm 1.

This file records a set of ∗.xml file paths marked by
<From></From> or <To></To>. All the parameters corre-
sponds to one ∗.xml file, while each input/output data item
corresponds to one ∗.xml file.These ∗.xml files are used as the
intermediate files for the data interaction between different
models, and these ∗.xml files’ structures are very simple (see
Algorithm 2).

It is noteworthy that multiple input/output data items
could point to one same file.

(3) Each model exposes an “init” function to read the
dataInterRela.xml to get all the paths of data interac-
tion files.

(4) Eachmodel exposes a “step” function to drive it to get
parameters and input data from the corresponding
∗.xml files pointed by the file paths mentioned in
rule 3, does calculation, and puts output data into the
corresponding ∗.xml files.

These rules can be described by Figure 2.
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<DataInteRela>
<Parameters>
<From>FileDirectory/FileName.xml</From>

</Parameters>
<InputDataItems>

......
<InputDataItem Id=”......”>
<From>FileDirectory/FileName.xml/NodeID</From>

</InputDataItem>
......

</InputDataItems>
<OutputDataItems>

......
<OutputDataItem Id=”......”>
<To>FileDirectory/FileName.xml/NodeID</To>

</OutputDataItem>
......

</OutputDataItems>
</DataInteRela>

Algorithm 1

<InteractionRelation>
<Datas>

......
<Data Id=”......”>
<DataType>......</DataType>
<Value>......</Value>

</Data>
......

</Datas>
</InteractionRelation>

Algorithm 2

When a simulation model is designed or reprogrammed
in accordance with these rules, only service contract and
operation contract are needed to be defined, and there is no
need to pass values for the operation contract, so there is
no need to define the data contract. All the work to call a
simulation is to operate some fixed format temporary ∗.xml
files, and this work can be easily done by some XML parser
and XML generator.

The ontology of service-oriented simulationmodel can be
established as shown in Figure 3.

There are three main parts to describe a service-
oriented simulationmodel: the “ModelOntology” is employed
to describe the most essential information mentioned in
Section 2 of a simulation model without the service-oriented
implementation, and the model ontology is recorded and
presented by the “modelOnto.xml.” The “Interactions” is
employed to describe the data interaction relationships which
are defined as the mapped relationships among multiple
∗.xml files and the parameters/input/output data items, and
these mapped relationships are recorded and presented by
the “dataInterRela.xml.” The “Service Profile” is employed
to describe the service information of service-oriented

simulation model, and the service information is usually
recorded and presented by a “ServiceConfig.cfg” based on
specific SOA implementation method.

Based on the concept above, the overall architecture of a
service-oriented simulation model is shown in Figure 4.

A service-oriented simulation model should include four
parts: (1) a hosting process (∗.exe or IIS) which hosts the
specific implementation of a simulationmodel; (2) a “Service-
Config.cfg” file which controls the EndPoint exposed by this
service-oriented simulation model; (3) a “modelOnto.xml”
file which describes the information of the simulationmodel;
and (4) a “dataInterRela.xml” which records the mappings
between all parameters/input/output data items and some
temporary generated ∗.xml files.

In a classic service-oriented architecture, the EndPoint
is used to expose the details of a service. The EndPoint
includes three parts: (1) the Address identifies a URL where
the service can be found, (2) the Binding identifies what com-
munication ways should be used to access this service, and
(3) the Contract identifies what operations can this service
do through the interfaces defined in this service. There are
two interfaces in the specific implementation of a simulation
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model: (1) the IModel exposes the main operations expressed
as OperationContract; (2) the ImodelCallBack is used to
expose the callback states of the two operations include init()
and step(). The main logic of init() and step() is shown in
Algorithm 3.

When some service-oriented simulationmodels are built,
a service consumer client can be constructed to manipulate
these models. A ModelController can be built to read and
edit themodelOnto.xml file to manipulate the information of
a model. A ServiceController can be built to read, edit, and
delete the ServiceConfig.cfg to manipulate the information of
this service, and it can control the service to Start or Stop.
A ModelController can be built to drive a model to init() or
step(). Based on these basic function modules, more function
modules can be built in the service consumer client, for

example, the Service Manager to control all the services, the
ModelManagere to control all the models information. This
paper will not go into detail contents of the Client because it
is not the focus.

4. The Calling of Simulation Models

When a simulation model is programmed into its service-
oriented form according to the rules above, it needs to
be registered to a simulation models registry as the UDDI
(Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) registry.
In this Simulation Models Registry, in addition to the
description, discovery and integration of simulation models,
there is a very important task to establish coarse-grained
classification rules in a specific field to support the model
searching and model matching for users. Users can search
a simulation model or some simulation models according to
these coarse-grained rules and then get further information
about it/them by reading the database or by parsing the
correspondingmodelOnto.xml files.

If only one simulation model is selected and to be called,
a dynamic user input interface which contains the 𝑃

𝑖
and

ID
𝑖
, a temporary input.xml and a temporary output.xml in a

structure described in Section 3 are generated, and the paths
of the input.xml and output.xml are wrote into the model’s
dataInterRela.xml; the user input interface will collect the
user’s inputs andwrite them into the input.xml and then drive
themodel to get these data and do calculation; the results will
be written into the output.xml.The data interact process is as
shown in Figure 5.

When several simulation models are selected to com-
pose a simulation process, the data interaction relationships
among these models need to be configured manually, and
each data interaction relationship can be expressed as a
mapping from one model’s one output data item to another
model’s one input data item. Finally, a simulation process
SP
𝑖
(𝑖 ∈ 𝑁) can be represented as a five-tuple: SP

𝑖
=

⟨SPC
𝑖
, SPM

𝑖
, SPMR

𝑖
, SPS
𝑖
, SPE
𝑖
⟩.

(1) SPC
𝑖
= {spc

𝑖1
, spc
𝑖2
, . . . , spc

𝑖𝑛
} is a set of characteris-

tics of the simulation process. They typically include
the process name, simulation purpose, step length,
start time, and end time.

(2) SPM
𝑖
= {𝑀

𝑖1
,𝑀
𝑖2
, . . . ,𝑀

𝑖𝑛
} is a set of models

employed in the simulation process. Each 𝑀
𝑖𝑗
=

⟨𝑃
𝑖𝑗
, ID
𝑖𝑗
,OD
𝑖𝑗
,CC
𝑖𝑗
, SC
𝑖𝑗
,DC
𝑖𝑗
, 𝐶
𝑖𝑗
⟩ (𝑖 ∈ 𝑁, 1 ⩽ 𝑗 ⩽

𝑛).

(3) SPMR
𝑖
= {MR

𝑖1
,MR
𝑖2
, . . . ,MR

𝑖𝑚
} is a set of data

interaction relationships among these modules. The
SPMRi is a set of mappings between the collection
of all models’ outputs 𝑂

𝑖
= {OD

𝑖1
,OD
𝑖2
, . . . ,OD

𝑖𝑛
}

and the collection of all models’ inputs 𝐼
𝑖

=

{ID
𝑖1
, ID
𝑖2
, . . . , ID

𝑖𝑛
}, and SPMR

𝑖
: 𝑂
𝑖
→ 𝐼
𝑖
. Each

MR
𝑖𝑗
(𝑖 ∈ 𝑁, 1 ⩽ 𝑗 ⩽ 𝑚) is a rule point fromamodel’s

one output to another’s one input, MR
𝑖𝑗
: od
𝑖𝑟𝑘

→

id
𝑖𝑠𝑙
(od
𝑖𝑟𝑘
∈ OD

𝑖𝑟
, OD
𝑖𝑟
⊂ 𝑂
𝑖
, 1 ⩽ 𝑟 ⩽ 𝑛, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑁,

id
𝑠𝑙
∈ ID
𝑠
, ID
𝑠
⊂ 𝐼, 1 ⩽ 𝑠 ⩽ 𝑛, 𝑙 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑟 ̸= 𝑠).
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Figure 4: The overall architecture of service-oriented simulation model.

init(){
paraFileList<> ReadFile(dataInterRela.xml);
inputFileList<> ReadFile(dataInterRela.xml);
outputFilelist<> ReadFile(dataInterRela.xml);
paraData<> parsePara(paraFileList<>);
initModel(paraData<>);
CallStates(ready);
}

step()
{

inputData<> parseInput(inputFileList<>);
outputData<> doCal(inputList<>);
writeData(outputData<>,outputFileList<>);
CallStates(done);
}

Algorithm 3

Input Write WriteRead
User
input

interface
ModelInput.xml Output.xml

Figure 5: The data interaction process of the calling of one
simulation model.

(4) SPS
𝑖
= {MS

𝑖1
,MS
𝑖2
, . . . ,MS

𝑖𝑜
} is a set of modules

marked as the starting point of a simulation process,
and each MS

𝑖𝑗
∈ SP
𝑀𝑖
(1 ⩽ 𝑗 ⩽ 𝑛).

(5) SPE
𝑖
= {ME

𝑖1
,ME
𝑖1
, . . . ,ME

𝑖𝑝
} is a set of modules

marked as the ending point of a simulation process,
and each ME

𝑖𝑗
∈ SPM

𝑖
(1 ⩽ 𝑗 ⩽ 𝑛).

The ontology of simulation process can be established as
shown in Figure 6.

The configuration of a simulation processmainly includes
model selection, data interaction relationships configuration,
and model parameters/input configuration. Model selection
is responsible for selecting appropriate models to meet the
simulation demands. When several models are selected, the
user input interface of each model’s 𝑃

𝑖
and ID

𝑖
is generated

for the configuration by users, and then users need to input
appropriate values for each model’s parameters, create data
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<SimProcess id=”......”>
<SimProcessDescription>

......
</SimProcessDescription>
<Models>

......
<Model id=”213” RunOrder=”2” IsStart=”false” IsEnd=”false”>
......
<URI>......</URI>
<Parameters>

<Parameter>
<DataType>Int32</DataType>
<Value>24</Value>
......

</Parameter>
</Parameter>

</Model>
......

</Models>
<InteractionRelations>

......
<InteractionRelation Id=”......”>
<From>Model213/Output3</From>
<To>Model241/Input2</To>
<FormatConverter>Int64ToInt32</FormatConverter>
......

<InteractionRelation>
......

</InteractionRelations>
</SimProcess>

Algorithm 4

interaction relationships between different models’ inputs
and outputs, and manually input necessary data for some
models’ input data items which cannot get data from other
models’ output. All the configuration information is format-
ted into a process description file in the form of .xml. The
structure of this .xml is described in Algorithm 4.

After this, some temporary.xml files are generated for
the data interaction according to the data interaction rela-
tionships marked by <InteractionRelations></Interaction-
Relations> in the simulation process description file. The
simulation process can be driven by a workflow engine which
can parse the simulation process description file to get the
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Figure 7: The data interaction process of the calling of several simulation models.

execution order of each model. The data interaction process
of a simulation process SP

𝑖
is as shown in Figure 7.

5. Case Study

Based on the concepts above, a 6 degree of freedom (DOF)
aircraft dynamic model built in Geodetic Coordinates is
programmed into two different ways to get flight paths. A
flight path is divided into 5 stages including taxi, ascending,
level flight, harmonize turn, and landing in this model. The
first way is written in Matlab by using fourth-order Runge-
Kutta method to calculate the position of the aircraft, and
the second one is written in C# by using Newton’s method
to calculate the position of the aircraft.

Both of the two ways contain the same parameters and
input data items.Theparameters include the step 𝑠𝑡; the initial
rate V
0
, the initial azimuth 𝜓

0
(North by East), and the initial

height ℎ
0
in the taxi stage; the ascending start time 𝑡as in

the ascending stage; the level flight start time 𝑡lf in the level
flight stage; the harmonize turn start time 𝑡 ht and the turn
angle 𝜓

𝑡
in the harmonize turn stage; the landing start time 𝑡

𝑙

in the landing stage. The input data item only includes the
flight time 𝑡 expressed in seconds. It is important to note
that all parameters related to the aircraft characteristics are
built into the dynamic model and do not support external
configuration.

TheMatlab-way generates an aircraft-matlab.m file which
cannot be directly a service, so some more programming
works are carried out to make it a service by using WCF and
Matlab Engines.Themain logic of “init()” is listed as follows.

(1) Start the Matlab Engine through the calling of corre-
sponding ∗.dll and ∗.lib provided by Matlab and load
the aircraft-matlab.m file;

(2) Read the aircraft-matlab-dataInterRela.xml to get the
file paths paraFileList<> of parameters configuration
files, the file paths inputFileList<> of input data items
files, and the file paths outputFilelist<> of output data
items files.

(3) Parse all the parameters in paraFileList<> and send
them to the aircraft-matlab.m through the Matlab
Engine.

The main logic of “Step()” is listed as follows.

(1) Parse the input data items from the corresponding
∗.xml files according to the inputFileList<> and send
them to the aircraft-matlab.m through the Matlab
Engine.
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(2) Drive theMatlab Engine to run the aircraft-matlab.m.
(3) Get the results and write them into corresponding
∗.xml files according to the outputFilelist<>.

Unlike the Matlab-way, the C#-way can be directly pro-
grammed into a service by using WCF. The main logic of
“Init()” and “step()” is similar to the functions in Matlab-way
except the Matlab Engine part.

Because the level flight distance of a true flight path is
too long to be shown in one scene, a simplified flight path
between two different airports in a same city is planned. All
the parameters are configured as 𝑠𝑡 = 1, V

0
= 0, 𝜓

0
= 0,

ℎ
0
= 0, 𝑡as = 40, 𝑡 ht = 70, 𝑡 ht = 120, 𝜓

𝑡
= 15, and

𝑡
𝑙
= 250, and the whole flight path costs 300 seconds.The two

flight paths in North-East-Up (NEU) coordinates are shown
in Figure 8, and the projections of altitude changes in North
are shown in Figure 9.

The two flight paths have very small differences so that
the curves almost coincide with each other. But the two ways’
execution time of a single step has huge differences, as shown
in Figure 10.

Each time the “Step()” is executed, the execution time
is recorded, so there are 300 sampling points. These time
differences are due to the program logics and algorithms.
The fourth-order Runge-Kuttamethod spendmore time than
Newton’s method, and the calling of Matlab Engine spend
extra time.

Then some more simulation models are reprogrammed
inWCF, and a prototype simulation system is constructed. A
simple global navigation satellite system (GNSS) simulation
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process shown in Figure 11 is composed by using the 6 DOF
aircraft model and some other models.

This simple simulation process has five simulation mod-
els, and its main function is calculating the true distances
between the satellites and a moving vehicle in a period of
time. Each model’s parameters, input data items, and output
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Figure 13: The active service-oriented simulation models.
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Figure 14: The main interface of simulation model selection, simulation process design, and data interaction relationship.

data items are shown in Figure 12. The [𝑋
𝑠
𝑌
𝑠
𝑍
𝑠
] stands for

the earth centered earth fixed (ECEF) coordinate array of
satellites, and the𝑋

𝑢
𝑌
𝑢
𝑍
𝑢
stands for the ECEF coordinate of

a vehicle, and the [TD
𝑠−𝑢
] stands for the true distance array

of these satellites to the vehicle.
Figure 13 shows the active service-oriented simulation

models in the Simulation Models Registry. Figure 14 shows
the main interface of simulation model selection, simulation
process design, and data interaction relationship configura-
tion.

The simulation models used in this process are deployed
on a local host to simplify the verification process, but
they can be easily deployed on other hosts. The models
can be selected from the “ModelList” panel which shows
the active service-oriented simulationmodels.When clicked,
a model’s parameters/input-data-item/output-data-item are
listed in the “Para/Input/Output” panel on the right side, and
the parameters can be configured here. A simulation pro-
cess can be composed by creating interaction relationships
between different models just as shown in the subwindow
“DataInteractionConfig.” The simulation process is driven
by a simple event-driven engine, and each service’s callback
function triggers the engine.

Although this prototype system is performed on a local
host, all the models are programmed in WCF according to
SOA standards and are formed into some ∗.exe files. So when
be configured to a Public IP, all the models will be shared
over the internet. In addition, the client as a validator is not
necessary, because all the functions could be implemented on
web pages. And we can know that users can run a ∗.mmodel
without the Matlab on his computer from the running of the
Matlab-way, that is to say that the decoupling of the users’
clients from some specific software is implemented. Finally,
users can compose some models to perform a simulation
process.

6. Conclusion

Despite that the validation of this structure is relatively
simple, conclusions can be drawn from the limited works:
(1) service-oriented simulation models can be an available
way of encapsulating specific simulation algorithms, pro-
grams, methods, and knowledge; (2) a well-designed/well-
reprogrammed simulation model only interacts with some
fixed format .xml files, and it reduces the coupling between
the model and specific applications, and it is easy to reuse
and easy to integrate; (3) different models interact by
reading and writing some fixed format .xml files, and it
reduces the interaction difficulties of heterogeneous mod-
ules; (4) a simulation model resource pool can be easily
constructed for cloud-based or distributed environment
by collecting these well-reprogrammed simulation mod-
els.

The design method proposed in this paper has some
disadvantages: (1) this method is not suitable for time-
driven simulation mode, because the increased file reading
and writing operations will reduce the execution efficiency,
and any failed execution of one model could crash the
whole simulation process; (2) the parameters/input-data-
item/output-data-item need to be format fixed; (3) the work
to reprogram an existing simulation is a little hard although
simple in form of this method; (4) there is no tools to
design a model, and all the work need to be done man-
ually by using a SOA implementation method such as the
WCF.

Future works includes (1) improving this design method
to fit the situation that the input/output data items’ format
is not fixed; (2) improving the process interpreter to support
more complicated simulation process which contains the
looping and branching structure; (3) developing web-based
client; (4) doing more tests on distributed environment.
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Amulticriteria decision-makingmodelwas proposed in order to acquire the optimumone amongdifferent product design schemes.
VIKOR method was introduced to compute the ranking value of each scheme. A multiobjective optimization model for criteria
weight was established. In this model, projection pursuit method was employed to identify a criteria weight set which could
keep classification information of original schemes to the greatest extent, while PROMETHEE II was adopted to keep sorting
information. Dominance basedmultiobjective simulated annealing algorithm (D-MOSA) was introduced to solve the optimization
model. Finally, an example was taken to demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of this model.

1. Introduction

Generally, designers tend to get more than two schemes in
product conceptual design because multiple alternatives can
make the design more innovative. After different schemes
are obtained, the designers should further decide which one
is the best. This is exactly a multicriteria decision making
problem. Many researches have been conducted on multi-
criteria decision making in different application fields. Gu
and Wu [1] introduced fuzzy set theory and analytic hierar-
chy process into the evaluation process to determinate the
weights of evaluation factors. Kaya and Kahraman [2] pro-
posed integrated VIKOR-AHP methodology to the selection
of the best energy policy and production site. Kong et al. [3]
construct the comprehensive evaluationmodel of enterprise’s
technological innovation abilities and evaluate technological
innovation abilities of four enterprises based on VIKOR
method. Macharis et al. [4] discussed the strengths and
weaknesses of the Preference Ranking Organization Method
for Enrichment Evaluations (PROMETHEE) and analytic
hierarchy process (AHP) methods. Opricovic and Tzeng [5,
6] illustrated a comparative analysis of two multiple criteria
decision-making methods VIKOR and TOPSIS. Sayadi et
al. [7] extended the VIKOR method for decision-making

problems with interval number. Lin et al. [8] presented
a framework that integrates the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) and the technique for order preference by similarity to
ideal solution (TOPSIS) to assist designers in identifying cus-
tomer requirements and design characteristics and achieving
an effective evaluation of the final design solution. Shih et al.
[9] proposed a multiattribute decision-making model based
on TOPSIS, which is indeed a unified process and it will
be readily applicable to many real-world decision-making
situations without increasing the computational burden.

In these researches, criteria weight should be given at
the beginning in order to calculate the ranking value. It is
inevitable to bring subjective factors into criteria weight by
these methods. In order to reduce subjective uncertainty in
weight calculation to the greatest extent, we put forward
a multicriteria decision-making method for product design
schemes. In our method, a multiobjective optimization
model for criteria weight was established, by which classifi-
cation and sorting information of original schemes are kept
in the final priority sequence.

In Section 2, VIKOR method is explained in detail.
VIKOR method is the basis of the proposed model because
the optimized criteria weight by the model will eventually
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be substituted into this method. In Section 3, a multi-
objective optimization model for criteria weight is estab-
lished, respectively, based on projection pursuit method
and PROMETHEE II. In Section 4, a new multi-objective
optimization algorithm D-MOSA is introduced to optimize
the proposed multi-objective optimization model for criteria
weight. In Section 5, a mechanism example is taken to
demonstrate the efficiency and feasibility of our model.

2. VIKOR Method

VIKOR was proposed by Opricovic to deal with discrete
multicriteria decision-making problem [10]. It uses differ-
ent aggregation function and normalization method from
TOPSIS and calculates ranking value of each scheme with
maximum group utility and minimum individual regret.
Given a scheme set 𝐴 = {𝑥

𝑖𝑗
| 𝑖 = 1 ∼ 𝑚, 𝑗 = 1 ∼ 𝑛},

in which 𝑥
𝑖𝑗
denotes the rating of scheme 𝑎

𝑖
with respect to

criteria 𝑆
𝑗
, we perform multicriteria decision making using

VIKOR method as follows.

Step 1. Normalize the rating 𝑥
𝑖𝑗
in set 𝐴. We assume that all

the criteria are benefit-type, and then the following equation
can be used to normalize the scheme set 𝐴:

𝑓
𝑖𝑗
=

𝑥
𝑖𝑗

𝑥max (𝑗)
, (1)

where 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
is the rating after normalization and 𝑥max(𝑗) is the

maximum rating of all the schemes with respect to criteria 𝑆
𝑗
.

Through normalization, the rating value with respect to each
criterion could be restricted within the closed interval [0, 1].

Step 2. Determine the positive ideal value 𝑓
∗

𝑗
and negative

ideal value𝑓−
𝑗
. 𝑓∗
𝑗
is the maximum rating value with respect

to criteria 𝑆
𝑗
in all schemes, while 𝑓−

𝑗
is the minimum with

respect to criteria 𝑆
𝑗
in all schemes. We evaluate the distance

between each scheme and positive ideal value or negative
ideal value and select the optimum scheme which is closest
to the positive idea value but farthest from the negative ideal
value.

Step 3. Calculate group utility 𝑆
𝑖
and individual regret 𝑅

𝑖
:

𝑓
∗

𝑗
= max
𝑖

𝑓
𝑖𝑗
, 𝑓

−

𝑗
= min
𝑖

𝑓
𝑖𝑗
,

𝑆
𝑖
=

𝑛

∑
𝑗=1

𝑤
𝑗
(𝑓∗
𝑗
− 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
)

𝑓∗
𝑗
− 𝑓−
𝑗

,

𝑅
𝑖
=
max
𝑗
𝑤
𝑗
(𝑓∗
𝑗
− 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
)

𝑓∗
𝑗
− 𝑓−
𝑗

,

(2)

where 𝑤
𝑗
is the weight of each criterion.

Step 4. Compute the ranking value 𝑄
𝑖
. The schemes are

sorted according to their ranking values 𝑄
𝑖
, and it can be

calculated as follows:

𝑄
𝑖
=
V (𝑆
𝑖
− 𝑆∗)

𝑆− − 𝑆∗
+
(1 − V) (𝑅

𝑖
− 𝑅∗)

𝑅− − 𝑅∗
, (3)

where 𝑆∗ = min
𝑖

𝑆
𝑖
, 𝑆− = max

𝑖

𝑆
𝑖
,

𝑅
∗

= min
𝑖

𝑅
𝑖
, 𝑅

−

= max
𝑖

𝑅
𝑖 (4)

V is introduced as strategy weight. It determines whether
to consider maximum group utility more or minimum
individual regret more in ranking value. When it is set to 0.5,
they are considered equally.

According to VIKOR method, the final ranking value 𝑄
𝑖

should satisfy two conditions: the acceptable advantage and
the acceptable stability in decisionmaking.However, it is very
difficult to satisfy them at the same time, because the schemes
usually vary slightly from each other, and thus it is difficult
to get a complete order using these two conditions. In this
paper, the authors sort the schemes directly according to their
ranking value 𝑄

𝑖
. It can be known that the less the ranking

value 𝑄
𝑖
is, the better its corresponding scheme is.

3. Multiobjective Optimization Model for
Criteria Weight

Multicriteria decision making is required to reflect both
classification and sorting information in original schemes
[11]. In this paper, projection pursuit [12] is employed to
guarantee that the obtained criteria weight could keep the
classification feature of schemes. It can make the ranking
value scatter on thewhole scale but at the same time aggregate
on the local scale throughmaximizing the standard deviation
of projecting value and local density. Besides, sorting infor-
mation can be guaranteed by PROMETHEE method.

3.1. Projection Pursuit Based Scheme Classification Optimiza-
tion Model. Multi-criteria decision making is actually a
projecting process from multidimensional criteria to one-
dimensional ranking value. Therefore, the criteria weight set
𝑊 = {𝑤

𝑗
| 𝑗 = 1 ∼ 𝑛} can be regarded as the projection

direction. If we choose different weight set 𝑊, or in other
words, we project criteria from different directions, criteria
will be understood at different angles. The projection could
be expressed by the following formula:

𝑄
𝑖
= 𝑃 (𝑊, 𝐹) , 𝐹 = (𝑓

𝑖1
, 𝑓
𝑖2
, . . . , 𝑓

𝑖𝑛
) , (5)

where 𝑃(⋅) is the projection function.
In formula (5), vector 𝐹 is known at the beginning of

evaluation. There are mainly two methods to determine
weight set 𝑊, namely, subjective weighting and objective
weighting [13]. But these methods are deficient in deter-
mining weight accurately due to the limited knowledge and
experience of decision maker. In projection pursuit, standard
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deviation 𝑆(𝑄) and local density 𝐷(𝑄) of the ranking value
are calculated firstly based on the result of formula (3):

𝑆 (𝑄) = [

𝑚

∑
𝑖=1

𝑄 (𝑖) − 𝑄

𝑚
]

1/2

,

𝐷 (𝑄) =

𝑚

∑
𝑖=1

𝑚

∑
𝑗=1

(𝑅 − 𝑟
𝑖𝑗
) ⋅ 𝑢 (𝑅 − 𝑟

𝑖𝑗
) ,

(6)

where 𝑄 is the mean of 𝑄(𝑖), 𝑅 is window radius of local
density, usually 𝑅 = 0.1𝑆(𝑄), 𝑟

𝑖𝑗
is the distance between two

ranking values, 𝑟
𝑖𝑗
= |𝑄
𝑖
− 𝑄
𝑗
|, and 𝑢(⋅) is unit step function.

In order to acquire the best projection direction, the following
optimization objective function is established:

max 𝐼 = 𝑆 (𝑄) ⋅ 𝐷 (𝑄) , (7)

or 𝐼 = 𝑆 (𝑄) + 𝐷 (𝑄) , (8)

s.t.
𝑛

∑
𝑗=1

𝑤
𝑗
= 1, 0 ≤ 𝑤

𝑗
≤ 1. (9)

According to the literature [14], the final ranking values,
respectively, evaluated by formula, (7) and (8) are similar.
In this paper, the authors use formula (8) as the objective
function.

3.2. PROMETHEE II Based Sorting Optimization Model.
Scheme sorting can be easily affected by criteria weight set.
The slight change of criteria weight may even lead to drastic
change in sorting. In order tomake the sorting stable enough,
themost efficientway is tomaximize the difference of ranking
values between each scheme [15]. PROMETHEE method
adopts preference function to establish the priority relation
between every two schemes [16, 17]. Preference degree of any
scheme versus the whole scheme set is defined, combining
with criteria weight, further to determine the priority order
of all schemes. For the scheme set 𝐴 = {𝑥

𝑖𝑗
| 𝑖 = 1 ∼

𝑚, 𝑗 = 1 ∼ 𝑛} given in last section, its criteria weight set is
𝑊 = {𝑤

𝑗
| 𝑗 = 1 ∼ 𝑛}.

Preference function is given as 𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑎
𝑗
) ∈ [0, 1], which

denotes the priority degree of scheme 𝑎
𝑖
under criteria 𝑘

relative to scheme 𝑎
𝑗
. The different values of 𝑃

𝑘
(𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑎
𝑗
) are as

follows:

𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑎
𝑗
) = 0, (10)

𝑎
𝑖
has no priority over 𝑎

𝑗
;

𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑎
𝑗
) = 𝜌 ∈ (0, 1) , (11)

𝑎
𝑖
is prior to 𝑎

𝑗
under criteria 𝑘, and the priority degree is 𝜌;

𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑎
𝑗
) = 1, (12)

𝑎
𝑖
is absolutely prior to 𝑎

𝑗
under criteria 𝑘.

The priority degree of 𝑎
𝑖
versus 𝑎

𝑗
can be calculated as

follows:

∏(𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑎
𝑗
) =

𝑛

∑
𝑘=1

𝑤
𝑘
𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑎
𝑗
) . (13)

The outgoing flow, incoming flow, and net flow of 𝑎
𝑖
can be

obtained using the following equation:

𝜙
+

(𝑎
𝑖
) =

𝑚

∑
𝑗=1

∏(𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑎
𝑗
) ,

𝜙
−

(𝑎
𝑖
) =

𝑚

∑
𝑗=1

∏(𝑎
𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
) ,

𝜙 (𝑎
𝑖
) = 𝜙
+

(𝑎
𝑖
) − 𝜙
−

(𝑎
𝑖
) .

(14)

The scheme set 𝐴 is sorted according to net-flow Φ(𝑎
𝑖
).

When 𝜙+(𝑎
𝑖
) ≥ 𝜙+(𝑎

𝑗
), 𝜙−(𝑎

𝑖
) ≤ 𝜙−(𝑎

𝑗
), it can be denoted as

𝑎
𝑖
𝑃𝑎
𝑗
. (15)

When 𝜙+(𝑎
𝑖
) = 𝜙+(𝑎

𝑗
), 𝜙−(𝑎

𝑖
) = 𝜙−(𝑎

𝑗
), it can be denoted as

𝑎
𝑖
𝐼𝑎
𝑗
. (16)

Given 𝑥
𝑖𝑗
, 𝑦
𝑖𝑗
≥ 0, for any 𝑎

𝑖
and 𝑎
𝑗
, we have

𝜙
+

(𝑎
𝑖
) − 𝜙
+

(𝑎
𝑗
) − 𝑥
𝑖𝑗
= 0, (17)

𝜙
−

(𝑎
𝑖
) − 𝜙
−

(𝑎
𝑗
) + 𝑦
𝑖𝑗
= 0, (18)

𝑚

∑
𝑙=1

(

𝑛

∑
𝑘=1

𝑤
𝑘
𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑎
𝑙
))

−

𝑚

∑
𝑙=1

(

𝑛

∑
𝑘=1

𝑤
𝑘
𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑙
)) − 𝑥

𝑖𝑗
= 0,

𝑚

∑
𝑙=1

(

𝑛

∑
𝑘=1

𝑤
𝑘
𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑙
, 𝑎
𝑖
))

−

𝑚

∑
𝑙=1

(

𝑛

∑
𝑘=1

𝑤
𝑘
𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑙
, 𝑎
𝑗
)) + 𝑦

𝑖𝑗
= 0,

(19)

specifically, when 𝑎
𝑖
𝑃𝑎
𝑗
, 𝑥
𝑖𝑗
= 𝑦
𝑖𝑗
= 0.

The difference index 𝑍 [9] in formula (20) is calculated
through summing 𝑥

𝑖𝑗
, 𝑦
𝑖𝑗
of all priority relations in scheme

set and can reflect the difference between ranking values. In
order to make the scheme sorting stable, this equation can be
taken as the maximizing optimization objective:

𝑍 = 𝛼 + 𝜀 ∑
𝑎𝑖𝑃𝑎𝑗

(𝑥
𝑖𝑗
+ 𝑦
𝑖𝑗
) . (20)

In this equation, 𝛼 = min{𝑥
𝑖𝑗
, 𝑦
𝑖𝑗
| 𝐴
𝑖
𝑃𝐴
𝑗
}, it is theminimum

𝑥
𝑖𝑗
or 𝑦
𝑖𝑗
of all scheme relation pair. 𝜀 is a small positive

number.

3.3. Multiobjective Optimization Model of Criteria Weight.
Criteria weight is mainly to measure the policymakers’
preference degree for product attributes [18]. Multi-objective
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optimization model of criteria weight is established as fol-
lows:

max 𝐼 = 𝑆 (𝑄) + 𝐷 (𝑄)

𝑍 = 𝛼 + 𝜀 ∑
𝑎𝑖𝑃𝑎𝑗

(𝑥
𝑖𝑗
+ 𝑦
𝑖𝑗
)

s.t.
𝑛

∑
𝑗=1

𝑤
𝑗
= 1, 0 ≤ 𝑤

𝑗
≤ 1;

𝑚

∑
𝑙=1

(

𝑛

∑
𝑘=1

𝑤
𝑘
𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑎
𝑙
))

−

𝑚

∑
𝑙=1

(

𝑛

∑
𝑘=1

𝑤
𝑘
𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑙
)) − 𝑥

𝑖𝑗
= 0

𝑚

∑
𝑙=1

(

𝑛

∑
𝑘=1

𝑤
𝑘
𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑙
, 𝑎
𝑖
))

−

𝑚

∑
𝑙=1

(

𝑛

∑
𝑘=1

𝑤
𝑘
𝑃
𝑘
(𝑎
𝑙
, 𝑎
𝑗
)) + 𝑦

𝑖𝑗
= 0

𝛼 = min {𝑥
𝑖𝑗
, 𝑦
𝑖𝑗
| 𝐴
𝑖
𝑃𝐴
𝑗
}

𝑥
𝑖𝑗
, 𝑦
𝑖𝑗
≥ 0.

(21)

4. Dominance Based Multiobjective Simulated
Annealing Algorithm (D-MOSA)

Simulated annealing (SA) is an ideal algorithm to deal with
single-objective optimization problem. When optimization
parameter is chosen properly and temperature is reduced
slowly enough, the result by SA can be very close to global
optimum solution. Smith et al. [14] proposed a new simulated
annealing algorithm oriented to multiobjective optimization
problem, namely, dominance based multiobjective simulated
annealing algorithm (D-MOSA). It overcomes the short-
coming of SA in optimizing single objective. This paper
introduced this algorithm to optimize the multi-objective
model of criteria weight.

4.1. Dominance Based Energy Function. In simulated anneal-
ing algorithm, energy function is used to compare the
new solution and current solution as the objective function
of optimization and determine whether the new proposal
should be accepted. In multi-objective optimization, we can
use dominance relation between solutions to determine the
priority of proposal versus current solution.

In Figure 1, sample 1 is dominated by more points on
Pareto front than sample 2, so we could think that sample 1
has higher energy than sample 2. When the sample point is
on the Pareto front, the sample is dominated by no points,
and accordingly its energy is 0. Pareto front is denoted by set
𝑃, and the part in set 𝑃 which dominates sample f(x) can be
denoted as 𝑃

𝑥
, so

𝑃
𝑥
= {y ∈ 𝑃 | y ≺ f (x)} . (22)

O
bj

ec
tiv

e 1

Objective 2

Pareto front

Sample solution1

Sample solution2

Figure 1: Different samples are dominated by different number of
points on Pareto front.

Energy function is defined as 𝐸(x) = 𝜇(𝑃
𝑥
), in which 𝜇 is

a measure on set 𝑃.
In practical application, Pareto front is unknown, so an

estimated Pareto front should be used in energy function
instead. Set 𝐹 is constituted by all mutually nondominating
solutions so far and can be used to estimate the true Pareto
front. Based on set𝐹, set𝐹 can be defined as𝐹 = 𝐹∪{𝑥}∪{𝑥

}.
Then, the set constituted by elements in 𝐹 dominating x can
be denoted by 𝐹

𝑥
:

𝐹
𝑥
= {y ∈ 𝐹 | y ≺ x} . (23)

Hence, the energy difference between the new proposal and
current solution is

𝛿𝐸 (𝑥


, 𝑥) =
1

𝐹


(

𝐹
𝑥



−

𝐹
𝑥


) , (24)

where |𝐹
𝑥
| is the number of elements in set 𝐹

𝑥
plus 1.

Using the previous energy function, we do not need to
be given the weight of every objective function; meanwhile,
it encourages the exploration of sparsely populated region of
the front because, in this region, the energy of new solution
is relatively lower (they are dominated by fewer points), and
they can be accepted more easily.

4.2. Attainment Surface Sampling. Though using the esti-
mated Pareto front 𝐹 provides an estimate of solution energy,
the resolution in the energies can be very coarse [14] if 𝐹 is
small. The acceptance probabilities will also become lower
and convergence to global optimum will be prevented. In
this algorithm, attainment surface sampling (ASS) is used to
augment points on estimated Pareto front 𝐹.

Firstly, attainment surface 𝑆
𝐹
of 𝐹 is determined. As a

matter of fact, 𝑆
𝐹
is the boundary of the region in objective

space dominated by elements in 𝐹. If

𝐹 = {y | u ≺ y, u ∈ 𝐹} ,

𝑈 = {y | u ⊲ y, u ∈ 𝐹} ,
(25)
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Figure 2: The flow chart of dominance based multiobjective simulated annealing algorithm.

where u ⊲ y denotes that u properly dominates y, and for
any 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐷 (𝐷 is the objective number), 𝑢

𝑖
< 𝑦
𝑖
. 𝑆
𝐹

satisfies

𝑆
𝐹
= 𝐹 \ 𝑈. (26)

𝐻
𝐹
is the minimum hyperrectangle containing 𝐹, and

𝐻
𝐹
= [min
𝑦∈𝐹

(𝑦
1
) ,max
𝑦∈𝐹

(𝑦
1
)] × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × [min

𝑦∈𝐹

(𝑦
𝐷
) ,max
𝑦∈𝐹

(𝑦
𝐷
)] .

(27)

After the attainment surface 𝑆
𝐹
of set 𝐹 is obtained, uni-

formly sampling from 𝑆
𝐹

∩ 𝐻
𝐹
is performed using

Algorithm 1. In the following pseudocode, 𝐿
𝑑
(𝑑 =

1, 2, . . . , 𝐷) is the element sequence of 𝐹 sorted by increasing
coordinate 𝑑.

4.3. Algorithm Procedure. Theflow chart of dominance based
multi-objective simulated annealing algorithm is depicted in
Figure 2. The detailed process is explained as follows.

for 𝑖 ← 0 to𝐷
V
𝑖
← rand (min(𝐿

𝑖
),max (𝐿

𝑖
))

end
𝑑 ← randint(1, 𝐷) choose a dimension, 𝑑
for 𝑖 ← 1 to |𝐹|

u ← 𝐿
𝑑,𝑖

V
𝑑
← 𝑢
𝑑

if 𝐹 ≺ v
then return v

end

Algorithm 1

Step 1. Initialization. The initial feasible point x is produced,
and the estimated Pareto front is 𝐹 = {x}. Additionally,
annealing temperature sequence and epoch duration under
each temperature are initialized.

Step 2. Form the proposed solution using perturbation
function. Perturb each element of x singly to form new
proposal 𝑥.
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Table 1: Evaluation index.

U1: function S1: movement rule, S2: transmission accuracy
U2: working performance S3: application, S4: adjustability, S5: running speed, S6: bearing capacity
U3: dynamic performance S7: maximum acceleration, S8: noise, S9: wear resistance, S10: reliability
U4: economy S11: manufacturability, S12: error, S13: processing convenience, S14: energy consumption
U5: structure S15: measurement, S16: weight, S17: structural complexity

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Scheme model. (a) Cam-rocker-slider mechanism. (b) Shaper mechanism. (c) Stephenson mechanism.

Step 3. If there are fewer than 𝑆 solutions in 𝐹, ASS interpola-
tion is performed. One hundred samples are drawn from 𝑆

𝐹
,

and theymake up the set 𝑆
𝐹
,𝐹 = 𝑆

𝐹
∪𝐹∪{𝑥}∪{𝑥}. Otherwise,

skip to Step 4.

Step 4. Consider 𝐹 = 𝐹 ∪ {𝑥} ∪ {𝑥}.

Step 5. Determine whether to accept the proposed solution
or not. The proposal is accepted with the probability 𝑃:

𝑃 =

{{

{{

{

1, when x ≺ 𝑥


exp(−
𝛿𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑥)

𝑇
𝑘

) , 𝑇
𝑘
is current temperature.

(28)

Step 6. Delete solutions in 𝐹 dominated by x, and add 1 to
iteration times.

Step 7. If the iteration times under current temperature come
to the maximum, then go to Step 8 and reduce annealing
temperature; otherwise, return to Step 2.

Step 8. If current temperature gets the lowest, then optimiza-
tion is over; otherwise, return to Step 2.

5. Instance

In this section, we will evaluate three schemes for the paper
feeding mechanism in card punching machine [19]: cam-
rocker-slider mechanism, shaper mechanism, and Stephen-
son mechanism, as depicted in Figure 3. We regard product’s
properties like reliability,maintainability, and green attributes
as evaluation parameters, which is shown in Table 1. The
rating of each scheme based on 1–9 level is given in Table 2.

It can be seen inTable 1 that three schemes are equivalentwith
respect to criteria S

2
and S

14
. Therefore, S

2
and S

14
will not

be considered in the following evaluation. The rating values
after normalization are shown in Table 3. In PROMETHEE
method, preference function was given as

𝑃
𝑘
(𝑓
𝑖
, 𝑓
𝑗
) = (

𝑑

𝐷
)

1/𝑤𝑘

when 𝑓
𝑖
> 𝑓
𝑗
;

𝑃
𝑘
(𝑓
𝑖
, 𝑓
𝑗
) = 0 when 𝑓

𝑖
≤ 𝑓
𝑗
,

(29)

where 𝑑 = 𝑓
𝑖
− 𝑓
𝑗
and𝐷 is maximum 𝑑 theoretically.

Through performing D-MOSA, we get the estimated
Pareto front. Weight set 𝑤 = (0.0292, 0.0666, 0.0082, 0.0967,
0.0169, 0.0356, 0.1246, 0.0171, 0.0338, 0.1561, 0.0057, 0.0128,
0.0503, 0.1274, and 0.2190) was chosen from the Pareto front
to calculate ranking values of these three schemes, 𝐼 = 7.908×

10
−9, 𝑍 = 1.1584 × 10−6. After substituting weight set 𝑊

into VIKOR method, we get the ranking values of Schemes
1, 2, and 3 and get the result as is shown in Table 4. From
the ranking value sequence, we know that Scheme 1 is the
best one and Scheme 3 is the worst one. This conclusion is
the same as that in the literature [19].

6. Conclusion

The proposed multi-criteria decision-making model pro-
vides designers with an evaluation result objectively. Criteria
weight was optimized through the multi-objective optimiza-
tion model, to maximize the standard deviation and local
density of ranking value sequence, as well as the difference
index between every two schemes. All of these can guar-
antee the classification and sorting information of original
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Table 2: Rating of each scheme with respect to different criteria.

Criteria
Scheme 1

cam-rocker-slider
mechanism

Scheme 2
shaper

mechanism

Scheme 3
Stephenson
mechanism

U1
S1 9 7 7
S2 7 7 7

U2

S3 7 7 6
S4 4 7 7
S5 7 6 6
S6 5 7 7

U3

S7 9 5 5
S8 5 7 7
S9 7 5 7
S10 9 7 7

U4

S11 7 6 5
S12 5 7 6
S13 9 7 7
S14 7 7 7

U5

S15 7 4 5
S16 6 7 7
S17 7 7 5

Table 3: Rating of each scheme with respect to different criteria.

Criteria
Scheme 1

cam-rocker-slider
mechanism

Scheme 2
shaper

mechanism

Scheme 3
Stephenson
mechanism

U1 S1 1 0.778 0.778

U2

S3 1 1 0.857
S4 0.571 1 1
S5 1 0.857 0.857
S6 0.714 1 1

U3

S7 1 0.556 0.556
S8 0.714 1 1
S9 1 0.714 1
S10 1 0.778 0.778

U4

S11 1 0.857 0.714
S12 0.714 1 0.857
S13 1 0.778 0.778

U5

S15 1 0.571 0.714
S16 0.857 1 1
S17 1 1 0.714

schemes kept in final ranking value sequence. Meanwhile,
the more schemes there are, the closer the result will be to
the true Pareto front. During product designing, there is a
large quantity of decision makings with fuzzy and uncertain
information. This is the field calls for more researches and
investigations. Through evaluating and decision of fuzzy
information, a knowledge system of artificial intelligence
evaluation can be developed to promote the intelligent
designing of products.

Table 4: Evaluation result of each scheme.

Scheme Value Sorting
Scheme 1
(cam-rocker-slider mechanism) 0.0877 3

Scheme 2
(shaper mechanism) 0.1255 2

Scheme 3
(Stephenson mechanism) 1 1
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This paper presents an approach that allows optimizing gear ratio and vehicle dimension to achieve optimum gear transmission.
Therefore, augmented Lagrangian multiplier method, defined as classical method, is utilized to find the optimum gear ratios and
the corresponding number of gear teeth applied to all epicyclical gears. The new method is able to calculate and also to optimize
the gear ratio based on dynamics of 4WD vehicles. Therefore, 4WD vehicles dynamic equations are employed assuming that the
rear wheels or the front wheels are at the point of slip. In addition, a genetic algorithm is modified to preserve feasibility of the
encountered solutions.The basic dimension of a sample commercial vehicle (2009 hummer H3 4dr AWD SUV) and its gearbox are
optimized, and then the effects of changing slip angle, wheel base, and engine torque on optimum vehicle dimension are analyzed.

1. Introduction

Thegear ratio of a gear train is the ratio of the angular velocity
of the input gear to the angular velocity of the output gear, also
known as the speed ratio of the gear train [1]. The gear ratio
can be computed directly from the number of teeth of the
various gears that engage to form the gear train [2]. To achieve
a specific set of speed ratios, the designer has to choose a gear
train with specific internal-external gear pair combinations,
a set of clutches that are to be operated in a chosen sequence,
and a set of gear ratios. (In the automotive industry the
reciprocal of the reduction ratio is often specified.) The term
of gear ratio refers to the ratio of the number of teeth
on two mating gears. The classical approach of finding the
proper gear ratios has been to choose a gear train and a
corresponding clutching sequence and then to vary the gear
ratios by trial and error until the best possible reduction
ratios have been obtained [3, 4]. Gears are among the most
common elements ofmachine, and therefore, there have been
many studies on optimumgear design. Gear optimization can
be divided into two categories, namely, single gear pair and

gear train optimization [5]. The analysis of these two gears is
conventionally done based on classical methodwhich utilizes
tooth gears. This method facilitates the design although it
does not consider dynamic behaviour of the vehicle.

This paper describes a practical approach to gear train
design and optimization. The presented novel algorithm is
based on a two-stage optimization process. The first part of
the process employs a mathematical optimization method
based on dynamic behaviour of vehicle, and the second uses
the ratio between gear teeth. This approach concentrates
on the following issues related to automotive automatic
transmissions:

(i) application of optimization techniques to find the
gear ratios in automotive gear trains for a given set
of reduction ratios,

(ii) optimizing gear ratio of a commercial car based on
genetic algorithm,

(iii) development of a user-friendly method for optimiz-
ing basic dimensions of a vehicle based on dynamic
equations.
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Figure 1: Compound gear train.

2. Classical Design of Gear Train

In order to find the required overall gear ratio, the compound
gear train contains two pairs of gears, d-a and b-f (Figure 1).
The desired gear ratio, 𝑖tot, between the input and output gears
is displayed as

𝑖tot =
𝑤
𝑜

𝑤
𝑖

=
𝑛
𝑑
𝑛
𝑏

𝑛
𝑎
𝑛
𝑓

, (1)

where 𝑤
𝑜
and 𝑤

𝑖
are the angular velocities of the output and

input gears, respectively, and n expresses the number of teeth
on each gear wheel.

2.1. Classical Gear Ratio Optimization. In the augmented
Lagrangian multiplier method, the objective function is
computing the number of teeth for gears d, a, b, and f in
order to find a gear ratio, 𝑖tot. The minimum number of teeth
for each gear is assumed between 12 and 60. The target ratio,
𝑖trg, is assumed to be 1/6.93, and the function is expressed as
follows:

𝑋 = (𝑧
𝑑
, 𝑧
𝑏
, 𝑧
𝑎
, 𝑧
𝑓
) , 𝑋 ∈ {12, 13, . . . , 60} ,

to min𝑓 (𝑥) = (𝑖trg − 𝑖tot)
2

= (
1

6.93
−

𝑧
𝑑
𝑧
𝑏

𝑧
𝑎
𝑧
𝑓

)

2

subjected to 12 ≤ 𝑥
𝑖
≤ 60, 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4.

(2)

In other words, the process is going to compute the
optimum values of four variables that will minimize the
squared difference between the target ratio, 𝑖trg, and available
gear ratio, 𝑖tot. The objective function is expressed as the
squared error between the actual and the desired gear ratios.

An alternative solution for the gear train problem is
founded by the differential evolution strategy.These solutions
have been found to be globally optimal by applying explicit
enumeration as mentioned in Tables 1 and 2 [12–14]. In this
paper this problem has been resolved with genetic algorithm
for 2009 hummer H3 4dr SUV.

l
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Figure 2: Presentation of a 2D vehicle model.

Table 1: Alternative solution for gear ratio problem [3].

Solution 𝑧
𝑑

𝑧
𝑏

𝑧
𝑎

𝑧
𝑓

1 19 16 43 49
2 16 19 43 49
3 19 16 49 43
4 16 19 49 43

3. 4WD Vehicle Dynamic Gear Ratio

The dynamic gear ratio is obtained with applying dynamic
equations as follows [15, 16]:

𝐹
𝐼
= 𝑚𝑎


,

𝐹
𝑓
+ 𝐹
𝑟
− 𝐹RR − 𝑊 sin 𝜃 − 𝐹

𝐴
− 𝐹
𝐼
= 0,

−𝑊 cos 𝜃 + 𝑁
𝑓
+ 𝑁
𝑟
= 0,

𝐹
𝐴
ℎ
𝐴
+ 𝐹
𝐼
ℎ + 𝑁

𝑓
𝑙 − 𝑏𝑊 cos 𝜃 + ℎ𝑊 sin 𝜃 = 0.

(3)

F
𝑓
and F

𝑟
are front and rear traction forces, respectively.

𝑚, vehicle mass, 𝑎 is the acceleration, 𝐹RR is the rolling
resistance force, 𝑤 is the vehicle weight, 𝜃 is the road slope,
F
𝐴
is the aerodynamic force, N

𝑓
is the front reaction force,

N
𝑟
is the rear reaction force, h

𝐴
is the height of aerodynamic

force, h is the centre of gravity height force, l is the wheel base,
and a and b are distances from c.g. to front and rear wheels,
respectively. Consider

𝑁
𝑓
=

𝑏

𝑙
𝑤 cos 𝜃 −

ℎ

𝑙
(𝑤 sin 𝜃 + 𝐹

𝐼
) − 𝐹
𝐴

ℎ
𝐴

𝑙
. (4)

According to Figure 2, the total traction force F
𝑇
, which is the

combination of rear and front traction forces, is defined as

𝐹
𝑇
= 𝐹
𝑓
+ 𝐹
𝑟
. (5)
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Table 2: Optimal solution for the gear train problem.

Reported by 𝑋
1
(𝑧
𝑑
) 𝑋

2
(𝑧
𝑏
) 𝑋

3
(𝑧
𝑎
) 𝑋

4
(𝑧
𝑓
) Gear ratio Error%

Sandgren [6] 18 22 45 60 0.1466 1.65
Fu and Wang [7] 14 29 47 59 0.1464 1.17
Loh and Papalambros [8] 19 16 42 50 0.1447 0.33
Wang and Zhang [9] 30 15 52 60 0.1442 0.03
Hsu et al. [10] 19 16 49 43 0.1442 0.01
Kannan and Kramer [11] 13 15 33 41 0.1441 0.11

Also

𝑤 sin 𝜃 + 𝐹
𝐼
= 𝐹
𝑇
− 𝐹RR − 𝐹

𝐴
, (6)

Δℎ = ℎ − ℎ
𝐴
, (7)

𝐹RR = 𝑓
𝑟
𝑁, (8)

𝑁 = 𝑁
𝑓
+ 𝑁
𝑟
. (9)

f
𝑟
is the rolling resistance coefficient. Solving the previous

equations gives (4)–(9) as

𝑁
𝑟
=

𝑎

𝑙
𝑊 cos 𝜃 +

ℎ

𝑙
[𝐹
𝑇
− 𝐹RR] +

Δℎ

𝑙
𝐹
𝐴
, (10)

𝑁
𝑓
=

𝑏

𝑙
𝑊 cos 𝜃 −

ℎ

𝑙
[𝐹
𝑇
− 𝐹RR] +

Δℎ

𝑙
𝐹
𝐴
. (11)

In a 4WD vehicle, the wheel torques at front and rear axles
are distributed such that the ratio of front to rear axle torques
is given by r. Assuming that the rear wheels are at the point of
slip, an expression is driven for gear ratio of a 4WD vehicle.
According to Figure 2, the total traction force is

𝐹
𝑇
= 𝐹
𝑓
+ 𝐹
𝑟
. (12)

The equal front and rear gear ratios are obtained by dividing
the ratio of traction force of the front and rear axes, which is
followed as

𝑟 =
𝑇
𝑓

𝑇
𝑟

=
𝐹
𝑓

𝐹
𝑟

. (13)

Substitution of (5) into (13) will result in

𝐹
𝑇
= (1 + 𝑟) 𝐹

𝑟
. (14)

When the rear tyres are at the point of slip, (14) can be written
as

𝐹
𝑇max = (1 + 𝑟) 𝜇

𝑝
𝑁
𝑟
, (15)

where 𝜇
𝑝
is the road friction coefficient.

In this paper, the vehicle velocity is considered equals to
zero which happens in the maximum road slope and tyre slip
point. Neglecting the term ofΔℎ𝐹

𝐴
in (10) and its substitution

in (12) leads to

𝑁
𝑟
=

𝑎

𝑙
𝑊 cos 𝜃 +

ℎ

𝑙
[(1 + 𝑟) 𝜇

𝑝
𝑁
𝑟
− 𝐹RR] . (16)

Substituting (8) into (16) and considering 𝑁 = 𝑊 cos 𝜃, (18)
is obtained as

𝑁
𝑟
−

ℎ

𝑙
((1 + 𝑟) 𝜇

𝑝
𝑁
𝑟
) =

𝑎

𝑙
𝑊 cos 𝜃 −

ℎ

𝑙
(𝑓
𝑟
𝑊 cos 𝜃) , (17)

𝑁
𝑟
=

𝑎 − ℎ × 𝑓
𝑟

𝑙 − ℎ𝜇
𝑝
(𝑟 + 1)

𝑊 cos 𝜃. (18)

Substituting (16) into (15), the maximum traction force is
computed as

𝐹
𝑇max =

𝑎 − ℎ × 𝑓
𝑟

𝑙 − ℎ𝜇
𝑝
(𝑟 + 1)

(𝑟 + 1) 𝜇
𝑝
𝑊 cos 𝜃. (19)

The equation of gear ratio (n
𝑙
) is presented as

𝑛
𝑙
=

𝑟
𝑤
𝐹
𝑇max

𝑛
𝑑
𝑇
𝑒

, (20)

Where 𝑛
𝑑
is the differential ratio, 𝑇

𝑒
is the motor torque, and

𝑟
𝑤
is the tyre radius. Also with substituting (12) into (13) the

rear gear ratio (nlr) is obtained as follows:

𝑛
𝑙𝑟

=
𝑟
𝑤

𝑛
𝑑
× 𝑇
𝑒

(𝑟 + 1) 𝜇
𝑝

𝑎 − ℎ × 𝑓
𝑟

𝑙 − ℎ𝜇
𝑝
(𝑟 + 1)

𝑊 cos 𝜃. (21)

On the other hand, assuming that the front wheels are at the
slip point, an expression for gear ratio of a 4WD vehicle can
be obtained. According to (5) and (13) the total traction force
can be written as

𝐹
𝑇
= (1 +

1

𝑟
)𝐹
𝑓
. (22)

When the front tyres are at the slip point, the maximum
traction force can be computed as

𝐹
𝑇max = (1 +

1

𝑟
) 𝜇
𝑝
𝑁
𝑓
,

𝑁
𝑓
=

𝑏

𝑙
𝑊 cos 𝜃 −

ℎ

𝑙
[(1 +

1

𝑟
) 𝜇
𝑝
𝑁
𝑟
− 𝐹RR] ,

𝑁
𝑓
=

𝑏 + ℎ × 𝑓
𝑟

𝑙 + ℎ𝜇
𝑝
(1/𝑟 + 1)

𝑊 cos 𝜃.

(23)
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Figure 3: Gear ratio and its error when the front or rear tyres are at slips points.

Therefore with substituting the maximum traction force, it
can be expressed as

𝐹
𝑇max =

𝑏 + ℎ × 𝑓
𝑟

𝑙 + ℎ𝜇
𝑝
(1/𝑟 + 1)

(
1

𝑟
+ 1) 𝜇

𝑝
𝑊 cos 𝜃. (24)

Finally, the front gear ratio is expressed as

𝑛
𝑙𝑓

=
𝑟
𝑤

𝑛
𝑑
× 𝑇
𝑒

(𝑟 + 1) 𝜇
𝑝

𝑏 + ℎ × 𝑓
𝑟

𝑟𝑙 + ℎ𝜇
𝑝
(𝑟 + 1)

𝑊 cos 𝜃. (25)

The dynamic gear ratio results are compared in two
ways. Firstly, a vehicle population including 20 sample cars
is compared in such parameters as gear ratio. Secondly, the
method was performed to evaluate dynamic gear ratio. The
differences between methods are compared with each other.
The idea is to show that even the dynamic form, for let us say
70%, is still performing better than the classical form in the
case where both of them are used in commercial car.

The values of 1st dynamic gear ratio are compared with
those of the 1st classical gear ratio (𝑛

𝑙,real) for 20 sample
cars that are used by the car factories. This comparison is
illustrated in Figure 3. the conventional method does not
consider tire slip and the fact that the front or rear tire slip
presents different behaviour and makes the calculation more
similar to reality. So the dynamic gear ratio is considerably
better than the classical gear ratio. Moreover the difference
between classical gear ratio and dynamic gear ratio is illus-
trated in Figure 3. The first gear ratio should be around 4 to
6 to produce more torque in tires. The gear ratios that are
proposed in Table 2 are not vehicle ratios and they are used
for presenting the classical gear ratio calculation method.
The second vehicle gear ratio and other gear ratios reduce
to decrease engine torque. The gear ratios of Figure 3 are
different from the ratios presented in Table 2 although the
same method is utilized in computing vehicle classical gear
ratio.

To optimize the gear ratio in different road slope and for
obtaining the optimum basic dimension of 2009 hummer
H3 4dr SUV, the effects of gear ratio parameters should be
analysed. The effects of basic vehicle dimension variation
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Figure 4: Rear/front gear ratio versus displaying coefficient of road
friction.

such as friction coefficient, rolling resistance coefficient, and
weight distribution evaluation are studied in Figures 4–6.
These figures are utilized for determining the bounds of
optimization parameters in the case that the gear ratio error
is approximately around zero in each parameter. Moreover,
Figures 4–6 indicate the effects of changing parameters such
c.g. height of vehicle, 𝜇

𝑝
, and f

𝑟
on gear ratio. In addition it

would indicate how changing these parameters will change
the gear ratios and presents the optimum gear ratio which
refers to the point where the errors of parameters are around
zero to increase the efficiency of gearbox.

3.1. Coefficient of Road Friction. Coefficient of road friction
variation has an effect on the dynamic gear ratio. Its error
with classical gear ratio has been shown in Figure 4. As
presented in Figure 4, increasing the coefficient of road
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Figure 5: Relationship between error of rear/front gear ratio and height of vehicle c.g..
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Figure 6: Relationship between error of rear/front gear ratio and rolling resistance.

friction will decrease the difference between classical gear
ratio and dynamic gear ratio. In other words, there is a direct
relationship between front and rear gear ratios and coefficient
of road friction.

3.2. Height of Vehicle c.g. The vehicle c.g. height variation has
an effect on the dynamic gear ratio. The error that occurred
with classical gear ratio has been shown in Figure 5. As
shown, enhancing the c.g. height increases the difference
between classic and dynamic gear ratios for frontal mode. On
the contrary, this discrepancywill be decreased for rearmode.
As a result, front and rear gear ratios have contrariwise effects.

3.3. Rolling Resistance Friction. Rolling resistance, some-
times named rolling friction or rolling drag, is the force
resisting the motion when the tire rolls on a surface. It
is mainly caused by nonelastic effects; that is, not all of
the energy that is needed for deformation of the object

is recovered when the pressure is removed. The rolling
resistance is presented as a function of velocity, followed as

𝑓
𝑟
= 0.01 × (1 +

V

100
) . (26)

Figure 6 shows that enhancing the rolling resistance coef-
ficient decreases the difference between classical gear ratio
and dynamic gear ratio. Moreover, increasing the rolling
resistance enhances front gear ratio.

4. Genetic Algorithm Optimization

Nowadays using evolution methods to solve optimization
problems has a growing trend.Genetic algorithms as themost
popular evolution algorithms have an extensive application
in esearch studies [17–19]. The 1st dynamic gear ratio in
the case that front or rear wheels are at the point of slip
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Table 3: 2009 hummer H3 4dr SUV basic dimension.

2009 hummer H3 4dr Value
Height (m) 1.872
Weight (kg) 2133
First drive ratio 3.75
𝑛
𝑓

3.7
Wheel base (m) 2.864

uses 9 design variables in order to propose an appropriate
model of a gear ratio design. The result of the optimization is
specifying basic dimensions of vehicle, optimum road slope,
1st gear ratio, and gear train, which minimize the squared
difference between the available classical gear ratio, 𝑛

𝑙,real,
and dynamic gear ratio, 𝑛

𝑙,𝑓,or,𝑟. Genetic algorithm begins
with a number of solutions called population.These solutions
are represented by strings of gene chromosomes [20, 21].
They are taken from a population of solutions and are used
to create new populations, with the thought that the new
population is better than the original population. Another
term in genetic algorithm ismutation rate.Mutation operator
changes the integer parts of strings. Mutation of each string
is proportional to the initial objective function (the squared
difference between the available classical gear ratio, 𝑛

𝑙,real,
and dynamic gear ratio, 𝑛

𝑙,𝑓,or,𝑟), which is chosen to fit the
mutation rate (Figure 7).This operator can provide a solution
that does not exist in the population to compensate loss of
valuable information resulting from inadequate intersection.
In this paper, the mutation rate, which determines accuracy
and speed of convergence response in the GA program,
is investigated. The code developed here includes a large
number of explorations for different items such as population
number, iteration number, value of cost function, and muta-
tion rate. Thus, the minimum value of iteration and speed
of convergence are very important. To explore the effect
of mutation rate, classical gear ratio of 3.7 is taken. The
mutation rates take the values 0, 1%, 4%, 6%, and 15%. An
early convergence occurs without any mutation rate, and
GA algorithm cannot satisfy all of the possible values of
constraints. For the case of 1% mutation the individual bit
changes and the chance of achieving better fitness functions
increases. While the mutation equals zero, the best fitness
function is obtained at 45 generations. However, while the
value of mutation rate takes 1%, proper fitness function is
obtained at 100 generations. As mentioned, enhancement of
the mutation rate value increases the probability of various
individuals in the population. Based on this explanation, the
mutation rate should be selected between 4% and 6%, which
is obtained with trial and error.

In this paper dynamic gear ratio equation is optimized
with genetic algorithm through a diagram that is presented
in Figure 8. The objective function is indicated in (27), and it
is the squared difference between the available classical gear
ratio, 𝑛

𝑙,real, and dynamic gear ratio, 𝑛
𝑙,𝑓,or,𝑟.This optimization

leads to the benefit of vehicle’s parameters such as wheel
base and inclination angle as listed before, in Table 3. The
best cases of gear ratios for a 4WD vehicle are provided.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Parent

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1Child

Mutation

Figure 7: Genetic algorithm operator.

It is also necessary to introduce randomly chosen variables
constrained within specific boundaries. These variables and
their band are indicated through (28):

𝑓 (𝑥) = (𝑛
𝑙,real − 𝑛

𝑙,𝑓,𝑜𝑟,𝑟
)
2

, (27)

2 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 3,

300 ≤ 𝑇
𝑒
≤ 320,

0.4 ≤ 𝑟
𝑤

≤ 0.5,

0.4 ≤ ℎ ≤ 0.6,

1.5 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 1.9,

0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 45,

0.1 ≤ 𝜇
𝑝
≤ 1,

0.3 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 1,

0.01 ≤ 𝑓
𝑟
≤ 0.014.

(28)

4.1. Applying the Genetic Algorithm (GA). The population
size in the gear ratio optimization represents the number
of individuals in the population. Usually larger population
size increases the amount of variation present in the initial
population, and it requires more fitness evaluations. In this
case, with a population size of 20, an excellent solution
was easily attained. Naturally, a smaller population size will
introduce less generations, and the calculation time will be
reduced. As presented in Figures 9 and 10, it can be seen
that after a sufficient number of generations (around 50
generations), the track for a good (best) solution as well as the
track of the average of the population converges to the final
solution. Applying genetic algorithm for optimizing basic
dimensions of 2009 hummerH3 4dr concludes into optimum
data to achieve the most suitable gear ratios. Optimum
dimensions of 2009 hummer H3 4dr, noted in Table 4, are
suggested in designing the car in order to attain the best
dynamic performance.

5. Results and Discussion

The results of gear ratio obtained from genetic algorithm are
compared with those of conventional methods reported for
hummer H3 4dr. This study confirms the results obtained
by Godfrey and Babu. The program is capable of finding
excellent results for different constraints that are optional and
can consider many parameters. In classical form, in order to
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Table 4: Optimum dimensions of 2009 hummer H3 4dr.

2009 hummer H3 4dr Optimum dimensions
(front wheel in slip mode)

Optimum dimensions
(rear wheel in slip mode) Prototype dimensions

Wheel diameter (m) 0.45 0.35 0.4
Torque (N⋅m) 310 325 326.75
Wheel base (m) 2.5 2.5 2.864
Distance between rear tire and c.g. (m) 1.7 1.7 1.85
c.g. height 0.5 0.5 0.624
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Figure 8: Genetic algorithm diagram.
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Table 5: Optimal solution for the gear train of 2009 hummer H3
4dr.

2009 hummer H3
4dr 𝑧

𝑑
𝑧
𝑏

𝑧
𝑎

𝑧
𝑓

Genetic algorithm
optimization 19 29 46 45

Hsu et al. [10] 19 16 49 43

find the required overall gear ratio, the compound gear train
contains two pairs of gears. The second objective function is
expressed as the squared error between actual and desired
gear ratios. This optimization introduces a gearbox which
is obtained from dynamic gear ratio and presents a proper
gear ratio. The Godfrey model is based on conventional
gear ratio computation which utilizes the classical gear ratio
for determining gear tooth. This model is compared with
the dynamic model for precise gear tooth. Table 5 expresses
number of teeth which is confirmed with results obtained by
Godfrey and Babu [3].

The road slope angle is studied in optimized design to
introduce the best ratio compatible with environment partic-
ularly to make the vehicle perform in a suitable condition.
Figure 11 presents an optimum gear ratio in both front and
rear slip modes through different road slopes which means
that different cities with average road slope need specific
gearbox and gear ratios.

6. Conclusion

In this paper two issues related to automotive gear ratio
have been considered. Firstly, the traditional trial and error
approach is presented to calculate the gear ratio based on
discovering combination of gear teeth numbers which satisfy
the geometric constraints.

Secondly, the dynamic gear ratios are computed with the
aid of dynamic parameters of a vehicle. Then, comparing the
presented results with those of traditional gear ratio design
shows the superiority of this research for a commercial car.

Then, a new method is developed to calculate the first
gear ratio which has a tendency to minimize the difference
between dynamic gear ratio and classical gear ratio. There-
fore, dynamic equations for calculating gear ratio have been
overstated to study the first gear ratio for optimizing basic
dimensions of a sample car (2009 hummer H3 4dr). The
presented method was also used to evaluate the optimum
dimensions of a vehicle to achieve the minimum differences
of classical and dynamic gear ratios. It is also concluded
that more road slope yields low first gear ratio due to the
effect of c.g. height. The results are also compared with those
reported by Godfrey and Babu [3]. Comparing the results
shows the reliability of the presented research. The presented
algorithm has the high flexibility in comparison with the
conventional one. It ismore adaptive to get the best gear ratios
where dynamic constraints are of high importance.Moreover,
this paper indicates the effects of changing parameters such
as c.g. height of vehicle, 𝜇

𝑝
, and 𝑓

𝑟
on gear ratio. The

presented diagrams are used for determining the bounds of

optimization parameters in the case that the gear ratio error
is approximately around zero in each parameter. Moreover,
the equations of front and rear gear ratios indicate that two
parameters of wheel base length and engine torque play an
important role to achieve the suitable performance.
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It is an effective method for port-based ontology (PBO) to be used to represent and organize product design information and,
support product conceptualization. As port is used to map and link components together, it plays an important role in capturing
component information.This paper establishes a designmethod of compliantmechanismbased onport ontology. Firstly, the coding
rules are constituted based on PBO, and knowledge base of compliant mechanism is constructed, which includes stiffness base
and inherent frequency base of flexible cells. Secondly, incidence matrix is established to denote the relationship of components,
and based on incidence matrix design, schemes are generated by adopting the genetic algorithm. Thirdly, by selecting suitable
parameters, scheme populations are generated towards training neural network (NN), and the trained NN model is employed for
choosing preferential schemes to be satisfiedwith users’ demands. At last, an application case is given to demonstrate the conceptual
design of compliant mechanism based on port ontology.

1. Introduction

Port-based ontology, as an approach to be involved in product
design, has been effectively applied to conceptual description
of a product. Ontology has been known as an important
means to represent design knowledge in the stage of product
development. In general, a consistent and sharable descrip-
tion of design knowledge can be summarized as a funda-
mental concept for capturing the functional knowledge. Such
specification of conceptualization is generally called ontology
[1].

PBO modeling has been viewed as an effective approach
to supporting conceptual design [2]. Methods to be used
for matching multi-information, such as functions and con-
straints, should be further developed. This has been demon-
strated by a great lot of work reported in the literatures [3–
5]. Port compatibilities are used to map and link two com-
ponents, which makes it possible to build incidence matrix
and allow designers from different backgrounds with various
interests to access the functional ontology of components [6].

Researchers have explored multidesign methods to apply
to analyze design activities such as axiomatic design, quality

function deployment, and theory of inventive problem solv-
ing (TRIZ) [7]. At the early stage of design processes, the com-
ponents constitute the fundamental building blocks of these
activities. Benefitting from the varieties of computer aided
design research and various methodologies, a rich library set
of components has been developed [8]. However, there is no
agreement upon standard component library to share with
their design processes. As a result, the libraries of components
are independently developed on the basis of the domain
knowledge.One goal of this research is to obtain flexible com-
ponent library that can be available to interrelated designs.
It is not to capture all component types that physically exist
but to create a function-based hierarchical framework of sub-
categories in order to represent component design knowledge
and obtain design alternatives.

It plays an important role in precise positioning and dis-
placement for compliant microdrivingmechanism.The flexi-
ble cells transfer energy, force, andmotion through the defor-
mation of flexible components. Furthermore, they are easy
to fabricate due to their monolithic nature. Being lack of fric-
tion andwear, compliantmechanism is ideally suited towards
obtaining precise motion [9]. Type synthesis of the flexible
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Table 1: Rigid mechanism and compliant mechanism for enlarging displacement.

Rigid mechanism Compliant mechanism 1 Compliant mechanism 2

Output

Input Input

Output

Input

Output

Input

Output

Input

Output

Input

Output

Table 2: Flexible cells of compliant mechanism.

Flexible hinges

Compliant girders

component and the mechanism structure are the decisive
factors which determine its performance [10]. Kinematic
characteristic is considered at every stage of designing process
including preliminary design. For compliant mechanism, the
general design method is to estimate all the structure param-
eters experientially in advance and then analyze its stiffness
and inherent frequency. Unfortunately, this process depends
mainly on one’s experience, and the result usually does not
best meet the given requirements. Being devoid of systematic
theory foundation, the parameter design method is blindfold
and difficult to be put into practice [11].

This paper is to explore the conceptual design theory
of compliant mechanism targeting towards content original
structure parameters, stiffness, and inherent frequency and
also to provide a framework for the latter work and the entire
process of design.The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
At first, the prototype components of compliant mecha-
nism are introduced; Secondly, PBO component taxonomy
and PBO knowledge support for conceptual generation are
expounded and analyzed; thirdly, the flow graph of compat-
ibility and solving matching rule is laid out; at last, a case
study is given to demonstrate the process of a design scheme
generation.

2. Prototype Components of
Compliant Mechanism

In general, the prototype components of compliant mecha-
nism are from the rigid mechanism. However, they have a
big difference in many respects such as work environment,
precise, purpose, manner, linkage, and cost. The similarity
between rigid links and flexible behavior makes it easy to
scheme out the prototype from rigid mechanism based on

kinematic approaches. Table 1 takes a comparison between
rigid mechanism and compliant mechanism. Also flexible
cells are listed in Table 2, and they include compliant girders
and flexible hinges in compliant mechanism.

3. PBO Taxonomy of Compliant Mechanism

3.1. Component Attributes. Three kinds of attributes called
taxonomy (TA) are used for capturing each component: des-
criptive attributes, physical attributes, and functional attrib-
utes. They are represented in formula (1) [6]:

TA = {DA,PA, FA} , (1)
where DA stands for descriptive attributes which particularly
include part number, feature quantity, part description, and
assembly information. PA means physical attributes which
include part weight, type of material, and parametric infor-
mation such as height, width, length, inside/outside diam-
eters, and thickness. They are physically measured for each
component and recorded into the database. FA represents
functional attributes which describe each component func-
tion, acting interfaces, connectability, and so on.

3.2. Port Attributes. Port, as the location of intended inter-
action between component and its environment, plays an
important role in the product conceptual design. In a system
the relationship of component and its port is described in
formula (2) [4, 12]:

𝑘

∑
𝑖,𝑗=1

𝐶
𝑖𝑗
= INT(

𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

IOC
𝑖
,

𝑛

∑
𝑗=1

IOC
𝑗
) 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗, (2)

where IOC represents a component; INT indicates the
interaction between 𝑖 and 𝑗 component; and 𝐶

𝑖𝑗
stands for
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Port attributes

· · ·

· · ·

Classifications

Connecting characteristics

Behavioral characteristics

Transport characteristics

Motion characteristics

Linear
Rotational
To-and-fro
Complex

Causality
Functional

No contacting connection
Contacting connection

Rigid component, flexible hinge
Being flexible whole
Mixture of rigid and flexible hinge

Point contact
Line contact
Surface contact

Energy
Material
Information

Figure 1: The port attributes of flexible mechanism.
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Figure 2: The process of generating incidence matrix.

the connection between 𝑖 and 𝑗. In addition, 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, and 𝑛 are
integers, in which 𝑘 stands for the number of connection and
𝑛 for the number of components.

The proposed port taxonomy plays an essential role. The
definition of function based on the classes of hierarchical
component provides a consistentmeans of representing com-
ponent design knowledge that is used for subsequent compu-
tational design synthesis. The taxonomy of port attributes is
shown in Figure 1.

3.3. PBO Incidence Matrix and Coding Rules. The taxonomy
allows us to capture specific relationships between functional
needs and components that are used to build incidence mat-
rix.

Port not only constitutes the interface but also defines the
boundary of two components. PBO can be expressed with
vertex 𝐺 and edge 𝐸 as follows [6]:

𝐹 = (𝐺, 𝐸) , (3)
where 𝐺 stands for the component number of a product
and 𝐸 means the relationships between two components.
Considering a product with three components, vertex 𝐺 and
edge 𝐸 can be used to build a relation matrix as follows:

𝐺
1

𝐺
2

𝐺
3

𝐺
1

𝐺
2

𝐺
3

[

[

𝐸
11
𝐸
12
𝐸
13

𝐸
21
𝐸
22
𝐸
23

𝐸
31
𝐸
32
𝐸
33

]

]

. (4)

Also, the relationship between component and function
can be further described on the basis of attributes of PBO
connection. Figure 2 presents the process of incidencematrix
generation. Four levels of function-form relations are con-
sidered in the proposed incidence matrix. The first one is at
the contact relation level, and it corresponds to contact types
of two individual components of a product.The second one is
at themoving relation level, and it corresponds to themoving
relation of two individual components.The third one is at the
port type level, and it corresponds to port types of a com-
ponent in different energy domain. The last one is at the
constraint relationship level, and it corresponds to constraint
types of two individual components of a product.

Figure 2(a) stands for the matrix of the corresponding
components, in which “1” means that they exist in the
corresponding relationship. Contrarily, they are marked as
“0.” Figure 2(b) gives the corresponding structural graph.
Figure 2(c) represents incidence matrix with port attribute,
in which 𝐶AB,𝑀AB, 𝑃𝑡, and 𝑇AB are the functional attributes,
as shown in Table 3 in detail [6].

4. PBO Knowledge Support for
Conceptual Generation

4.1. PBO Prototype Base for Components. The attributes of
port include type, contact relationship, moving relation-
ship, constraint relationship and capability, and complexity.
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Table 3: The coding rules of compliant mechanism.

Attributes Contact types Description

Contact
relationship
(𝐶AB)

0 No contact There is no contact between two components
1 Circle One dof flexible hinge

2 Ellipse Two dof flexible hinge

3 Rounded rectangle Two dof flexible hinge

4 Rectangle One dof flexible hinge

5 Cantilever Compliant girder

6 Two end points Compliant girder

7 Two fulcrums Compliant girder

8 Two sides Compliant girder
Moving relation
(𝑀AB)

9 Straight The moving relation is linear between two components
A Rotational The moving relation is rotational between two components

Port types (𝑃
𝑡
) B Mechanical port Mechanical port (MP) with transfer motion and force

C Information port Transfer various pieces of information from different domains

Constraint
relationship
(𝑇AB)

D No No constraint relationship between two components
E Size constraint Size constraint between two components
F Movement constraint Movement constraint between two components

Fyi

Mi

Fxi

d ll
h

y

x

o

(a) Flexible sliding pairs

y
Mi

Fyi

Fxi

o x

R

i

s

(b) Flexible circle hinge

Figure 3: Two flexible cells.

Therefore, port attribute performance (PAP) is further ex-
pressed in the following:

PAP = (number, type, contact relationship,

moving relationship, constraint relationship,

purpose,manner, shape, size) ,
(5)

where purpose stands for what the PAP is used for and man-
nermeans how the PAPworks. For example, according to for-
mula (5), PAP of the port 𝐸

12
is expressed below (see

Figure 2):

PAP = (𝐸
12
,Mechanical port, Circle contact,

Straight, Size constraint,

Transfer movement,Hinge, Shape, Size) ,

(6)

where PAP.shape and PAP.size are provided from the proto-
type base and also the parameters of PAP.shape are defined
on the basis of PAP.size.

In addition, for 𝐸
12
, parameters include variables (𝑅

1
, 𝑠
1
,

and 𝑏), which are put into the prototype base. 𝑅
1
and 𝑠
1
are

indicated in Figure 3(b), and 𝑏means the thickness.

4.2. Flexible Cells’ Stiffness Base andVibration Frequency Base.
Flexible cells are the hinge of compliant mechanism. The
influence of its stiffness is essential for the whole compliant
mechanism.

Figure 3 presents two flexible cells; one is flexible sliding
pairs as shown in Figure 3(a) and the other is circle hinge
shown in Figure 3(b), inwhich 𝑢

𝑖
represents the displacement

of themiddle point 𝑖 and 𝐹
𝑖
represents the outside force of the

point 𝑖. They are particularly expressed in the following:

𝑢
𝑖
= (𝑢
𝑥𝑖
𝑢
𝑦𝑖
𝜃
𝑖
)
𝑇

,

𝐹
𝑖
= (𝐹
𝑥𝑖
𝐹
𝑦𝑖
𝑀
𝑖
)
𝑇

.

(7)
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Figure 4: Parameters indexing from the libraries of flexible cells. The amplificatory ratio of displacement is 𝑑
2
/𝑑
1
.

The stiffness model formally describes the relationship
between the displacement and the force, as shown in formula
(8) [13]:

𝑢
𝑖
= 𝑐
𝑥
𝐹
𝑖
, (8)

where 𝑐
𝑥
= [
𝑐11 𝑐12 𝑐13

𝑐21 𝑐22 𝑐23

𝑐31 𝑐32 𝑐33

]; in general, 𝑐
𝑥
stands for the stiffness

matrix of flexible cell. For flexible sliding pairs, the stiffness
matrix 𝑐

𝑥
is expressed below:

𝑐
𝑥
=

[
[
[
[
[
[

[

𝑙

2𝐸𝑏ℎ
0 0

0
𝑙3

24𝐸𝐼
0

0 0
𝑙

8𝐸𝐼

]
]
]
]
]
]

]

, (9)

where 𝐼 = 𝑏ℎ3/12, while 𝑏 represents thickness of the hinge
and 𝐸 represents elastic modulus of material.

Also a quantitative formula can be given for the other
flexible hinges. And the formulae of 𝑐

𝑥
are not listed for them

here.
Every flexible cells’ stiffness can be determined according

to their geometric relationships and constraint energy distri-
butions. For any given precision requirements, the structure
parameters can bemodified based on the stiffness-parameters
relationship model.

The algorithms libraries of finite element are also estab-
lished to associate the vibration frequency and the structural
parameters of the flexible cells. The detailed arithmetic is
described in [14].

4.3. The Base of the Flexible Cells’ Parameters. Figure 4(a) is
an example of compliant mechanism for enlarging displace-
ment; the amplificatory ratio theoretically is 𝑙

3
/𝑙
2
and actually

is 𝑑
2
/𝑑
1
because of the stiffness of every flexible cell.The stiff-

ness of the compliant mechanism is influenced by the flexible
cells’ parameters. For example, in the flexible sliding pairs
shown in Figure 3(a), if parameters 𝑙 are larger, then the
stiffness of the hinge will become smaller. It is the same as for
other parameters. All value scopes of the parameters and their
representations are recorded in the libraries of the flexible
cells. For the mechanism in Figure 4(a), the parameters
indexing from the libraries of the flexible cell are shown in
Figure 4(b). The robustness of amplificatory ratio 𝑑

2
/𝑑
1

depends on the stiffness of all the flexible cells in the mecha-
nism.

5. Compatibility and Scheme Generation

5.1. Compatibility. The conceptual design solutions can be
obtained from the functional decomposition and the associ-
ated constraints for a specific design problem. It includes the
function and constraint attribute, the relations between these
attributes, and themethods that are used to construct the con-
ceptual solutions. It may be constructed in the hierarchy by
inheriting the definition from its higher level class.Themeth-
ods defined for the conceptual solutions include operations
such as function queries, adding a new function, modifying
and deleting a function, defining a new constraint, and
firing an existing constraint [15]. When these operations are
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Figure 5: The flow graph of scheme generation based on PBO.

performed, the integrity of the whole object can be described
by indexing knowledge libraries corresponding to port ontol-
ogy. The flow graph as shown in Figure 5 is the process of
obtaining the preference scheme of compliant mechanism.

5.2. Multischemes Generation. Hinge types are optional at
the same level such as circle hinges, ellipse hinges, rectangle
hinges, and rounded rectangle hinges. The process of multi-
scheme generation adopts a roulette method to select from
genetic algorithms as shown in Figure 6(a). The algorithms
of crossover, and mutation are also employed in Figures 6(b)
and 6(c). Scheme populations (schemes B in Figure 5) are to
be increased using selection, crossover, and mutation.

Setting a range with eligible or preferable stiffness and
vibration frequency, the inconsequent ones are discarded
while proper ones (schemes C in Figure 5) are reserved by
filtering those schemes (schemes B in Figure 5).

5.3. Neural Network Model from Sample Schemes. It is a chal-
lenge to assign an appropriate value to each parameter so as
to obtain an optimum scheme.The value of each parameter in
the scheme (schemes C in Figure 7) will influence the design
objective. Every parameter is designated several different
values in the range of its boundary, which are defined in the
base of flexible cells’ parameters. For example in the cell in
Figure 3(b), 𝑠, 𝑏, and 𝑅 are three parameters. Generally con-
sidering convenience inmatching operation for all cells in the
mechanism, thickness (parameter 𝑏) is appointed the same
value, while 𝑅 and 𝑠 are alterable parameters. If there are two
appointed values respectively for 𝑅 and 𝑠, there are four

Table 4: 𝑅 and 𝑠 combinations.

𝑅 𝑠 𝑅 and 𝑠
𝑅
1
, 𝑅
2

𝑠
1
, 𝑠
2

𝑅
1
and 𝑠
1
, 𝑅
1
and 𝑠
2
, 𝑅
2
and 𝑠
1
, 𝑅
2
and 𝑠
2

combinations for 𝑅 and 𝑠, as shown in Table 4. Hence there
are four schemes of different parameters values. And they are
viewed as to be sample schemes (schemes D in Figure 7).

Another group schemes (schemes D in Figure 7) are pro-
duced by selecting different values for every parameter. All
these schemes (schemesD in Figure 7) are as the specimen for
training neural networks. Subsequently two trained NNs are
obtained, flexible cells’ parameters as input and respectively
stiffness and vibration frequency of the system as output.

6. Case Study

It is increasingly used in precisemechanism for themicrodis-
placement amplification mechanisms with flexible hinges
[11].The significant performance parameters, including input
displacement, output displacement, and robustness of ampli-
fication ratio, are very important for analyzing and designing
the mechanism. Two of the original schemes are shown
in Table 1. Firstly, to obtain a large amplification ratio, to
connect in series two or more original schemes is adopted;
hence structural graph and incidence matrix of each scheme
(schemes A in Figure 5) are generated. Secondly multi-
schemes (schemes B in Figure 5) are generated by adopting
genetic algorithm with PBO modeling, transforming port
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taxonomical codes to implement iterative design process, and
reconstructing system design schemes. Thirdly, by choosing
the different values of the parameter, group schemes (schemes
D in Figure 7) are generated as the specimen for training
neural networks. The nonlinear mapping relation between
structural vibration frequency and structural parameters as
well as between stiffness and structural parameters is built up
by training the artificial neural network with the specimen
(schemes D). At last the structural parameters, which met
the design requirements aiming at inherent frequency and
stiffness, are obtained from the trained neural network.
Figure 9(a) gives one result of compliant mechanism for
enlarging displacement, which is chosen from customer
preferable inherent frequency and stiffness. Figure 9(b)
shows the transmission sequence of all the components and
the relation between ports and components. The amplifica-
tory ratio desired is 30. 30 is assigned to the two series parts
(see Figure 9(a)) and each is√30; that is, 𝐿

2
/𝐿
1
∗ 𝐿
4
/𝐿
3
the-

oretically equals to 30. Figure 8(a) shows the structural graph
denoting the relationship of vertex 𝐺 and edge 𝐸. 𝐺

1
∼ 𝐺
8

represents components. 𝐸
𝑖𝑗
in Figure 8(b) represents the port

linking 𝐺
𝑖
and 𝐺

𝑗
.

Thus, eight components and ten hinges are obtained in
the mechanism shown in Figure 8. The hinges 𝐸

23
, 𝐸
34
, 𝐸
48
,

and 𝐸
28

are at the first grade. The hinges 𝐸
56
, 𝐸
67
, 𝐸
78
, and

𝐸
58

are at the second grade. The hinges 𝐸
12

and 𝐸
35

are the
transitional linkages.The relationship between input and out-
put is nonlinear. So it is necessary for error compensation
feedback to input in the precise positioning and displace-
ment. The port between 𝐺

6
and 𝐺

1
is information port. The

sensor returns displacement of output component 𝐺
6
to the

input component 𝐺
1
instantaneously to adjust the offset bet-

ween input and output in real time. The structural graph and
incidence matrix are shown in Figure 8.

The attributes of circle hinges, ellipse hinges, rounded
rectangle hinges, and components 𝐺

1
–𝐺
8
are indexed from

the prototype base.The boundary of flexible cells’ parameters
is determined from the parameters base. Contact relationship
of 𝐸
23
, 𝐸
34
, 𝐸
48
, 𝐸
28
, 𝐸
56
, 𝐸
67
, 𝐸
78
, 𝐸
58
, 𝐸
12
, and 𝐸

35
is chosen

by adopting roulette wheel selection. The result is shown in
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Table 5. 𝐸
12
and 𝐸

35
are the transitional linkages, and optimal

result is rounded rectangle hinges because of its flexibility.
𝐸
23
,𝐸
34
,𝐸
48
, and𝐸

28
are in the first grade, whose distortion is

low.The optimal result is circle hinge because of circle hinge’s
large rigidity. 𝐸

56
, 𝐸
67
, 𝐸
78
, and 𝐸

58
are in the second grade,

whose distortion is large, and the optimal result is ellipse
hinges to fit.

7. Conclusions

Thepaper presents a PBOmethod to generate design schemes
of compliant mechanism. It is convenient for PBO to link
multicomponents into a product system and implement

Table 5: The optimal result.

𝐸
12
and 𝐸

35
𝐸
23
, 𝐸
34
, 𝐸
48
, 𝐸
28

𝐸
56
, 𝐸
67
, 𝐸
78
, 𝐸
58

Rounded rectangle hinges Circle hinges Ellipse hinges

conceptual design. Incidence matrix can capture not only
geometrical information but also nongeometrical informa-
tion such as port functions and constraints. It can be used
to represent the preliminary design in two different but
interrelated domains, namely, function domain and physical
domain. The two domains are linked through function-form
mapping relations that allow the designers to identify possible
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design solutions through function reasoning. Furthermore,
the product is to be modeled on different levels of abstraction
corresponding to the port ontology knowledge in different
stages of the design process. Incidencematrix is preponderant
to increase the number of scheme populations by the multi-
objectives of genetic algorithm. The inappropriate schemes
are discarded, and they are not suitable to aiming at stiffness
and vibration frequency of the system. At last, using trained
model of neural networks, the design scheme is selected
according to customer preference. However, the paper only
refers to the conceptual design of plane compliant mech-
anism. The coding rules of compliant mechanism are also
aimed at plane mechanism. Further study will be needed and
extended for the space mechanism design.
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In order to integrate two single-function products to a multifunction product, a matrix-based conceptual solution generation
approach is proposed in this paper. In the approach, the overall function of a single-function product is decomposed into a number
of subfunctions.The sub-functions are described by the functional basis and are used to construct the functionmodel of the single-
function product. By analyzing the function models of two single-function products, a functional similarity matrix is constructed
based on the quantified similarity indexes of two sub-functions. For indicating the relationship between the sub-functions and
the components, a function-component matrix of each single-function product is constructed, and then a component-component
matrix of two single-function products can be acquired bymultiplying the function-componentmatrix and the functional similarity
matrix. There are three kinds of components’ relationships in the component-component matrix, namely, no-correlation, simple-
correlation, and complex-correlation. The components of two single-function products can be, respectively, removed, modified,
and reserved according to the different correlation relationships, and a design solution of a new multi-function product can be
obtained by combining the reserved and modified components. As a case study, a conceptual solution of a new shaver is acquired
under the help of the provided approach.

1. Introduction

Some products have one function and others have two or
more functions. The former is a single-function product
and the latter is a multifunction product. The multifunction
product has become more prevalent in recent years, as
customers’ desire both increased capabilities and reduced
complexity to decrease waste in our society. In order to clearly
describe the multifunction products, they are divided into
four categories in this paper. The first kind of multifunction
product is what can multiple functions perform at the same
time. For example, the wheat combine cannot only incise
straws and convey ears of the wheat but also screen and
store grain at the same time. The second is what can multiple
functions perform by changing different working status. For
example, the microwave oven can heat food, barbecue meat,
and make popcorn in different working status. The third is
what can multiple functions perform by reconfiguring com-
ponents. For example, the sofa bed can realize two functions

by changing compound mode of the base and the back.
The fourth is what can multiple functions realize through
changing different executive components on the basis of a
common component. For example, the food processer can
grind soya-bean milk, mince steak, grind flour, and squeeze
juice by changing the self-contained complete blade and
cup.The four examples ofmultifunction products introduced
above are shown in Figure 1.

Many methods are well equipped for use with some
design problems. But few computational tools are specialized
for the multifunction product.Therefore, it is more andmore
important to specially investigate the design approach of the
multifunction product [1, 2]. The multifunction product is
defined as complex function product by Feng et al. [3]. They
have proposed a conceptual design cycle mapping model
and studied the cycle solving process and realization for
conceptual design of the multifunction product. Hu et al.
have incorporated the fuzzy set theory into the reconfigurable
design and proposed a fuzzy reconfigurable designmethod of
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(a) Wheat combine [15] (b) Microwave oven [16] (c) Sofa bed [17] (d) Food processor [18]

Figure 1: Multifunction products.

the multifunction products [4]. While these two approaches
are useful in the top-down design of new multifunction
products, they do not address the bottom-up combination
of the existing products. Li has given a design method of
the multifunction product family, and an integrated product
family reconfigurable design system is developed and applied
in the design process of air separation system [5]. But the pre-
sentedmethod is effective only for the multifunction product
family. Based on the similarity theory, Zhang et al. have
constructed a design platform of multifunction products [6].
Liu et al. have proposed a bottom-up platform designmethod
of the multifunction product [7]. Wei et al. have presented
a modular design method of multifunction product based
on the product module [8]. However, these three approaches
may be effective only for the similar multifunction products.

Recently, a new design principle named as Transforma-
tional Design Theory has been proposed in [1]. It provides
an avenue for developing transforming systems. In [9], the
transformation design is refined to be simpler, easier to learn
and follow, and more effective in drawing out untapped
potential from the design process. In addition, a research
presents a twofold process known as the Transformer Dia-
gram Matching Method and shows the results on a fully
functioning prototype of an office supply transformer [2].
The process takes transformation designmethodology a large
step forward by bridging its two ways of design together,
directive and intuitive. According to the categories of the
multifunction product, the transforming systems or prod-
ucts shall be the third kind of multifunction product, and
the principle is appropriate for this kind of multifunction
product. But for other categories of multifunction product, it
is not known whether the transformational design theory is
effective or not. Furthermore, mathematical design tools for
other categories of multifunction product are still needed.

Matrix is a stylized tool and widely used in product
conceptual design. By applying different matrix operations,
the design activities can be organized and analyzed [10].
One example of a matrix-based method is the House of
Quality from Quality Function Deployment (QFD) where
customer requirements are mapped to engineering charac-
teristics [11]. Other matrix-based methods include the inci-
dence matrix [12], the design structure matrix [13], and the
function impact matrix [14]. These matrixes are best suited
for specific domains or applications of the product conceptual
design. But there is a lack ofmatrix-basedmethods to support
the combination of two or more existing single-function
products or subsystems into a new multifunction product or
system.

Table 1: Example of the expanded flow.

Primary class Secondary Tertiary Correspondents

Energy

Electrical Electrical Electromotive
force, current

Mechanical

Rotational
energy

Torque, angular
velocity

Translational
energy

Force, linear
velocity

Pneumatic Pneumatic Pressure, mass flow

Based on the above understanding, a matrix-based styl-
ized bottom-up approach is proposed and attempts to gen-
erate a conceptual solution of all categories of multifunction
product. In the approach, a few matrixes are used to analyze
the reconfiguration of two single-function products.The con-
struction of function models is introduced in Section 2. The
concept generation approach of the multifunction product
is introduced in Section 3. Finally, a case study of a shaver
design is proposed to illustrate the presented approach.

2. Function Model

The concept design is a complicated thinking activity and
the function model is the basis of the concept design [21].
The function model also increases the clarity of the design
problem by tracking of the input and output flows. It is used
to capture the design knowledge from the existing products
and represent a form-independent blueprint of a product.

2.1. Functional Basis. In order to describe the product func-
tion, Stone and Wood proposed a language named as func-
tional basis [22]. The functional basis, where product func-
tion is characterized in a verb-object (function-flow) format,
is a consistent language or coding system required to ensure
that others can read it. It is intended to comprehensively
describe the mechanical design space without repetition.The
functional basis contains three primary flows and eight pri-
mary functions. The three primary flows are material, signal,
and energy flow. The material has five further specified sec-
ondary categories with an expanded list of tertiary categories.
The signal has two further specified secondary categorieswith
an expanded list of tertiary categories.The energy has thirteen
further specified secondary categories with an expanded list
of tertiary categories, as shown inTable 1. Eight primary func-
tions are “branch,” “channel,” “connect,” “control magnitude,”
“convert,” “provision,” “signal,” and “support.” Each primary
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Table 2: Example of the expanded function.

Primary class Secondary Tertiary Correspondents

Channel

Import Import
Form entrance,
allow, input, and

capture

Export Export

Dispose, eject,
emit, empty,

remove, destroy,
and eliminate

Transfer Transport Advance, lift, and
move

Transmit Conduct, convey

function has several further specified secondary categories
with an expanded list of tertiary categories, as shown in
Table 2. The clear definitions have been developed for all
flows and functions in [23]. The functional basis is applied
to the areas of product architecture development, functional
model generation, and design information transmittal [24].

2.2. Construction of the Function Model. The product func-
tion is a description of the design system. In order to
construct the function model and analyze the relationships
between energy, material, or signal of the product conve-
niently, the overall function of a product can be decomposed
into a number of subfunctions.The function of a product can
be described by the subfunction sets.The subfunctions are the
roles’ abstractions of the existing parts or process. They are
described by the functional basis and are used to construct the
function model. The function model of any products can be
generated by this approach.The steps of the functional model
construction are as follows. (1) The overall function and
the input/output flow of the product are confirmed. (2) The
overall function is decomposed into subfunctions described
by the functional basis. (3)The functional chains of each input
flow are constructed. (4) The function model of a product is
acquired by interlinking all functional chains [7, 25].

3. Conceptual Solution Generation Approach
of the Multifunction Product

The first mission of the proposed approach is the func-
tion analysis and the function model construction of two
single-function products. Second, the subfunction similari-
ties of two products are analyzed and the functional simi-
larity matrix (FSM) is constructed. Third, the component-
component matrix (CCM) of two single-function products is
acquired by calculating the FSMand the function-component
matrix (FCM). Finally, the conceptual solution of the new
multifunction product is generated by analysing the compo-
nents’ relationship in the CCM. In brief, the flow chart of the
approach is shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Function Analysis. The function analysis is the first
mission in the proposed approach. It includes construction

Construction of the functional
model and subfunction

classification

Function module division

Identification of the function
similarity index

The FSM construction of two
single-function products

Simplification of the FSM

Construction of the FCM

Calculation and analysis of the
CCM

Analysis of the components’
relationship and generation of the

conceptual solution

Function
analysis

Function
similarity
analysis

Component
correlation
analysis

Figure 2: Flow chart of the proposed approach.

of the functional model, identification of the chief subfunc-
tional chain, subfunction classification, and function module
division. The construction of the functional model has been
introduced in Section 2, and others will be introduced in the
following subsections.

3.1.1. Chief Subfunctional Chain Identification and Subfunction
Classification. The subfunctional chain is a continuous sub-
function set of a product and it may be the energy, material,
or signal flow. The subfunctional chains are generated from
the functional model by the sequence of the flow. If there
are multiple subfunctional chains, a chief functional chain
shall be chosen and analyzed primarily. Generally, the chief
subfunctional chain is the subfunctional chain that contains
most subfunctions. If the chief functional chains of two
products are similar, these two products can be integrated
into a new product. Otherwise, the integration feasibility of
these two products is smaller.

In order to analyze the function similarities of two single-
function products, the product subfunctions are divided
into three categories: basic function, application function,
and accessory function. The basic functions are used to
transfer and transform the motive power of the product. The
application function indicates the application value of the
product and is a function set used to distinguish a product
with other products. The accessory function is a discrete
function set besides the basic function and the application
function.
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3.1.2. Functional Module Division. In order to compare and
analyze the similarity between the subfunctions of two prod-
ucts, the function model is divided into different modules on
the basis of the subfunction categories. The basic functions
and the application functions are sequential and divided,
respectively, into different modules in the subfunctional
chains. The accessory functions are not coterminous like the
basic functions or application functions, so they are collected
into an alone module. The subfunction similarity is analyzed
only in the same type of the functional module.

3.2. Functional Similarity Analysis. In this subsection, the
functional similarity index is defined and the FSM is struc-
tured and simplified according to the proposed principles.

3.2.1. Functional Similarity Index. The product similarity is
introduced in [26]. In their opinion, if there are one or
more same important functions in different products, these
products are function similar. In [8], the product similarity is
analyzed from two aspects: property and characteristic, rela-
tion and function. In order to quantify the function similarity,
the similarity index is given to represent the similarity and
it is classed into seven degrees: 0, 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9, 1, and −1.
The similarity index of a subfunction pair is confirmed by
identifying the function/flow descriptors about the primary
class, the secondary class, and the correspondents, as shown
in Tables 1 and 2. As we move from the primary class to
the correspondents, the level of abstraction decreases and
the functions become more and more specific in nature. The
higher the level of similarity between two subfunctions at
all three classes of function and flow sets, the bigger the
similarity index of the two subfunctions will be.

3.2.2. Functional SimilarityMatrix (FSM). In order to analyze
the functional similarity of two existing products, the FSM
is constructed, as shown in Figure 3. In the matrix, the
subfunctions are ranked by the sequence of the flow in the
functional model. The function similarity is analyzed only
between same types of the modules.The entry in each square
is the similarity index of a subfunction pair.

The entry in the matrix,𝑚
𝑖𝑗
, indicates the similarity level

of a subfunction pair. These entries can assume the following
values:

(1) 𝑚
𝑖𝑗
= 1 indicates that the corresponding subfunc-

tions 𝑖 and 𝑗 are the same.

(2) 𝑚
𝑖𝑗
= −1 indicates that the corresponding subfunc-

tions 𝑖 and 𝑗 are conflicting.

(3) 𝑚
𝑖𝑗
= 0 indicates that there is no similarity between

the functions 𝑖 and 𝑗.

(4) 𝑚
𝑖𝑗
∈ [0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9] indicates that there is partial

similarity between the functions 𝑖 and 𝑗.

3.2.3. Simplification of the FSM. In order to avoid a high
degree of internal function coupling in the new product, it is
assumed that the similarity relationship only exists between
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Figure 3: Function similarity matrix.

two subfunctions and the corresponding subfunction pair
complies with the positive sequence of the flow. The entries
that do not conform to the assumption shall be removed
by setting to 0. This leads us to the following principle:
the values on the diagonal and the higher values below the
diagonal shall be preferentially reserved, and this keeps the
nonzero values in the FSM to the right and downward trends.
Therefore, any similarity relationship betweenmore than two
subfunctions must be parsed further, and the feedback and
the dual relationship are eliminated by setting the lowest
entry to zero. For instance, as shown in Figure 4, 𝐹𝑏

5
has the

similarity relationships with 𝐹𝑎
4
and 𝐹𝑎

5
, and the presence of

similarity relationships between 𝐹𝑎
2
and 𝐹𝑏

3
and 𝐹𝑎

3
and 𝐹𝑏

2

indicate a reversal of flow since it would require a feedback
mechanism.Therefore, the value 0.3 corresponding to 𝐹𝑎

2
and

𝐹𝑏
3
and the value 0.3 corresponding to 𝐹𝑎

4
and 𝐹𝑏

5
shall be set

to zero according to the principle, as shown in Figure 5.
For easy calculation in the next section, the matrix in

Figure 5 is transformed into

𝑀FSM =

𝐹𝑎
1

𝐹
𝑎

2

𝐹
𝑎

3

𝐹𝑎
4

𝐹𝑎
5

𝐹𝑏
1
𝐹𝑏
2
𝐹𝑏
3
𝐹𝑏
4
𝐹𝑏
5

(

−1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0.7 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1

).
(1)

3.3. Component Correlation Analysis. In this subsection, the
FCM of every single-function product is structured. The
CCM can be acquired by multiplying FCM and FSM, and
then the component relationships in CCM can be analyzed.

3.3.1. Function Component Matrix (FCM). In order to con-
vert the function similarity relationships in FSM to the com-
ponents’ correlations, the FCM of each product is structured.
As shown in Figure 6, two hypothetical FCMs of products A
and B are constructed. The columns of the FCM𝑎 must be in
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Figure 6: Function-component matrix.

the same order as the columns of the FSM shown in Figure 5,
and the columns of the FCM𝑏 must be in the same order as
the rows of the FSM. But the arrangement of components in
the FCM does not affect the final results of this phase. This is
because the propagation of the function similarity from the
FSM to the components of the FCM occurs only through the
subfunctions of the products.

3.3.2. Calculation and Analysis of the Component-Component
Matrix. In order to use a matrix to describe the components’
correlation of two products, the CCM is presented and
acquired by

[FCM𝑎]𝑇
𝑚𝑖
× [FSM]

𝑖𝑗
× [FCM𝑏]

𝑗𝑛

= [CCM]
𝑚𝑛
, (2)

where 𝑚 and 𝑛 indicate the total components’ number of
product A and product B, respectively. This equation is used
to map the similarity of the function pair in the FSM into the

CCM.The calculation process of the FSM in Figure 5mapped
into a CCM is shown as follows:
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(3)

The operator × in (2) and (3) has two calculation steps as
follows.

Step 1. When the row 𝑖 of the first matrix (e.g., FCM𝑎) is
multiplied by the column 𝑗 of the second matrix (e.g., FSM),
each element of the row 𝑖 is multiplied by the corresponding
element of the column 𝑗, and the results are ranked in
a set {𝑇

𝑖𝑗
| 𝑚
𝑖1
× 𝑚
1𝑗
, 𝑚
𝑖2
× 𝑚
2𝑗
, . . . , 𝑚

𝑖𝑥
× 𝑚
𝑦𝑗
}, where 𝑚

𝑖𝑥

represents the element of the row 𝑖 in the first matrix and
𝑚
𝑦𝑗

represents the element of the column 𝑗 in the second
matrix. For instance, the calculation process of the row 𝐶𝑎

1
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in the firstmatrixmultiplied by the column 𝐹𝑏
1
in the second

matrix in (3) is shown as follows:

𝐶
𝑎

1
× 𝐹
𝑏

1
= [1, 0, 0, 0, 0] × [−1, 0, 0, 0, 0]

= {1 × −1, 0 × 0, 0 × 0, 0 × 0, 0 × 0}

= {−1, 0, 0, 0, 0} .

(4)

Step 2. Theelement𝑚
𝑖𝑗
of the newmatrix is selected from the

results of Step 1 according to the following rules

𝑀
𝑖𝑗
=

{{

{{

{

0 𝑇
𝑖𝑗
= {0} ,

−1 if − 1 ∈ 𝑇
𝑖𝑗
,

𝑧 if − 1 ∉ 𝑇
𝑖𝑗
, 𝑧 is the minimum in 𝑇

𝑖𝑗
.

(5)

The first condition identifies no relationship between two
elements.The second condition identifies the conflicting rela-
tionship.The third condition ensures that only the minimum
in 𝑇
𝑖𝑗
is taken into consideration when there are multiple

positive numbers. The lowest number conservatively reflects
the minimum similarity.

According to the above principles, the result of 𝐶𝑎
1

multiplied by 𝐹𝑏
1
is −1, as shown by the following equation:

𝐶
𝑎

1
× 𝐹
𝑏

1
= [1, 0, 0, 0, 0] × [−1, 0, 0, 0, 0]

= {−1, 0, 0, 0, 0}

= −1.

(6)

Consequently, the results of (3) are acquired and they are
presented visually in CCM as shown in Figure 7.

Table 3: Categories of the modules.

Module category Product 1: shaver Product 2: portable
cleaner

Basic function Electrical energy
module (1)

Electrical energy
module (1)

Basic function Mechanical energy
module (2)

Mechanical energy
module (2)

Application
function

Material flow
module (3)

Material flow module
(3)

Accessory function Accessory function
module (4)

Accessory function
module (4)

The components’ relationships of two products are indi-
cated in CCM. Different types of the values in CCM are
as follows. The value −1 indicates that the components 𝐶𝑎

1

and 𝐶𝑏
1

are conflicting. The value 0 identifies that the
components 𝐶𝑎

2
and 𝐶𝑏

3
are dormant and they are not used

in the new product. The values between 0 and 1 indicate that
the components have the feasibility to be redesigned into
a single component that can perform two functions of the
existing products. The value 1 identifies that the components
𝐶
𝑎

4
, 𝐶𝑏
4
, 𝐶𝑎
5
, and 𝐶𝑏

5
have the same function and can be

replaced by each other.
By analyzing the components’ relationships in CCM, a

few components of two existing products will be reserved
in the new product, and a few components will be modified
for the new application, and the others will be eliminated.
Consequently, the conceptual solution of the newproduct can
be acquired. The detailed application procedure is illustrated
in the following case study section.

4. Case Study

4.1. Function Analysis. Two single-function products, a
shaver and a portable cleaner, are shown in Figure 8.
The overall functions of the two products are, respec-
tively, decomposed into a number of subfunctions that are
described by the functional basis, and the function models
of the two single-function products are constructed, respec-
tively, as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

In Figures 9 and 10, the function models of the two
products are, respectively, divided into four modules accord-
ing to the types of the energy, material, or signal flow. For
instance, in Figure 9, the flow in module 1 is the electrical
energy flow. The flow of module 2 is the mechanical energy
flow, and the flow in module 3 is the solid material flow. The
accessory functions are regarded as an independent module.
These modules are divided into three categories according to
the subfunction classification introduced in Section 3.1.1.The
categories of the modules are listed in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, module 1 and module 2 of two
products belong to the same functional category. Module 3
is a material flow module including a solid material flow and
a mixture material flow. This indicates that the application
function is the key distinction of two products.Therefore, the
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subfunctions in the module 3 are primarily modified for the
function of the new product.

4.2. Functional Similarity Analysis. The FSMs between the
shaver and the portable cleaner are structured according
to their function models, as shown in Figure 11. If two
subfunctions are conflicting, the corresponding entry is −1,
and it does not exist in Figure 11. Other similarity indexes
of the function pairs are represented from 0 to 1 according
to the similarity degree. The FSM is simplified according to
the principle introduced in Section 3.2.3, and the result is
shown in Figure 12. Almost all many-to-many relationships
of the subfunction pairs are eliminated, and one-to-one
relationships are reserved in the simplified FSM. Only the
shaver’s subfunction Guide electrical energy corresponds to
two subfunctions of the portable cleaner: Regulate electrical
energy and Guide electrical energy. In addition, some sub-
functions correspond to nothing, such as Stop solid, Indicate
status, and Guide mixture.

4.3. Component Correlation Analysis. The FCMs of the
shaver and the portable cleaner are, respectively, constructed
according to the relationships between the subfunctions and
components, as shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively.
The relationship between the subfunction and component is
represented by 0 or 1, and it is not further distinguished. The
entry 1 indicates that the subfunction can be performed by the
component on the column in the FCM.The entry 0 indicates
that the subfunction is irrelevant with the component on the
column of FCM. The CCM of the shaver and the portable
cleaner is calculated by the FSM multiplied by FCMs of the
shaver and the cleaner according to (3), and the result is
shown in Figure 15.

5. Results and Discussion

The entry 1 in the CCM shown in Figure 15 indicates the
maximal correlation degree of the component pair.The entry
0 indicates that there is no correlation for the components
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in the row and the column. The entries between 0 and 1
indicate the correlation degree of two components.Therefore,
the correlation is divided into three kinds: no-correlation,
simple-correlation, and complex-correlation.The correlation
classifications are shown in Table 4, and the complex correla-
tions are shown in Figure 16.

The no-correlation components are eliminated in the
conceptual solution generation of the new product, and
these components are 15% of the total components. If the
correlation index of a simple-correlation component pair is
1, the component pair is irrelevant with other component
pairs, and a component in the pair can be replaced by
another one. These components do not need to be modified
and are the core components of the new product. These
components account for 37% of the total components. If the
correlation index of the simple-correlation component pair is
not 1, this indicates that the two components in the pair are
similar. The two components can be modified and integrated
into a component of the new product that performs two
similar subfunctions of the existing single-function products.
These components account for 7% of the total components.
For the complex-correlation components, if one of them is
modified, the others will be affected, as shown in Figure 16.
Consequently, these components will be considered as a
whole and coherently redesigned one with others in the new
conceptual solution. These components account for 41% of
the total components.

Table 4: Component correlation classifications.

Shaver Portable
cleaner

Correlation
index

No-correlation
component

Luminous
diode (13)

Rubber flap
(10)

0Rubber flap
holder (11)
Nozzle (12)

Simple-correlation
components

Charger (1) Adapter (1) 1
Battery (2) Battery (2) 1

Wire (3) Contact plate
and wire (3) 1

Motor (6) Motor (6) 1
Motor shaft

(7)
Motor shaft

(7) 1

Blade bearing
(8) Impeller (8) 0.9

Complex-
correlation
components

Switch (4)
Diode (5)

Switch (4)
Diode (5)

Blade (9)
Screener (10)
Housing (11)
Blade cabin

(12)

Filter bag (9)
Exhaust vents

(13)
Housing (14)

The existing single-function product that includes fewer
no-correlation components is used for basic architecture
of the new product, and this can reduce the ambiguity
of the new architecture caused by removing more com-
ponents. The shaver has a no-correlation component and
the portable cleaner has three no-correlation components;
therefore, the shaver is used for the basic architecture of the
new product. Consequently, the no-correlation components
can be removed, such as nozzle. The blade bearing and
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the impeller are integrated into a component of the new
product that performs two subfunctions, Rotate solid and
Convert mechanical energy to pneumatic energy, at the same
time. A few components are reserved and used in the new
product, and they are motor, battery, adapter, wire, and
motor shaft. The blade cabin and the housing are redesigned
into a new blade cabin and a dust cabin according to the
complex-correlation relationship. On the basis of the above,
the conceptual solution of the new product is acquired, as
shown in Figure 17. The new product has two functions at
the same time: shaving and residue absorption. The beard
residue can be collected into an easy dismantling cabin and
cleared easily. This cabin is named residue cabin, as shown in
Figure 17.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a conceptual solution generation approach is
proposed. It is a concise, stylized, and bottom-up approach
and specialized for the multifunction product. In this
approach, the overall function of the existing single-function
product is decomposed into a number of subfunctions
described by the functional basis, and this allows the func-
tions of the different products to be compared and analyzed
at the same level. A few matrixes are used to analyze the
subfunctions’ similarity and the components’ correlation
of two products, and the stylization, quantification, and
automation of the calculation process are easily realized.
Using the approach, two single-function products can be
combined into a multifunction product. By similar way, a
single-function product can be combined with a subfunc-
tion chain of a multifunction product, or two subfunction
chains of different products can be integrated to generate a

multifunction product. A good deal of conceptual solutions
of the new multifunction product can be acquired by ana-
lyzing, comparing, and integrating two subfunction chains
of the existing products under the help of the proposed
approach. The proposed approach is effective for the con-
ceptual solution generation of the mechanical and electrical
multifunction products. But it is not known whether the
approach is effective for other multifunction products, and
the verification is needed in the future work. Meanwhile, the
redesign process of the complex-correlation components is
unordered, and mathematical tools are still needed.
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Conventional static fuzzy reliability models cannot be directly extended for dynamic reliability analysis of mechanical systems,
which consist of correlative components with strength degradation, due to the difficulties in describing the strength degradation
process of components under fuzzy load and considering the failure dependence between different components in a system in the
possibility context. To deal with these problems, fuzzy dynamic reliability models of mechanical systems in terms of stress and
strength are proposed in this paper, which take into account the degradation mechanism of mechanical components in the failure
mode of fatigue. The proposed models can be used to represent the dynamic characteristics of fuzzy reliability and analyze the
influences of the variation in the parameters of fuzzy stress and strength on the failure dependence of components in a system and
the dynamic behavior of fuzzy system reliability. Besides, the explosive bolts for connection between launch vehicle and satellite
are chosen as a representative example to illustrate the proposed method.The results show that different parameters of fuzzy stress
have different influences on fuzzy system reliability and the failure dependence of components in a system.

1. Introduction
With the high requirements for safe launch and operation
of modern technological systems in aerospace engineering,
considerable efforts have been involved in the research on
developing reliability models and much progress has been
made in the methods for reliability estimate associated with
their application in practical systems [1–6]. The reliability
evaluation of mechanical systems, which are an integral part
of most technology systems, plays an important role in the
risk assessment of technology systems [7]. Owing to the
comprehensive usage of series configuration in mechanical
systems [8, 9], we will concentrate our work on dynamic
reliability assessment of series mechanical systems in this
paper.

Formechanical components andmechanical systems, the
stress-strength interference (SSI) model is the most impo-
rtant method for reliability assessment, which is suitable
for static reliability calculation. However, as indicated by
Martin, it is imperative to extend the static reliability model
to dynamic reliability models to take into account the
gradual failure of mechanical components due to fatigue,

corrosion, wear, and so forth, which exists commonly in
practical engineering [10]. In practice, various computa-
tional intelligence algorithms have been adopted in the esti-
mation of dynamic reliability. For example, the support
vector machines approach is always used in the numerous
reliability calculation due to its advantage in computational
efficiency, which has applied to particle identification, face
identification, data base marketing, and so forth [11, 12]. Xu
and Wong extended least squares support vector machines
to the domain of hysteresis modeling [13]. Besides, Fu and
Xu proposed a method to predict the location of impact on
a clamped aluminum plate structure by integrating principal
component analysis and support vector machines [14].

In the last two decades, dynamic system reliabilitymodels
have been well documented with most research focused
on electronic systems. Lewis analyzed the time-dependent
behavior of a 1-out-of-2 : G redundant system via a Markov
model [15]. Brissaud proposed a mathematical framework
for dynamic reliability analysis of digital-based transmit-
ters by introducing data variables [16]. Ding presented an
approach to dynamic reliability analysis of bilateral contract
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electricity providers in restructured power systems by com-
bining the stochastic process theory and the universal
generating function technique [17]. Distefano introduced a
methodology for evaluating dependent dynamic systems by
using dynamic reliability block diagrams [18]. As pointed out
byMoss, the methods for reliability analysis of electronic ele-
ments and systems are also effective for reliability assessment
of mechanical components [7]. However, these methods
should be used with some caution [7]. For mechanical sys-
tems in the spacecraft, some problems may be encountered
in reliability assessment when directly using the existing
dynamic reliability models.

(1) It is difficult for mechanical systems in spacecraft to
obtain the distribution of stress at any time instant due
to insufficient load history samples.

(2) The failuremodes and the corresponding degradation
behavior of mechanical systems are different from
electronic systems. Therefore, dynamic reliability
models of mechanical systems should be developed
based on the failure modes analysis and the cor-
responding degradation mechanism of mechanical
components.

To address the problemsmentioned above, fuzzy dynamic
reliability models of mechanical systems consisting of degra-
dedmechanical components in the failuremode of fatigue are
established in this paper. As a matter of fact, fuzzy sets theory
has been comprehensively used in the performance analysis
of various systems under uncertain environment. With the
employment of membership function of fuzzy variables, both
experimental data and expert information can be used to
cope with the uncertainty in the system analysis [19]. For
example, neural networks (NNs) and fuzzy logic can be used
for robotic control. Li and Liu dealt with dynamic modeling
and task-space trajectory following issues for nonholonomic
mobile manipulators moving on a slope by using an adaptive
neural-fuzzy controller [20] and presented an algorithm for
automatic tip-over prevention and path following control of
a redundant nonholonomic mobile modular manipulator by
using NNs and fuzzy logic [21].

In recent years, some efforts have been made to analyze
fuzzy reliability of various engineering systems by employing
the fuzzy set theory introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [22]. Ma
et al. proposed a method to analyze the dynamic response
and reliability of fuzzy-random truss systems under the
stationary random load [23]. Roberts presented an approach
to analyzing fuzzy system reliability by modeling a single
fuzzy probability distribution for a component from some
possible distributions [24]. Zhou put forward a fuzzy relia-
bility model of pressure piping system considering both the
randomness of assessment parameters and the fuzziness of
failure areas [25]. However, these models mainly focused on
static fuzzy reliability analysis of systems. Fuzzy dynamic
reliabilitymodels ofmechanical systems are seldom reported.
Besides, when considering the gradual failure of mechanical
systems, the existing static fuzzy models cannot be directly
extended to fuzzy dynamic reliability models of mechanical
systems due to the difficulties listed as follows.

(1) Failure dependency takes place commonly in mec-
hanical systems because the mechanical components
in the system share the same working environment.
Fuzzy dynamic reliability models of mechanical sys-
tems in terms of stress and strength, which take
account of failure dependence of mechanical compo-
nents, are seldom reported.

(2) In the case where stress at each load application is a
fuzzy variable, methods to determine the statistical
characteristics of strength in its degradation process
are seldom reported, which is one of the main diffi-
culties of extending static fuzzy reliability models to
fuzzy dynamic reliability models.

The fuzzy dynamic reliability models proposed in this
paper provide a method for dynamic reliability estimation
of mechanical systems in the possibility context, which can
also be used to quantitatively analyze the influences of the
variation in material parameters and stress parameters on
dynamic reliability of mechanical components. The remain-
der of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and
3, fuzzy dynamic reliability models of mechanical systems
are developed, In Section 4, numerical examples are given
to illustrate the proposed models and analyze the impacts of
fuzzy characteristics of stress on both the failure dependence
of components in a system and the dynamic behavior of
reliability and failure rate of a system. Besides, Monte Carlo
simulations are carried out to validate the proposed models.
Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. Fuzzy Stress

Due to the limitations of technology and cost, it is difficult or
impossible to acquire accurate distribution of stress at each
time instant with statistical tools. An alternative method is
to model the stress at each time instant as a fuzzy variable
characterized by itsmembership function (MF) by employing
the fuzzy set theory as shown in Figure 1.

The fuzzy set theory provides a mathematical tool to
deal with the uncertainty of parameters involved in reliability
models in the possibility context [26]. A fuzzy set 𝑋 is char-
acterized by its MF 𝜇

�̃�
(𝑥).TheMF defines how each element

in the fuzzy set is mapped to the degree of membership
ranging from0 to 1, where 1 represents that the corresponding
elements completely belong to the fuzzy set, 0 means that the
corresponding elements are completely not in the fuzzy set,
and values between 1 and 0 represent that the corresponding
elements partially belong to the fuzzy set. As a matter of fact,
the triangular membership function is usually taken as the
membership function of fuzzy stress for reliability estimation,
which is obtained through the fuzzy linear regressionmethod
[27–30]. Therefore, in this paper, the triangular membership
function is adopted to describe the fuzzy characteristics of
stress in the fuzzy reliability calculation. However, it should
be noted that the dynamic fuzzy reliability model proposed
in this paper is not limited by the format of membership
function of stress. The format of the membership function
of stress only influences the upper bound and lower bound
of the interval of stress at different level of 𝛼. The MF of
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a triangular fuzzy number, which is denoted by a triplet
(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐), can be expressed as follows:

𝜇
�̃�
(𝑥) =

{{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{{

{

𝑥 − 𝑎

𝑏 − 𝑎
, 𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑏

1, 𝑥 = 𝑏

𝑥 − 𝑐

𝑏 − 𝑐
, 𝑏 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑐

0, otherwise,

(1)

where 𝑏 is the center point, whose degree of membership is
equal to one. 𝑎 and 𝑐 are left parameter and right parameter,
respectively, which determine the upper bound and lower
bound of the fuzzy set, respectively.

For mechanical components, the fuzzy stress can be
obtained by integrating the fuzzy linear regression method
and the finite element method as follows [31].

(1) Express the fuzzy stress 𝑦 in the following form:

𝑦 = 𝐴
1
𝑢
1
+ 𝐴
2
𝑢
2
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝐴

𝑖
𝑢
𝑖
, (2)

where 𝐴
𝑗
(𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑖) is the fuzzy regression coefficients

and 𝑢
𝑗
(𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑖) are the parameters related to stress,

such as Youngs modulus of material, weight density, and
geometry dimensions.

(2) Obtain the fuzzy regression coefficients in (1), which
is denoted by triplets (𝑎

𝑗
, 𝑏
𝑗
, 𝑐
𝑗
) (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑖), by solving the

following linear programming problem:

min 𝐿 =
𝑐1 − 𝑎1

 +
𝑐2 − 𝑎2

 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +
𝑐𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖



s.t. ∑
𝑗

𝑏
𝑗
𝑢
𝑗𝑖1
− (1 − 𝛼)∑

𝑗


𝑐
𝑗
− 𝑎
𝑗


𝑢
𝑗𝑖1
≤ 𝑦
𝑖1

∑
𝑗

𝑏
𝑗
𝑢
𝑗𝑖1
+ (1 − 𝛼)∑

𝑗


𝑐
𝑗
− 𝑎
𝑗


𝑢
𝑗𝑖1
≥ 𝑦
𝑖1
,

(3)

where 𝛼 is the threshold of the fuzzy estimate.
(3) Calculate the MF of the fuzzy stress according to the

MF of the fuzzy regression coefficients and (2).

3. Fuzzy Dynamic Reliability Model of
Dependent Mechanical Systems

Under the failure mode of fatigue, the strength does not
degrade in the absence of load application. Therefore, the
change of strength is discontinuous and it is more straight-
forward to establish reliability model with respect to load
application times rather than time.Then, the reliabilitymodel
of mechanical components with respect to time under the
failure mode of fatigue can be further developed based on the
relationship between load application times and time.

3.1. Fuzzy Dynamic Reliability Models of Dependent
Systems with respect to Load Application Times. In a series
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic strength degradation process of independent components. (b) Schematic strength degradation process of dependent
components.

system with statistically independent components, the
strength degradation of each component can be determined
independently based on the material properties of the
component and the characteristics of load applied on the
component as shown in Figure 2(a). However, in practice,
the components may be correlative with each other due to
sharing the same load, which is a common phenomenon
in series mechanical systems, such as the transmission
system and kinematic mechanisms. In this case, the strength
degradations of the components in the system are mutually
correlative. The strength of the components changes
simultaneously at the moment when the load appears as
shown in Figure 2(b). Besides, the statistical properties of
the strength degradation processes of the components are
jointly determined by the properties of the load shared by
the components.

In addition, even in the probability context, it is difficult to
determine the strength degradation process of a component
due to the randomness of themagnitude of stress at each load
application. Hence, it ismore difficult to describe the strength
degradation under fuzzy stress, which is seldom reported in
the existing literatures. To cope with the problemsmentioned
above, fuzzy dynamic reliability models of dependent system
will be developed in this section.

According to fuzzy probability theory proposed by
Zadeh, the fuzzy probability that a random variable 𝑥 belongs
to a fuzzy set𝑋 can be calculated as follows:

𝑃 (𝑥) = ∫
∞

−∞

𝜇
�̃�
(𝑥) 𝑓 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥, (4)

where 𝑓(𝑥) is the probability density function (pdf) of 𝑥
and 𝜇

�̃�
(𝑥) is the MF of the fuzzy set 𝑋. To overcome the

difficulty in calculating system reliability directly by using
(4) and taking into account both the statistical characteristics
of strength and the fuzzy characteristics of stress, the 𝛼-cut
of fuzzy set is adopted in this paper, which can be used to
decompose the fuzzy set and calculate the fuzzy reliability
of systems at different levels of 𝛼. The 𝛼-cut of a fuzzy set
provides a basis for fuzzy reliability assessment in the context
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of probability. An 𝛼-cut, denoted by 𝑋
𝛼
, is a common set

consisting of elements with degree ofmembership larger than
𝛼, whose interval is denoted by [𝑋𝐿

𝛼
,𝑋𝑈
𝛼
] as shown in Figure 3.

The fuzzy probability 𝑃(𝑥) in (4) can be computed by using
the 𝛼-cut as follows [32]:

𝑃 (𝑥) = ∫
1

0

∫
�̃�
𝑈

𝛼

�̃�
𝐿

𝛼

𝑓 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝛼. (5)

In practice, the uniformdistribution has beenwidely used
as the distribution of a fuzzy variable on the interval of an 𝛼-
cut in fuzzy reliability calculation according to the maximum
entropy approach [33]. In this paper, the uniformdistribution
is adopted to characterize the uncertainty of stress on the
interval of the 𝛼-cut. In general, the residual strength of a
mechanical component after the application of load for 𝑛
times can be expressed in the following form [34]:

𝑟 (𝑛) = 𝑟 [1 − (

𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

𝐷
𝑖
)

𝜀

] , (6)
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where 𝑟(𝑛) is the residual strength after the application of load
for 𝑛 times and 𝑟 represents initial strength.𝐷

𝑖
stands for the

damage of a component caused by the 𝑖th load application
and 𝜀 is a material parameter. According to the Miner linear
damage accumulation rule [35], the damage caused by the
stress 𝑠 for once is

𝐷 =
1

𝑁
, (7)

where 𝑁 is the lifetime of a component under the stress
𝑠. In addition, the 𝑆-𝑁 curve of mechanical components
presents the relationship between the magnitude of the
stress 𝑠 on components and the corresponding lifetime 𝑁 of
components under the stress, which can be mathematically
expressed as

𝑠
𝑚

𝑁 = 𝐶, (8)

where 𝑚 and 𝐶 are material parameters, which can be dete-
rmined by tests. Therefore, the damage caused by the appli-
cation of load for once can be written as

𝐷 =
𝑠
𝑚

𝐶
. (9)

Denote the fuzzy stress at the 𝑖th load application by (𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑏
𝑖
, 𝑐
𝑖
).

Then, the distribution of the fuzzy stress on the interval of 𝛼-
cut at the level of 𝛼 can be given by

𝑓
𝛼
(𝑠)

=
{

{

{

1

(1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
)
, (1 − 𝛼) 𝑎

𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
≤ 𝑥 < (1 − 𝛼) 𝑐

𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖

0, otherwise.
(10)

When considering the distribution of the fuzzy stress on
the interval of 𝛼-cut, the damage caused by the ith application
of load at the level of 𝛼 can be approximately expressed as
follows:

𝐷
𝛼𝑖
= ∫
(1−𝛼)𝑐𝑖+𝛼𝑏𝑖

(1−𝛼)𝑎𝑖+𝛼𝑏𝑖

𝑠𝑚

(1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
) 𝐶
𝑑𝑠

=
[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐

𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
]
𝑚+1

− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
]
𝑚+1

(𝑚 + 1) (1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
) 𝐶

.

(11)

Therefore, for a deterministic mechanical component with
the initial strength of 𝑟, the residual strength of a mechanical
component after the application of load for 𝑛 times at the level
of 𝛼 can be written as follows:

𝑟
𝛼
(𝑛)

=𝑟{1−{

𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

{
[(1−𝛼) 𝑐

𝑖
+𝛼𝑏
𝑖
]
𝑚+1

−[(1−𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+𝛼𝑏
𝑖
]
𝑚+1

(𝑚 + 1) (1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
) 𝐶

}}

𝜀

} .

(12)

From the system reliability theory, it can be learned that
the reliable operation of a series system is determined by

the weakest component in the system. Therefore, the relia-
bility of a dependent series system at each load application
can be obtained by calculating the probability that the
minimum residual strength is greater than the stress. For
illustrative convenience, in this section, the series system is
assumed to be composed of identical components, which are
subjected to identical stress in the case of sharing the same
environmental load. Denote the fuzzy stress at the 𝑖th load
application by (𝑎

𝑖
, 𝑏
𝑖
, 𝑐
𝑖
). When the minimum initial strength

of the components in the system is 𝑟min, the fuzzy dynamic
reliability of the system under the application of load for 𝑛
times at the level of 𝛼 can be given by

𝑅
𝛼
(𝑛) =

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

( (min {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

max {[(1−𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] , 𝑟min𝛼 (𝑛−1)}}

− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
])

× ((1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
))
−1

) ,

(13)

where

𝑟min𝛼 (𝑛)

=𝑟min {1−{
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

{
[(1−𝛼) 𝑐

𝑖
+𝛼𝑏
𝑖
]
𝑚+1

−[(1−𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+𝛼𝑏
𝑖
]
𝑚+1

(𝑚+1) (1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
) 𝐶

}}

𝜀

} .

(14)

For a dependent series system that consists of 𝑘 identical
components with the initial strength characterized by the
pdf of 𝑓

𝑟
(𝑟), the pdf of the minimum initial strength of

components in the system can be given by [36]

𝑓min (𝑟) = 𝑘[1 − ∫
𝑟

−∞

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟]

𝑘−1

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟) . (15)

Therefore, the fuzzy system reliability under the application
of load for 𝑛 times at the level of 𝛼 can be given by

𝑅
𝛼
(𝑛) = ∫

∞

−∞

𝑘[1 − ∫
𝑟

−∞

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟]

𝑘−1

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟)

× {

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

((min {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

max {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

𝑟
𝛼
(𝑛 − 1)}}

− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
])

× ((1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
))
−1

)}𝑑𝑟.

(16)

From (5), the fuzzy dynamic reliability of a dependent
series system with respect to load applications times can be
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calculated by the integral of the fuzzy reliability at different
levels of 𝛼 in the following form:

𝑅 (𝑛) = ∫
1

0

∫
∞

−∞

𝑘[1 − ∫
𝑟

−∞

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟]

𝑘−1

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟)

× {

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

((min {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

max {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

𝑟
𝛼
(𝑛 − 1)}}

− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
])

× ((1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
))
−1

)}𝑑𝑟 𝑑𝛼.

(17)

In addition, when the components in the system are
statistically independent, the fuzzy dynamic system reliability
can be analogously derived as follows:

𝑅 (𝑛) =

𝑘

∏
𝑤=1

{∫
1

0

{∫
∞

−∞

𝑓
𝑤
(𝑟
𝑤
)

× {

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

( (min {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐
𝑤𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑤𝑖
] ,

max {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑤𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑤𝑖
] ,

𝑟
𝑤𝛼
(𝑛 − 1)}}

− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑤𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑤𝑖
])

× ((1−𝛼) (𝑐
𝑤𝑖
−𝑎
𝑤𝑖
))
−1

)}𝑑𝑟
𝑤
}𝑑𝛼} ,

(18)

where

𝑟
𝑤𝛼
(𝑛 − 1)

= 𝑟
𝑤
{1−{

𝑛−1

∑
𝑖=1

{
[(1−𝛼) 𝑐

𝑖
+𝛼𝑏
𝑖
]
𝑚+1

−[(1−𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+𝛼𝑏
𝑖
]
𝑚+1

(𝑚+1) (1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
) 𝐶

}}

𝜀

} .

(19)

𝑓
𝑤
(𝑟
𝑤
) is the pdf of the initial strength of the𝑤th component

in the system, and (𝑎
𝑤𝑖
, 𝑏
𝑤𝑖
, 𝑐
𝑤𝑖
) (𝑤 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘) is the fuzzy

stress on the 𝑤th component at the 𝑖th application of load.

3.2. Fuzzy Dynamic Reliability Models of Dependent Systems
with respect to Time. The fuzzy reliability model developed
in Section 3.1 is with respect to load application times. When
the frequency function of the occurrence of load is available,

which is denoted by𝑓(𝑡), the fuzzy dynamic system reliability
with respect to time can be written as

𝑅 (𝑡) = ∫
1

0

𝑘

∏
𝑤=1

× {∫
∞

−∞

𝑓
𝑤
(𝑟
𝑤
)

{

𝑓(𝑡)𝑡

∏
𝑖=1

( (min { [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐
𝑤𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑤𝑖
] ,

max {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑤𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑤𝑖
] ,

𝑟
𝑤𝛼
(𝑛 − 1)}}

− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑤𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑤𝑖
])

× ((1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑤𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑤𝑖
))
−1

) } 𝑑𝑟
𝑤
}𝑑𝛼.

(20)

However, in the case where the load application times in a
given timeperiod is a randomvariable, it is difficult to provide
a straightforward deterministic frequency function of load
occurrence times for dynamic reliability analysis, which can
only be expressed with the statistical tools. As a matter of
fact, the Poisson process has been proved to be an effective
stochastic process to describe the randomness of the arrival
time of load within a specified time period [15]. Provided that
the intensity of the Poisson process is𝜆(𝑡), the probability that
the load appears for 𝑛 times in the time period of 𝑡 can be
given by

Pr [𝑛 (𝑡) − 𝑛 (0) = 𝑛] =
(∫
𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡)
𝑛

𝑛!
exp(−∫

𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡) .

(21)

In the casewhere the load process follows the Poissonprocess,
the fuzzy dynamic reliability of the dependent system with
respect to time at the level of 𝛼 can be obtained according to
the total probability theorem in the following form:

𝑅
𝛼
(𝑡) = exp(−∫

𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡)

+

∞

∑
𝑛=1

(∫
𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡)
𝑛

𝑛!
exp(−∫

𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡)

× {∫
∞

−∞

𝑘[1 − ∫
𝑟

−∞

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟]

𝑘−1

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟)

× {

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

( (min {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

max {[(1−𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

𝑟min (𝑛−1)}}
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− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] )

× ((1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
))
−1

) } 𝑑𝑟} .

(22)

According to (5), the fuzzy dynamic reliability of dependent
system with respect to time can be given by

𝑅 (𝑡) = exp(−∫
𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡)

+

∞

∑
𝑛=1

(∫
𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡)
𝑛

𝑛!
exp(−∫

𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡)

× {∫
1

0

∫
∞

−∞

𝑘[1 − ∫
𝑟

−∞

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟]

𝑘−1

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟)

× {

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

( (min {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

max {[(1−𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

𝑟min (𝑛 − 1)}}

− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
])

× ((1−𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
−𝑎
𝑖
))
−1

)} 𝑑𝑟 𝑑𝛼} .

(23)

Correspondingly, the fuzzy failure rate of the dependent
system at the level of 𝛼 can be expressed as

ℎ
𝛼
(𝑡) = −

𝑑𝑅
𝛼
(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡𝑅
𝛼
(𝑡)
=
𝐴
1

𝐵
1

, (24)

where

𝐴
1
= 𝜆 (𝑡)

×

{{

{{

{

1 −

∞

∑
𝑛=1

(∫
𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡)
𝑛

𝑛!
[𝑛 − ∫

𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡]

× ∫
∞

−∞

𝑘[1 − ∫
𝑟

−∞

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟]

𝑘−1

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟)

× {

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

( (min {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

max {[(1−𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

𝑟min (𝑛 − 1)}}

− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] )

× ((1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
))
−1

) } 𝑑𝑟} ,

𝐵
1
= 1 +

∞

∑
𝑛=1

(∫
𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡)
𝑛

𝑛!

× {∫
∞

−∞

𝑘[1 − ∫
𝑟

−∞

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟]

𝑘−1

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟)

× {

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

( (min {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

max {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

𝑟min (𝑛 − 1)}}

− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] )

× ((1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
))
−1

)}𝑑𝑟} .

(25)

The fuzzy failure rate of the system can be written as

ℎ (𝑡) = −
𝑑𝑅 (𝑡)

𝑑𝑡𝑅 (𝑡)
=
𝐴
2

𝐵
2

, (26)

where

𝐴
2
= 𝜆 (𝑡)

×

{{

{{

{

1 −

∞

∑
𝑛=1

(∫
𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡)
𝑛

𝑛!
[𝑛 − ∫

𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡]

× ∫
1

0

∫
∞

−∞

𝑘[1 − ∫
𝑟

−∞

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟]

𝑘−1

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟)

× {

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

( (min {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

max {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

𝑟min (𝑛 − 1)}}

− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] )

× ((1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
))
−1

)}𝑑𝑟 𝑑𝛼

}}

}}

}

,

𝐵
2
= 1 +

∞

∑
𝑛=1

(∫
𝑡

0

𝜆 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡)
𝑛

𝑛!

× {∫
1

0

∫
∞

−∞

𝑘[1 − ∫
𝑟

−∞

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟]

𝑘−1

𝑓
𝑟
(𝑟)
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Figure 4: Structure of the joint system.

× {

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

( (min { [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑐
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

max {[(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] ,

𝑟min (𝑛 − 1)}}

− [(1 − 𝛼) 𝑎
𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑏
𝑖
] )

× ((1 − 𝛼) (𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑎
𝑖
))
−1

)}𝑑𝑟 𝑑𝛼} .

(27)

4. Numerical Examples

The explosive bolt has been widely used as a connection and
pyrotechnical separation device in the aerospace industry,
which can provide the joint systemwith adequate connection
strength and produce few pollutants. An important applica-
tion of the explosive bolt is for the connection and separation
of the payload adapter and the interface ring, which are
connected to the launch vehicle and the satellite, respectively.
The schematic structure and the finite element model of the
joint system are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. In
the launch process of satellites, the explosive bolts are used
to sustain the applied tensile forces and bending moments
through the metal belts and the V-segments [37]. In the
separation process of the satellite and the launch vehicle,
the explosive bolt fractures at the site where a groove is
designated with the help of internal power source generated
by explosive charge.

To guarantee successful separation of the satellite and
the launch vehicle, more than one explosive bolt is always
adopted in the joint system. At the separating stage of launch
vehicle and the satellite, the explosive bolts constitute a
parallel system as shown in Figure 6(a), whose reliability
can be analyzed by using the static SSI model. However, in
the launch process of satellites, the explosive bolts share the
same external load and the failure of a single explosive bolt
will result in the failure of the whole joint system. Therefore,
the explosive bolts compose a dependent series system in
the launch process of satellites as shown in Figure 6(b).

Load

Load

Explosive bolt

Payload adapter

Metal belt

Interface ring

Figure 5: Finite element model of the joint system.

Moreover, the fatigue failure of bolts may be caused due to
the fluctuating bolt stress in the launch process of satellites,
which is a significant and costly failure mode for explosive
bolts [38]. Therefore, the reliability of the dependent series
system should be estimated considering strength degradation
of components. In this section, explosive bolts are chosen
as representative examples to illustrate the fuzzy dynamic
reliability models proposed in this paper. Moreover, the
impacts of various factors on the correlation between differ-
ent components in a dependent system and further on the
fuzzy dynamic reliability will be analyzed through numerical
examples.

Consider a joint system with two explosive bolts, which
constitute a dependent series system. The fuzzy stress and
the material parameters of the explosive bolts are listed in
Table 1.The fuzzy dynamic reliability of the dependent system
at different levels of 𝛼 is shown in Figure 7. In addition, to
validate the proposed fuzzy dynamic reliability model, the
Monte Carlo simulation is carried out in this section with
its flow shown in Figure 8. In the Monte Carlo simulation,
the actual strength degradation process is simulated based
on the fuzzy stress in a strength degradation process, whose
occurrence time andmagnitude are generated randomly,with
the degradation mechanism of the components. The results
from the Monte Carlo simulation and the fuzzy dynamic
reliability of both the dependent system and the system with
independent components are shown in Figure 9.

From Figure 7, it can be learned that the proposed
reliability models provide a method to quantitatively analyze
the dynamic changing process of fuzzy system reliability
that decreases with time. Besides, the level of the cut set
has great influences on the assessment of fuzzy system
reliability. An increase in the level of the cut set results in
a higher reliability. From Figure 9, we can learn that the
fuzzy reliability calculated by using the method proposed in
this paper shows good agreement with the results obtained
from Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, in the case of
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Figure 6: (a) Block program of the independent parallel system, and (b) block program of the dependent series system.

Table 1: Stress parameters and material parameters of explosive bolts.

𝜇(𝑟
0
) (MPa) 𝜎(𝑟

0
) (MPa) a (MPa) b (MPa) c (MPa) C (MPa2) m 𝜀 𝜆 (s−1)

700 10 550 650 720 109 2 1 0.3
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Figure 7: Reliability of explosive bolts at different levels of 𝛼.

fuzzy stress, the failure dependence of components in a series
system leads to a higher reliability.

In order to analyze the impacts of the fuzzy characteristics
of the stress on the failure dependence of the components in a
dependent system and the dynamic behavior of fuzzy system
reliability, consider the following three cases.

Case 1. To analyze the influences of the left parameter a of the
fuzzy stress on the fuzzy dynamic reliability and fuzzy failure
rate of the system, the center point b and the right parameter
c of the fuzzy stress and thematerial parameters are kept con-
stant as listed in Table 2.The reliability and failure rate of both

the dependent system consisting of correlative components
and the system composed of independent components under
the fuzzy stress with different left parameters are shown in
Figures 10 and 11, respectively.

From Figures 10 and 11, we can learn that the left
parameter of the fuzzy stress has few influences on the fuzzy
system reliability and the fuzzy failure rate. In general, the
fuzzy reliability increases and the fuzzy failure rate decreases
with the decrease in the left parameter of the fuzzy stress.
Furthermore, the failure dependence of the components in a
series system causes the fuzzy system reliability less sensitive
to the variation in the left parameter of the fuzzy stress.
Besides, when considering strength degradation of compo-
nents under fuzzy stress, the fuzzy failure rate calculated by
using themethodproposed in this paper is consistentwith the
bathtub curve assumption used in the probability context.

Case 2. To analyze the influences of the right parameter
c of the fuzzy stress on the fuzzy dynamic reliability and
fuzzy failure rate of the system, the left parameter 𝑎 and the
center point 𝑏 of the fuzzy stress and the material parameters
are kept constant as listed in Table 3. The reliability and
failure rate of both the dependent system and the system
with independent components under the fuzzy stress with
different right parameters are shown in Figures 12 and 13,
respectively.

From Figures 12 and 13, we can learn that the right
parameter of the fuzzy stress has great influences on the
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Figure 8: Flowchart of Monte Carlo simulation.
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Table 2: Stress parameters and material parameters of explosive bolts.

𝜇(𝑟
0
) (MPa) 𝜎(𝑟

0
) (MPa) a (MPa) b (MPa) c (MPa) C (MPa2) m 𝜀 𝜆 (s−1)

1 700 10 500 650 720 109 2 1 0.3
2 700 10 550 650 720 109 2 1 0.3
3 700 10 600 650 720 109 2 1 0.3

Table 3: Stress parameters and material parameters of explosive bolts.

𝜇(𝑟
0
) (MPa) 𝜎(𝑟

0
) (MPa) a (MPa) b (MPa) c (MPa) C (MPa2) m 𝜀 𝜆 (s−1)

1 700 10 550 650 680 109 2 1 0.3
2 700 10 550 650 700 109 2 1 0.3
3 700 10 550 650 720 109 2 1 0.3
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Figure 9: Comparison between the results by using the proposed
method and the results fromMonte Carlo simulation.

fuzzy system reliability and the fuzzy failure rate. The fuzzy
system reliability decreases and the fuzzy failure rate increases
with the increase in the right parameter of the fuzzy stress.
Moreover, the fuzzy system reliability is more sensitive to
the variation of the right parameter of the fuzzy stress when
the value of right parameter is lower. In addition, the right
parameter of the fuzzy stress has considerable influences
on dependence of components in a system. The failure
dependence of the components in a series system becomes
more obvious when the right parameter of the fuzzy stress is
larger. Correspondingly, the difference between the reliability
of the dependent system and the reliability of the independent
system increases with the increase in the right parameter of
the fuzzy stress.

Case 3. To analyze the influences of the center point 𝑏 of
the fuzzy stress on the fuzzy dynamic reliability and fuzzy
failure rate of the system, the left parameter 𝑎 and the right
parameter c of the fuzzy stress and the material parameters
are kept constant as listed in Table 4.The reliability and failure
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Left parameter of 550 MPa
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Figure 10: Reliability of independent system and dependent system
with different left parameters.

rate of both the dependent system and the independent
system composed of independent components under the
fuzzy stress with different center points are shown in Figures
14 and 15, respectively.

From Figures 14 and 15, we can learn that the center
point of the fuzzy stress has significant influences on the
fuzzy system reliability and the fuzzy failure rate. The fuzzy
system reliability decreases and the fuzzy failure rate increases
with the increase in the center point of the fuzzy stress.
Furthermore, in the case where the value of the center point
of the fuzzy stress is higher, the fuzzy system reliability is
more sensitive to the variation of the center point of the fuzzy
stress. Besides, the center point of the fuzzy stress has great
influences on the dependence of components in a system.
The failure dependence of the components in a series system
is more obvious in the case of smaller center point of the
fuzzy stress, which results in a larger difference between the
reliability of the dependent system and the reliability of the
independent system.
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Table 4: Stress parameters and material parameters of explosive bolts.

𝜇(𝑟
0
) (MPa) 𝜎(𝑟

0
) (MPa) a (MPa) b (MPa) c (MPa) C (MPa2) m 𝜀 𝜆 (s−1)

1 700 10 550 620 720 109 2 1 0.3
2 700 10 550 650 720 109 2 1 0.3
3 700 10 550 680 720 109 2 1 0.3

Table 5: Stress parameters and material parameters of explosive bolts.
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0
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0
) (MPa) a (MPa) b (MPa) c (MPa) C (MPa2) k m 𝜀 𝜆 (s−1)

1 700 10 550 650 720 109 1 2 1 0.3
2 700 10 550 650 720 109 2 2 1 0.3
3 700 10 550 650 720 109 3 2 1 0.3
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Figure 11: Failure rate of independent system and dependent system
with different left parameters.

In addition, to analyze the influences of the number of
components in the system on the correlation between the
components in a dependent system, the material parameters
and the parameters of the fuzzy stress are summarized in
Table 5. The fuzzy dynamic reliability and fuzzy failure rate
of the dependent system and the system consisting of inde-
pendent components with different number of components
are shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively.

From Figures 16 and 17, it can be learnt that the number
of components in a system has great influences on the fuzzy
system reliability and the fuzzy failure rate. The fuzzy system
reliability decreases and the fuzzy failure rate increases with
the increase in the number of components. Furthermore,
compared with the reliability of the dependent system, the
fuzzy reliability of the independent system is more sensitive
to the change of the number of the components in the
system. Besides, for both the dependent system and the
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Figure 12: Reliability of independent system and dependent system
with different right parameters.

independent system, the fuzzy system reliability is more
sensitive to the variation of the number of components
in the system when the number is small. In addition, the
number of components has considerable impacts on the
failure dependence of components in a system. The failure
dependence of the components in a series system becomes
more obvious when the number of components is larger,
which leads to a larger difference between the reliability of
the dependent system and the reliability of the independent
system.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a method for fuzzy dynamic reliability assess-
ment of mechanical systems in terms of stress and strength
is presented. The reliability models proposed in this paper
take into account the degradation mechanism of mechanical
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with different right parameters.
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components and can be used to represent the dynamic
characteristics of the fuzzy reliability and failure rate of
mechanical systems.

Moreover, the reliability models proposed in this paper
provide a method for dynamic reliability analysis of mechan-
ical systems with correlative components in the possibility
context. Furthermore, the proposed models can be used
to quantitatively analyze the influences of the variation in
parameters of fuzzy stress on the failure dependence of
components in a system and the dynamic behavior of fuzzy
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system reliability. The results show that the left parameter
of the fuzzy stress has few influences on the fuzzy system
reliability. The right parameter and the center point of fuzzy
stress and the number of components in a system have
significant effects on the fuzzy system reliability and the
failure dependence of components in a system.

Further work is in progress to include other variables
in the reliability models to achieve more accurate predictive
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with different number of components.

results. Besides, extension of the proposed method to prob-
lems of reliability-base design optimization is currently being
pursued by the present authors.
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Preference is viewed as an outer feeling of a product, also as a reflection of human’s inner thought. It dominates the designers’
decisions and affects our purchase intention. In the paper, a model of preference elicitation from customers is proposed to build
module concepts. Firstly, the attributes of customer preference are classified in a hierarchy and make the surveys to build customer
preference concepts. Secondly, the documents or catalogs of design requirements, perhaps containing some textual description and
geometric data, are normalized by using semantic expressions. Some semantic rules are developed to describe low-level features
of customer preference to construct a knowledge base of customer preference. Thirdly, designers’ needs are used to map customer
preference for generating module concepts. Finally, an empirical study of the stapler is surveyed to illustrate the validity of module
concept generation.

1. Introduction

Why do the customers prefer to buy a kind of products and
not others? Is that their brands, shapes, or reliabilities? How
to reduce the risk of product development from evaluating
the choices customers make? Of course, if customers could
exactly indicate their preference, product development would
be fairly risk-free [1, 2]. However, the fact is the opposite,
and the uncertainty still appears at the earlier design stage
of product development. The difference maybe appears in
between designers and customers as the developed product
is not what the customer wants [3, 4]. Therefore, in order
to reduce risks and fasten the lead time to market, product
development should take into consideration rapid responses
in customers’ voices [5]. In general, design can be viewed as
an iterative process, in which customer preference dominates
the final result of the conceptual design of a product [6].

At the early stage of product concept generation, cus-
tomer preference has a direct impact on the number of
iterative design, scheme evaluation, and cost. It also will

affect the final design decision. Even when reliable cus-
tomer information is elicited, it is still a great challenge
to efficiently implement conceptual design [7]. Customer
satisfaction degree can be also described by a conventional
fuzzy set, in which fuzzy rules are employed to model the
knowledge to evaluate design candidates [8]. Fuzzy reasoning
is carried out to obtain the importance of customer needs
and design metrics. In the preliminary design stage, the
specification of design is usually incomplete.The compromise
between designers and customers can be obtained by their
negotiations to make a concession with each other.

In this paper, we propose a customer preferencemodel for
new product development by automatically mining the text
information of customer preference online product reviews
[9]. For fast developing products, customer’s perceptions and
product module concepts are constantly changing depending
on customer preference. An automatic analysis approach is
fast and simple, and it can remain abreast of changes in
the market. In this research, firstly, we review the related
literatures at the customer preference. Secondly, we present
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the proposed approach, and the attributes of customer pre-
ference are classified in a hierarchy.Next, the process of ontol-
ogy preference modeling is described to realize preference
semantic extraction. Then, an empirical study is applied to
generate module concepts.

2. Related Work

There are several methods for surveying customers’ pref-
erence. They mainly include conjoint analysis, contingent
valuation, direct value surveying, house of quality, and utility
analysis [5, 10], in which conjoint analysis requires the survey
subject to jointly consider several product attributes. These
hypothetical product attributes are defined as a designed
experiment, intended to obtain the most accurate informa-
tion from the least amount of input. Contingent valuation
involves directly asking survey respondents about their will-
ingness to pay for a particular product feature. Direct value
survey is utilized in value engineering and is a method that
integrates features of conjoint analysis, contingent valuation,
utility analysis, and prospect theory. House ofQuality (HOQ)
is a well-known method for eliciting, organizing, and com-
municating the “voice of the customer” to the design process
[5]. A matrix structure is employed. On the vertical axis,
the voice of the customer is expressed in a list of customer’s
desires. These might be entries such as “low cost,” “light
weight,” or “environmentally friendly.” The horizontal axis
contains design variables that the engineer can directly con-
trol to satisfy the stated customer desires. Entries within the
matrix and in the “roof ” indicate interrelationships between
each entry. Utility analysis is an axiomatically based approach
to decision making, and it is particularly useful for dealing
with decision making under uncertainty. Hauge and Stauffer
[11] developed the taxonomy of customer requirements as an
initial concept graph structure for questionnaires used for an
expert system. The approach was aimed at further elicitation
of knowledge from customers.

Since our objective mainly focuses on obtaining module
concepts and performing the function of a product, it is also
imperative to capture the customer voices. In this work, we

discuss how to generate preference knowledge base by pro-
cessing online product reviews and adaptive text extraction.
The objective makes efforts to bridge the gap between low
level attributes and high level attributes as shown in Figure 1
[3].

In this research, we carry out the survey by articulating
two distinct problems: needs and attribute specifications.
First, we differentiate between product attributes and user
needs by proposing a method that explicitly addresses needs
identification. Second, concept generation requires more
than attribute classifications. A single product attribute is
specified by using multiple properties and levels. However,
our approach is used to cluster and manage categorical data.
In the context of words and phrases in reviews, wemight treat
every word as a node in the graph. Edges would represent
the relationship between words. Edges are weighted based
upon the number of reviews in which the two words appear
together [12].

3. The Proposed Approach

Most of the existing information is disorderly arranged and
unsystematic. It needs product designers’ analysis and extrac-
tion in order to provide useful information [13]. At the
beginning of design, the original content of preference from
customers, such as from survey reports, transaction data,
and customer dialogs, should be filtered. A normal design
information text or document is used to extract preference
information after transformation [14]. Automatically extract-
ing semantics from the normalized document requires recog-
nizing the syntactic structure as well as the semanticmeaning
of the text. Linguistic knowledge and domain knowledge are
needed to fulfill preference semantic extraction.

Figure 2 gives the infrastructure of a prototype for design
preference information extraction. First of all, the original
material documents from customers, such as user require-
ments, survey reports, and transaction data, and are acquired
and then transformed into design information texts or docu-
ments in which some unstructured information should adopt
an effective approach. Second, some terms and concepts can
be extracted from preference semantic structures, such as
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Figure 2: Infrastructure of customer preference ontology.

noun phrases, verb phrases, adverb phrases, and adjective
phrases. These can be represented by using an ontology-
based design semantic analysis and information extraction.
The taxonomy of preference is classified to acquire the rela-
tionships between two concepts further.The specific thesauri
or lexicons are built to capture preference concepts from the
knowledge base of preference. The ontology expression and
preference semantics of extraction process are described, and
they are based on a shallow NLP algorithm and the domain
ontology.Next, the preference ontology concepts are acquired
after the extraction process.The extraction algorithm and the
preference metrics are described and are used for preference
ontology modeling. Finally, an empirical study for design
preference extraction is introduced to buildmodule concepts.

4. Customer Preference Analysis

4.1. Attribute of the Preference. The enterprises aim to set up a
great reputation for their product on customers’ minds.They
often inquire about customers in order to find out the needs
that are not met by existing products and assess demand
degrees for a new product where no product currently exists.
Then, they define the product in terms of attributes of pre-
ference and develop the product to settle for the market
demands. After finishing the analysis of the need preference,
product designers can work towards concept generation in
order to customize product configurations. However, the pre-
ference cannot be viewed as equivalent to demand.Their cat-
egories are different. Preference has subjectivity and is related
to the behavior of customer’s feelings, whereas demand is
more objective and mainly depends on other factors, such as
availability, familiarity, word of mouth, advertising, and store
or shelf location.

Thus, customer preference (CP) includes instinct factors
(IF), aesthetic sensibilities (AS), emotional factors (EF),
faiths (Fa), appreciation abilities (AA), and time span (TS).
There, the instinct factors stand for product characteristics

which include functions, performances, reliabilities, cost, and
lifecycle. Aesthetic sensibilities include shape, color, opera-
tion, decoration, and feel. Faiths include religion, ethnologic
culture, and race prejudice. Emotional factors affect the inten-
tion of purchase, decide the customers’ mood, and include
good temper, bad temper, indifferent, inpatient mood, and
irritable mood. Appreciation abilities mean the customers’
cognition and their contents include knowledge background,
educational degree, and habitat. Time span means howmany
years it lasts, and it is short time or long time. Attribute of the
preference is shown in Figure 3.

Customer preference is of certain relativity and is not
absolute [14]. It is changeable relative to time span, scene, and
attribute. The time span, which depends on the category of
the product, is uncertain. Sometimes it is long, sometimes
short. The scene, which depends on customer behavior, is
associated with different cultures and geographies [7]. In
addition, customer preferencemay change, when the value of
some attributes is changed, such as function, shape, and cost.

Therefore, customer preference can be formally repre-
sented as follows:

CP = (IF,AS,EF, Fa,AA,TS) , (1)

where IF = (function, performance, reliabilities, cost, and
lifecycle), AS = (shape, color, operation, decoration, and feel),
EF = (good temper, bad temper, indifference, inpatientmood,
and irritable mood), Fa = (religion, ethnologic culture, and
race prejudice), AA = (knowledge background, educational
degree, and habitat), and TS = (year, short time, and long
time).

4.2. Survey of the Preference. A best-selling product is def-
initely based on a favorable customer preference. First, the
main factors from customer perspectives should be identified
and the domain knowledge of the product should be collected
in a professional survey before the product is launched.
Second, a survey activity is conducted to determine the
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customers’ needs and desires before putting the new product
on the market. This survey can be analyzed by using a
software tool to determine the specific customer preference.
Based on this consideration, a measure about the acceptance
of potential customers can be taken and market simulations
can become feasible.Therefore, customer preference can sup-
port demand analysis, conceptual design, and embodiment
design, and at the same time, they are related to direct and
indirect surveys and experiment results, as shown in Figure 4.

Enterprises routinely ask their customer preference ques-
tions, that is, direct survey, and in this way, they can provide
better service to their customers or improve customers’
satisfaction degree of products [8]. Surveys are sometimes
described as informal conversations between product design-
ers and customers. A number of measures can be taken to
conduct the survey [15]. A very common method is to ask
customers questions about their preference for particular
product function, feature, shape, cost, or even service quality.
A scale is commonly used in survey questions to elicit
preference or evaluations. The value of the labels perhaps
has a prejudice against the selected results which depend on
customers’ personal desires.

Indirect survey is another traditional approach to gener-
ate different concepts of a design and to conduct experiments
with customers to capture preference [5]. By using a software
tool as the customer service platform, it is much easier to
run experiments on website. And most of them always ran
such experiments and showed a raise in the browsing rate
through clicking and determining whether a new design
increased sales in a few days. If a product is advertised
online, we will discover in a few hours whether experiment
results or ad click rates increase, and the transaction data
reveals copurchasing patterns for customer services. Some
popular websites certainly have a high ad click rate. When
customers go shopping, the transaction data can reveal their
preference for a particular product and enable results targeted
to specific buyer groups or buyer categories. How easy it
is to identify customer preference depends on the context
online and on the customer’s willingness to buy a product.
However, these text descriptions are disorganized but do have
a great deal of information. It is necessary to extract customer
preference by employing some effective methods, such as
AHP [16], statistic method [17], and decision algorithm [18].
Therefore, customer preference has the multidimensional
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Table 1: Classification of the relationships.

Relationship Concept Definitions of the relationship Examples

is a IF-STAPLER/IF-BINDING SHEET Relationships between parent and son
or special and general

Is a (IF-STAPLER,
IF-BINDING SHEET)

is part Fa-HEALTH-RISK/Fa-CYCLE Relationships between part and whole Has part (Fa-HEALTH-RISK,
Fa-CYCLE)

has function IF-MAGAZINE/IF-HOLD STAPLES Refer to the connection between two
concepts

Has function (IF-MAGAZINE,
IF-HOLD STAPLES)

use material IF-LOW-END-STAPLER/IF-METAL The type of materials
Use material

(IF-LOW-END-STAPLER,
IF-METAL)

has property AS-SQUARE MAGAZINE/IF-METAL Geometric attribute/physical attribute Has property (AS-SQUARE
MAGAZINE, IF-METAL)

has feature AS-SIVER/AS-BOX LIKE-STAPLER Geometric shape Has feature (AS-SIVER,
AS-BOX LIKE-STAPLER)

properties, such as price, features, quality, performance,
brand, distribution channel, safety, and usability.

5. Ontology Preference Modeling

5.1. Expression of Preference Ontology. Ontology is a formal,
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [19],
where conceptualization refers to an intended model of the
world’s phenomena identified by its concepts and relation.
Explicit means that the concepts and relations are explicitly
defined, while formal means that it can be communicated
across people and computer. Therefore, ontology defines a
set of representational terms we call concepts. They should
represent the hierarchical correlations among concepts [20].
On the other hand, the taxonomy is only reviewed as concept
classification in the hierarchy. It simply links concepts by
domain-independent relationships.

Ontology concepts have multiple parents and form the
complex relations of inheritances. They share the genetic
attributes. At present, considering ontology modeling for
customer preference, there are two main problems: one is the
extraction of the semantic concepts from the preference
words, and the other is the document indexing from custom-
ers’ requirements. As for the first problem, the key issue is to
identify appropriate preference concepts and build preference
lexicon based on design documents, at the same time, index-
ing the preference terms from customer documents, in which
the precision problem of extraction is about the semantic
expression employed in customer requests. A hierarchical
analysis process has been used to aggregate preference in a
group using a pair-wise approach [16]. However, a significant
assumption is assumed to be equally important. That is,

the information is handled equally without any preference
given to one group member over another.

Ontology modeling provides an effective approach to
indexing terms/concepts which can be used to match with
customer requests. However, the taxonomy acquisition of
customer preference of different products is of a certain sub-
jective behavior. Their generation is either by brainstorming
or by interviewing or dialoging with customers. Under sim-
ilar circumstances, we can acquire preference ontologies
[21]. Figure 5 presents the taxonomy of customer preference
ontology, which comes from stapler handbooks or knowledge
resources. For example, stapler handbooks often classify engi-
neering components which can be clustered into an ontology
model as concepts and taxonomy in the hierarchy. Each
component is described in detail, including its attributes such
as instinct, aesthetic, emotional, and religious, which can
easily be identified and mapped to preference ontologies as
well as corresponding relationships.

Customer preference ontology includes concepts, taxon-
omies, and relationships. Each taxonomical concept is ac-
quired from various engineering knowledge resources. We
can adopt terms or phrases to describe the concepts of the
taxonomy as well as their relationships with other concepts.
For example, magazine belongs to IF taxonomy of the
stapler. We can represent this as IF-MAGAZINE, where the
prefix of each concept represents the taxonomy which this
concept belongs to. Therefore, the relationships are struc-
tured between concepts across taxonomies. For example,
relationship “has feature” has a concept “AS-SIVER/AS-
BOX LIKE-STAPLER” as shown in Table 1, in which AS-
SIVER stands for a color concept in the instinct taxonomy,
AS-BOX LIKE-STAPLER represents a shape concept in the
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IF

Preference
lexicon

AS
EF

Fa

AA

TS

Long time
Short time

Scholastic, abundant,
flourishing, plenty, . . .

Single, unitary, . . .

Devotional religious, . . .
Multinational, . . .

Great, average, not good, . . .

Red, black, green, . . .
Good, general, bad, . . .

Classic, traditional, . . .
Circle, square, . . .

Fashionable, sensitive, . . .
High, average, low, . . .
Sturdy, durable, solid, . . .

High, middle, low, . . .

Figure 6: Lexicon of customer preference.

aesthetic taxonomy [14, 21]. Table 1 lists customer preference
ontological concepts and their relational classification.

5.2. Knowledge Base of Preference Ontology. Generally speak-
ing, lexical terms are words or phrases corresponding pref-
erence concepts in the documents. They are used to map
the concepts of different texts. Therefore, word morphs,
abbreviations, acronyms, and synonyms of the word/phrase
are lexical terms and share the same concepts with the
original lexical terms [12]. Also, some noun phrases, verb
phrases, adverb phrases, and prepositional phrases can be
extracted as preference terms. The morphs of original lexical
terms can easily and automatically be obtained by WordNet
(http://wordnet.princeton.edu/) [22], whereas other terms
can be acquired manually because WordNet is a general
lexical resource but not a professional preference lexicon.
We aim to extract implicit customer preference based on the
domain knowledge. As the existing case studies are almost
special products, the extracted texts have a certain limitation.
If a preference lexicon is built, it can be used for improving
the preference evaluation possibilities. However, it is not easy
to model and extract the semantic information of implicit
customer preference from design texts which are embedded
into natural language. In order to identify linguistic forms
of customer preference, we build a preference lexicon to
support automatic indexing. Logically speaking, such pref-
erence information is implicit within engineering design
texts, but it could be difficult to extract from unstructured
documents. In order to overcome this difficulty, we build
the preference semantic model and its mapping into the
ontology concepts.We identify linguistic forms of preference,
produce a specific preference lexicon, develop customer pref-
erence ontology concepts, and generate design alternatives.
A preference lexicon can show what the customers want.
Figure 6 presents a commonpreference lexicon for the stapler,
which looks like six planets round the preference lexicon.
Each planet has its preference terms and can be decomposed
further in the hierarchy. Here, the arrowheads describe the
different preference terms which indicate stapler functions,
performance, shape, cost, color, and so on.

6. Preference Semantic Extraction

6.1. Expression of Preference Ontology. Semantic ambiguity
often occurs in design making when customers do not know
the exact expressions or the related concepts they want to
pursue though they may have some contextual clues, such as
the functional preference of the design and other interacting
parts of the product. A preference lexicon is a better way to
evaluate customer preference [13].

Semantic rules are used to link preference terms and con-
cepts together to build the customer preference concepts to
aid in searching for design information. In general, there are
two types of semantic rules. One is from the combination of
preference terms and concepts, in which each term includes a
noun, verb, adj, adv, and pron, and each concept is composed
of several words. For example, the combination of “RED”
and “AS-PUPPY DOG-STAPLER” forms a new preference
concept “AS-RED-PUPPY DOG-STAPLER.”The other is the
combination of two concepts. For example, “IF-ANVIL” and
“IF-BASE” constitute a new concept “IF-ANVIL-BASE.” The
concept from semantic synthesis is called Instance Concept
(IC) which has a certain entity meaning. Generally speak-
ing, some instance concepts exist in specific relationships,
such as is a, has function, has part, and has material. These
relationships are on the basis of forming concept ontology
relationships [21, 23].

We use instance concept to construct design semantics
through a set of slots and relations [21]. For example,
each concept instance has several slots which describe its
functions, properties, materials, and relationships. In the
process of system work, the documents are scanned to search
for instance concept and its specific value. Each concept
corresponds to a relative slot value. For example, design
object of the stapler has a specific slot “has part” which
corresponds to the instance concept, “HAMMER.” It will be
scanned and tagged in the process of indexing sentences.
Meanwhile, the concept “HAMMER” has a function slot
“STRIKING MOTION” and its upper cover exists in a
material slot “has material”; that is, “UPPER COVER” is
made of material “PLASTIC.” In the same way, we can
find the stapler function slot “has function,” and it has
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High
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Hammer
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Bowknot
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Pusher
Magazine

Spring Adaptor
Driving

Figure 7: Concept forest derived from multiterm relationships of the stapler.

a function “MAGAZINE” and three properties: “STORING
STAPLES, ORIENTATION, and REORIENTATION.” Cus-
tomer preference ontologies exist in the concept forest which
is interlinked by means of conceptual and lexical relations as
shown in Figure 7. For example, given words “HAMMER,”
“STAPLES,” and “ENVIL,” we can construct a concept tree
for terms “HAMMER,” “STAPLES,” and “ENVIL” using “is a”
or “has part” relationship links based on the hypernymy
relationships.

6.2. Preference Concept Extraction and Module Generation.
As customers often present their requirements by using
natural language; some words, terms, and concepts can be
used to represent customer preference. Sometimes different
word or termusage can showabig difference in the preference
degree [24]. At first, we need to extract some words from
documents and dictionaries. These words can be classified
as different taxonomies based on semantic description. An
analyzer is built to separate these words into different tax-
onomies. Some independent words will be scaled based on
linguist viewpoints. On the other hand, semantic rules are
built to compose the concepts, in which rule base is crucial to
build concepts. Also according to the viewpoints of linguist,
some concepts should be advisably scaled. The scaled words
and concepts will be put into preference knowledge base.
In addition, we need to classify concept into taxonomies,
such as function preference, performance preference, and
cost preference.

We can extract different preference concepts from a
document based on different semantic structures. It is an
effective method to use concept forests to represent the
semantic content of a text document; the semantic similarity
of two text documents can be determined by comparing their
concept forests. Formally, a concept forest (CF) is defined as
a graph as follows [25]:

CF = (𝑆, 𝐸, 𝑅) , (2)

where 𝑆 indicates a set of stemmedwords, that is, 𝑠
1
, 𝑠
2
, . . . , 𝑠

𝑛
,

and 𝐸 stands for a set of edges, that is, 𝑒
1
, 𝑒
2
, . . . , 𝑒

𝑛
, which

connect stemmed words with relationships defined in 𝑅, that
is, 𝑟
1
, 𝑟
2
, . . . , 𝑟

𝑛
.

Specifically, an edge 𝑒 is defined as a triplet in the
following:

𝑒 = (𝑠
𝑖1
, 𝑠
𝑖2
, 𝑟
𝑗
) , where 𝑠

𝑖1
, 𝑠
𝑖2
∈ 𝑆, 𝑟

𝑗
∈ 𝑅. (3)

Assuming the two documents 𝑑
1
and 𝑑

2
, and their

concept forests CF1 = (𝑆
1
, 𝐸
1
, 𝑅
1
) and CF2 = (𝑆

2
, 𝐸
2
, 𝑅
2
),

respectively, calculating the semantic similarity of two doc-
uments needs to consider the similarities of the term, edge,
and relationship sets in their concept forests; therefore, we
calculate the semantic similarity of two text documents by
simply comparing the similarity of the terms (𝑆

1
and 𝑆

2
) in

their concept forests, as follows:

Sim (𝑑
1
, 𝑑
2
) =

𝑆1 ∩ 𝑆2


𝑆1 ∪ 𝑆2

. (4)

Therefore, we can realize document ranking on the basis
of the previous semantic similarity. Assuming that module
sets𝑀{𝑡

𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛) | 𝑡

𝑖
⊆ 𝑆}, in which 𝑡

𝑖
stands for term

concepts, and according to the degree of similarity measures,
𝑛 term concepts 𝑇 are clustered into a cluster (𝐶

𝑖
) while we

will divide module sets into 𝑘 clusters in the following:

𝐶
𝑖
=

𝑘

∑
𝑖=1

𝜔
𝑖
𝑇
𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘) , (5)

where𝜔
𝑖
means weight factor of different term concepts. And

𝐶
𝑖
satisfies the following relationships:
𝐶
𝑖
⊆ 𝑀 𝐶

𝑖
∩ 𝐶
𝑗
= ⌀ (𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘) . (6)

Therefore, we obtain the number of modules (𝑚) as
follows:

𝑀 =

𝑚

∑
𝑖=1

𝑘

∑
𝑗=1

𝐶
𝑖𝑗
. (7)
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Figure 8: Clustering chart of module concepts.

Magazi module

Hamme module

Crimp module

Support module

Joint module

Base, rubber pads, rivet, plate spring Models

Punch module

Drive module

Staples, pusher,
magazine, helical spring, sliding bar, . . .

Hammer, handle, upper cover,
flat spring, . . .

Crimper, anvil, inner groove,
outer groove, . . .

Battery, adaptor, indication lamp, . . .

Metal pieces, spring, tool, chassis,
baffle, pin, . . .

Rivet, magazine, plate spring,
joint band, pin, . . .

Figure 9: Different modules corresponding to component concepts.

7. Empirical Study

A case study on stapler is used to illustrate the proposed
method. We collect 200 documents, totally about 1M mem-
ories, in which 100 documents come from stapler spec-
ification descriptions, and the other 100 documents for
customers’ reviews from several familiar websites (http://
www.amazon.co.uk/, http://www.ebay.com/, etc.). They del-
egate most users’ requirements for staplers. We only select
text documents excluding pictures, charts, and graphs from
websites as they are out of the range. Nine brands are selected
from several companies, such as Office Depot, Leitz, Rapid,
Stanley, and Swingline.

The objective of module concept generation involves
identifying customer requirements and then mapping them
into a set of stapler attributes or specifications. Considering
this case review, the designer would like to generate concept
modules of a new stapler by means of clustering algorithms.
A formal or normal document is needed to use for text infor-
mation extraction. We first extract all keywords and their

occurrence frequencies from the document, excluding stop
words such as pronouns, common verbs, common nouns,
adjectives, and frilly words. These words are of little or
no value in determining the document’s semantic content.
Some classifications are annotated as part-of-speech (POS)
tagging by indexing preference lexicon [26]. On the basis
of domain ontology base, the terms/phrases are recognized
to build concept forests. By indexing semantic rule base,
jointing relationships are established to classify out different
preferences (see Section 5.1). Then, module concepts are
clustered by an effective algorithm based on (4) and (5).
Figure 8 presents clustering chart of stapler module concepts.
Different kinds of components will be clustered into the spe-
cific functions of stapler. Figure 9 presents module concepts
and their components which form different types of models.
They are obtained by extracting 100 documents from stapler
specification descriptions.

Any preference concepts can be viewed as a part of
stapler or one of components within module. Preference
terms are indexed and tagged. Similarity measures are used
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Table 2: Types, brands, models, and descriptions.

Types Model pictures Brands Concept descriptions

Normal stapler

Office Depot Antijam mechanism provides worry-free stapling, and O/D
version worked well.

Leitz Stapler is with ergonomic touch, easy to press down, well designed,
strong, and beautiful piece of office equipment.

OXO Locks close for storage and transport; it is perfect for everything
and does not fall apart like the tiny tot stapler.

Staple-less stapler

Amazing The way it fastens paper is novel and it attaches several pieces of
paper together, but not strong enough.

Ecozone Environmentally friendly, it is small and fits into your pocket, bag,
or just looks nice on a desk with its stylish design.

Kokuyo Ergonomically designed for fastening paper without using staples;
it has a cooler-looking design.

Electric stapler

Rapid Runs on batteries or adaptors; good product which copes very well
with the demands of a busy office.

Stanley It has a high volume of stapling work and drive technology that
delivers up to 3x faster stapling speeds.

Swingline Insert paper for automatic stapling or press the comfortable grip
and let the stapler do the work.

to select preference ontology concepts. After text document
extraction, we select nine models which have commercial
value staplers as shown in Table 2. They are obtained by
indexing 100 documents from customers’ reviews. These
results will provide model references to office enterprises for
new product development further. Furthermore, enterprises
will increase customer preference degree by improving the
performance of their existing staplers. At the same time,
different sex and age people can still select more suitable
staplers for themselves.

8. Conclusion

In the paper, the customer preference ontology is described
and preference design information is extracted to build

a preference knowledge base which includes a preference
lexicon, domain ontology, and semantic rules. An ontology-
based model is given for information retrieval. The con-
cept generation and selection of information are based on
customer preference ontology. We have used the preference
domain knowledge of the stapler for describing the proposed
approach, while the results can be applied to other similar
products. However, further research is needed as follows.

(i) The large amount of informal design information is
steadily increasing on website. These texts are less
likely to comply with the formal documental format.
It is difficult to extract the ontology concept seman-
tics from these documents. It is worth investigating
further in the future.
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(ii) Information extraction of customer preference is cur-
rently based on indexing the sentence semantic rules,
in which the preference lexicon and domain knowl-
edge are crucial to achieve information retrieval.
However, how to avoid semantic blur and improve the
indexing precision? Further work is needed.

(iii) At a particular time, customers show a strong liking
for certain staplers. But later, they show a change for
another stapler.Therefore, how to update dynamically
the changes with a fast and simple response to
customer preference in the market is needed.
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For a reusable space vehicle or a missile, the shape of the nose cone has a significant effect on the drag of the vehicle. In this
paper, the concept of morphing nose cone is proposed to reduce the drag when the reentry vehicle flies back into the atmosphere.
The conceptual design of the structure of morphing nose cone is conducted. Mechanical design and optimization approach are
developed by employing genetic algorithm to find the optimal geometric parameters of the morphing structure. An example is
analyzed by using the proposed method.The results show that optimal solution supplies the minimum position error. The concept
of morphing nose cone will provide a novel way for the drag reduction of reentry vehicle.The proposedmethod could be practically
used for the design and optimization of the deployable structure of morphing nose cone.

1. Introduction

For a reusable space vehicle or a missile, the nose cone is
ejected in the upper parts of the atmosphere.The shape of the
nose cone has a significant effect on the drag of the vehicle
[1]. Moreover, the temperature of the nose cone caused by
aerodynamic heating is about 2000 to 3000 centigrade for
reentry vehicles [2] and tactical missiles [3, 4]. Therefore,
among a number of design requirements, the reduction of
both drag and aerodynamic heating is the major challenge in
the design of these supersonic and hypersonic vehicles [5]. So
the shape optimization plays an important role in the design
of nose cone.

Numerous studies on the design and optimization of the
shape of nose cone have been carried out. Ledu and Pollak
[6] gave an extensive series of flight tests of a blunt-nosed
flare-stabilized re-entry nose cone and deduced drag and
stability coefficients. Ericsson et al. [7, 8] discussed combined
effects of nose bluntness and cone angle on dynamic stability
of the nose cone and provided some useful suggestions on
missile design. Deepak et al. [1] described a unique process
of shape optimization for drag reduction for the nose cone
of hypersonic flight experiments. Lin et al. [9] provided

an investigation to determine the optimum nose shape and
frustum configuration in an effort to improve reentry vehicle
performance. The literature mentioned perviously provided
valuable reference for the studies to reduce the drag and
aerodynamic heating.

After that, there have been a variety of papers devoted to
reducing both the drag and the aeroheating by modifying the
flow field ahead of the vehicle’s nose [5]. Of these techniques,
using spikes is the simplest and the most reliable technique.
Gauer and Paull [10] numerically investigated the drag and
the heat-transfer reduction of a forward-facing spike with
varying length and shape in comparison to the unspiked
nose cone. Ahmed and Qin [11] compared the spike and
aerodisk with the unspiked nose cone and researched a
mechanism to explain the drag reduction and the cause of
flow instability based on the shape of an effective body.
Marley and Riggins [12] investigated methods for increasing
the stability of forward mass injection and presented drag
reduction technologies including annular (ring) and swirled
injection both with and without upstream energy deposition.

Besides, much research on new techniques for drag
reduction has been developed. The breathing blunt nose [13]
is proposed to reduce the pressure drag of blunt-nosed body
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by passive control at a supersonic Mach number. The side
force of a slender body flight vehicle with chine nose at high
angles of attack has been studied by Lim et al. [14], and
the chine nose shape with chine edge on its both sides is
considered for the method to reduce side force.

Although lots of efforts have been made in reducing the
drag and the aerodynamic heating of the nose cone, there are
still some limitations for re-entry vehicles, of which the drag
and aerodynamic heating is varied with the flight phase.

Morphing technology on aircraft and spacecraft has
found increased interest over the past 30 years because it is
likely to enhance performance and efficiency over a wider
range of flight conditions [15, 16]. NASA had started the
Aircraft Morphing Program to develop and mature smart
component technologies for advanced airframe systems that
can be embedded in aircraft structures and provide cost
effective system benefits [17]. During these years, a hot
issue of morphing technology is morphing wing for which
numerous studies have been carried out. Lampani et al. [15,
16] proposed a concept of smart thermal protection system
for morphing leading edge. Inoyama et al. [18, 19] present a
topology optimization methodology for determining multi-
ple configuration for morphing wing structure. Courchesne
et al. [20] studied the configurations of morphing wing by
use of shapememory alloys actuators. However, the literature
survey indicates that morphing nose cone has not been
noticed and reported until now.

The term conceptual design is a type of work which
gives precedence to hypothetical function. Many approaches
are researched for realizing conceptual design. For example,
Cao et al. [21, 22] presented a port-based ontology modeling
method to support product conceptualization. Taking the
conceptual design of aircraft as an example, the goal is to
generate one or more aircraft concepts which will meet the
design specifications. And the aircraft concept includes the
aircraft configuration and its primary dimensions. Raymer
[23] expatiated the entire process of aircraft conceptual
design and Rentema [24] presented the issues that should be
distinguished, such as the configuration layout, the lift curves,
and drag polars, accompanied with some necessary demon-
stration quantitively ensuring the feasibility of accessories.

In this paper, the conceptual design of morphing nose
cone is proposed. The morphing nose cone has deformable
shape in different flight phases. It is blunt when the re-
entry flies out of the atmosphere, whereas it deforms into
a sharper cone to reduce the drag when it flies back into
the atmosphere. Furthermore, the conceptual design and
optimization method will be developed according to the
morphing process and the design procedure of the morphing
nose cone will be expatiated.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
shape representation of the nose cone is given. In Section 3,
the conceptual design of morphing nose cone is presented.
The optimization method based on genetic algorithm and
the optimal result are proposed in Section 4. A numerical
example is presented to explain how the optimizationmethod
works. Finally, the method for design and optimization of the
morphing nose cone is summarized in the last section.

Tangency point
𝑅𝑟𝑛 𝑦 𝜌

𝐿

𝑥
𝑥𝑜
𝑥𝑎
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𝑃

𝑂

𝐵 𝐴

𝐶

Figure 1: Shape of spherically blunted nose cone.

2. Shape Representation of the Nose Cone

The shape of nose cones can be described as conical, biconic,
power series, ogival, elliptical, and Parabolic [9, 25]. The
equations describing the various nose cone shapes are expati-
ated in [3]. In this paper, the ogival nose cone with spherically
blunted forebody is considered because it is most commonly
used on space vehicle.

The 2D shape of spherically blunted ogival nose cone is
shown in Figure 1, where 𝐿 is the overall length of the nose
cone, 𝑅 is the radius of the base of the nose cone, and 𝑦 is the
radius at any point 𝑥, as 𝑥 varies from the principle tip of the
nose cone (𝑂) to the base (𝐵). The principle tip is blunted by
capping it with a segment of a sphere, whose radius is 𝑟

𝑛
.Thus,

the real tip becomes 𝐴. The arc 𝐵𝐶 is a segment of a circle, of
which the radius is 𝜌, such that the curve of the nose cone is
tangent to the rocket body at its base at 𝐶 and the spherical
cap at 𝑃.

For the ogival nose cone, the coordinates of tangency
point 𝑃 are

𝑥
𝑝
= 𝑥
0
+ √𝑟2
𝑛
− 𝑦2
𝑡

𝑦
𝑝
= 𝑟
𝑛

(𝜌 − 𝑅)

(𝜌 − 𝑟
𝑛
)
,

(1)

where the radius 𝜌 can be calculated by

𝜌 =
𝑅2 + 𝐿2

2𝑅
. (2)

The center of the spherical cap is located at

𝑥
0
= √(𝜌 − 𝑟

𝑛
)
2

− (𝜌 − 𝑅)
2

. (3)

Thus, the profile of the nose cone can be expressed as

𝑦 =

{{

{{

{

√𝜌2 − 𝑥2 + 𝑅 − 𝜌 (0 < 𝑥 < 𝑥
𝑝
) ,

√𝑟2
𝑛
− (𝑥 − 𝑥

0
)
2

(𝑥
𝑝
< 𝑥 < 𝑥

𝑎
) .

(4)
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Figure 2: Morphing principle of nose cone.

3. Conceptual Design of Morphing Nose Cone

For the morphing nose cone, the spherical cap is nonde-
formable, whereas the curvature of the deformable ogive is
varied with the changes of aerodynamic load. For a re-entry
vehicle, the morphing principle of the nose cone is shown in
Figure 2. To reduce the drag, the total length of the nose cone
is increased by 20% or more (Δ𝑥 ≥ 0.2𝐿) so that the cone
angle gets smaller, whereas the curvature radius of the ogive
is enlarged after morphing.

As far as it is concerned, the design of morphing nose
cone is made via three main processes in general, the
conceptual design, integrated design, and detailed design, as
shown in Figure 3. In conceptual design, the most adaptive
mechanism to complete the task of morphing is proposed to
make sure it could be used without motion interference and
satisfy the requirement of kinematic accuracy.

Considering the morphing principle of nose cone, the
mechanism composed of several slider-crank units each of
which has 2 links and a slider is selected as the inner
deployable structure. Figure 4 represents the deformable
mechanism of the morphing nose cone graphically, where
the notations 𝐴

𝑖
, 𝐵
𝑖
, and 𝐶

𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, 2 . . . 𝑛) represent the

points on the mechanism which holds the blunt nose cone
and 𝐴

𝑖
, 𝐵
𝑖
, and 𝐶

𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, 2 . . . 𝑛) belong to the sharp nose

cone mechanism; 𝐶
𝑖
and 𝐶

𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, 2 . . . 𝑛) are directly

connected to the key points on the original and final surface
of the morphing nose cone, respectively; 𝑂 is the origin of
coordinates𝑥𝑜𝑦;𝐴

𝑖
and𝐴

𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, 2 . . . 𝑛) are located in the𝑥-

axis. As the slider translates from𝐴
𝑖+1

to𝐴
𝑖+1

, the key points
𝐶
𝑖
move to 𝐶

𝑖
so that the profile of the nose cone changes

from the blunt one to the sharp one.

4. Optimal Design of the Structure Using
Genetic Algorithm

4.1. Overall Process of Optimal Design. With respect to the
morphing principle of morphing nose cone, the general
structure can be preliminary designed. Considering the coor-
dination of deformation mechanism, the movement of key
points on the skin should be appropriate, which means that

the units of the deployable mechanism should be distributed
uniformly.

On the one hand, the solution of the first slider-crank
elements can be calculated according to the theory of mech-
anism. But, if the same method is applied to calculate the
other elements, the configuration of the whole mechanism
may lead to an infeasible solutionwith unreasonable links and
pressure angles. Therefore, optimization of the mechanism is
needed. On the other hand, the optimal design of morphing
nose cone is an optimization problem with a single objective
and multiparameters which has complex relations between
the input and output. The optimal solution can be rapidly
obtained with good initial parameters. Consequently, the
solution of the first slider-crank elements is used as initial
parameters and the other elements are calculated through
optimization.

Genetic algorithm (GA) is selected in this paper as the
tool to get the optimal solution for the reasons listed as
follows. Firstly, it should be noted that this is probably an
optimization problem with a single objective and multipa-
rameters which has complex relations between the input
and output, so GA can be employed to get the optimal
solution. Secondly, GA can rapidly locate good solutions,
even for large search spaces. The same is of course also true
for evolution strategies and evolutionary programming. The
amount of calculation is related to the initial parameters. The
optimal solution can be easily obtained by GA if adaptive
initial parameters are precalculated. With respect to our
problem, the range of some initial parameters, which will
produce a global optimization solution very rapidly, can be
determined by the engineering requirements and empirical
information. Thirdly, solving the equations is the main topic
of optimization which consumes large computing resources.
Fortunately, GA will not join in the equation solving, so
it saves a lot of time. Moreover, GA has more concise
mathematical descriptions which can be easily applied in our
research. Therefore, GA is applied in this paper to get the
optimal solution.

To sum up, the overall process of optimization is con-
ducted in two procedures: (1) calculation of the first slider-
crank unit and (2) optimization of other units of the mecha-
nism using GA.

4.2. Calculation of the First Slider-Crank Unit. As shown in
Figure 4, considering the first unit 𝐴

1
𝐵
1
𝐶
1
𝐴
2
, 𝐴
1
is the

origin of the coordinate 𝑥𝑜𝑦,𝐴
2
is on the slider which moves

along the 𝑥 axis, and 𝐶
1
and 𝐶

1
are key points on the original

and final profiles.
For the original mechanism, the equations of the first

slider-crank unit are

𝐴1𝐵1
 cos𝜑1 +

𝐴2𝐵1
 cos𝜑2 = 𝑥𝐴2,

𝐴1𝐵1
 sin𝜑1 +

𝐴2𝐵1
 sin𝜑2 = 0,

(5)

where cos𝜑
1

= 𝑥
𝐶1
/√𝑥2
𝐶1
+ 𝑦2
𝐶1
, and sin𝜑

1
= 𝑦
𝐶1
/

√𝑥2
𝐶1
+ 𝑦2
𝐶1
.
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Figure 3: The whole process of morphing nose cone design.
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Figure 4: Mechanism of the morphing nose cone.

For themorphedmechanism, the origin of the first slider-
crank unit moves from 𝐴

1
to 𝐴
1
; thus the equations are


𝐴


1
𝐵


1


cos𝜑
1
+

𝐴


2
𝐵


1


cos𝜑
2
= 𝑥


𝐴2
− 𝑥


𝐴1
,


𝐴


1
𝐵


1


sin𝜑
1
+

𝐴


2
𝐵


1


sin𝜑
2
= 0,

(6)

where cos𝜑
1

= 𝑥
𝐶1
/√(𝑥
𝐶1
)
2

+ (𝑦
𝐶1
)
2, and sin𝜑

1
=

𝑦
𝐶1
/√(𝑥
𝐶1
)
2

+ (𝑦
𝐶1
)
2.

Because the points 𝐶
1
and 𝐶

1
belong to the profiles,

the coordinates (𝑥
𝐶1
, 𝑦
𝐶1
) and (𝑥

𝐶1
, 𝑦
𝐶1
) can be selected

according to the profiles. Combining the equations of original
and final units, |𝐴

1
𝐵
1
| = |𝐴

1
𝐵
1
|, |𝐴
2
𝐵
1
| = |𝐴

2
𝐵
1
|, giving the

position of 𝐴
1
and 𝐴

2
, |𝐴
1
𝐵
1
| and |𝐴

2
𝐵
1
| can be solved (see

Figure 5).
The calculation method for the first slider-crank unit of

the morphing nose cone mechanism can be recapitulated in
three steps as follows.

(1) Select a point 𝐶
1
(𝑥
𝐶1
, 𝑦
𝐶1
) on the original profile and

compute |𝐴
1
𝐶
1
|. Find a point 𝐶

1
(𝑥
𝐶1
, 𝑦
𝐶1
) on the

final profile which satisfies |𝐴
1
𝐶
1
| = |𝐴

1
𝐶
1
|.

(2) Given the position of 𝐴
1
and 𝐴

2
, |𝐴
1
𝐵
1
| and |𝐴

2
𝐵
1
|

are solved by (5) and (6). Calculate (𝑥
𝐵1
, 𝑦
𝐵1
) and

(𝑥
𝐵1
, 𝑦
𝐵1
).
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Y
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Figure 5: Flowchart of the calculation method.

(3) Changing 𝐶
1
on the profile, several solutions can

be obtained. The optimal solution is selected based
on the constraint condition; namely, 𝐵

1
is near the

middle of the link 𝐴
1
𝐶
1
to improve its stability.

4.3. Optimization of Other Units. After the first slider-crank
unit is solved, the optimization of other units of the mecha-
nism can be conducted using GA [26]. The flowchart of the
optimization process by GA is illustrated in Figure 6. The
input is the original and final curve functions of morphing
nose cone, and the output is the best sample of morphing
mechanism with minimum position error, corresponding
to the optimal length of the links. The objective function
minimizes the position error of the key points between the
kinematic and final profile of configuration.TheGA program
firstly sets the total generation 𝑖

𝑔
and the population scale

determines the iteration times and the scale of samples
respectively. Then the samples are generated by the random
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Figure 6: Flowchart of optimization design of the nose cone.

function via uniform distribution. The output position error
can be calculated by solving the kinematic equations. After
genetic selection, cross, and metamorphosis, one can get
the best sample in one generation. Repeating the genetic
selection, cross, and metamorphosis for 𝑖

𝑔
generations, the

minimum position error can be obtained as the best sample
shown at the bottom of Figure 6.

The output of GA program is the scales 𝑛
𝑖
(𝑖 = 2, 3, . . . 𝑛)

of the mechanism units, where 𝑛 is the number of the units.
The proportional indexes 𝑆

𝑖
are defined as

𝑆
𝑖
=

𝑛
𝑖

∑
𝑛

𝑗=2
𝑛
𝑗

(𝑖 = 2, 3, . . . 𝑛) . (7)

Suppose the elongation contributed by the mechanism is
proportional to the indexes 𝑆

𝑖
. As a result, the length of all

the links can be derived from the first slider-crank unit and
𝑆
𝑖
proportionally. Then the geometric analysis provides key

points (�̂�
𝑖
and 𝐶

𝑖
) on the linkage 𝐴

𝑛
𝐶
𝑛
and the final profile.

Therefore, the objective function of optimization can be
expressed as

𝐸 (x) = min
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

((�̂�
𝑐𝑖
− 𝑥


𝑐𝑖
)
2

+ (�̂�
𝑐𝑖
− 𝑦


𝑐𝑖
)
2

)
1/2

, (8)

where (�̂�
𝑐𝑖
, �̂�
𝑐𝑖
) and (𝑥

𝑐𝑖
, 𝑦
𝑐𝑖
) are the coordinates of key points

�̂�
𝑖
and 𝐶

𝑖
.

5. Numerical Example

A numerical example is studied to discuss the effect and
feasibility of the optimization method. Refer to Figure 1;
suppose that 𝐿 = 1m and 𝑅 = 0.25m before morphing,
whereas the real length of the nose cone increases from 𝑥

𝑎

to 1.2𝑥
𝑎
. The curvature radius of the egive and the other key

parameters are calculated by (1)–(3).The parameters of initial
and morphing profiles are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Parameters of initial and final profiles.

Parameters Initial profile (m) Final profile (m)
𝜌 2.125 3.053
𝑟
𝑛

0.055 0.055
𝑥
0

0.877 1.063
𝑥
𝑎

0.932 1.118
𝑥
𝑝

0.900 1.086
𝑦
𝑝

0.15 0.15

Table 2: Optimal solution by GA.

𝑖 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
𝑆
𝑖

0.29 0.24 0.11 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.30

The functions of the original and final profiles are

𝑦 = {
√2.1252 − 𝑥2 − 1.875 Initial
√3.0532 − 𝑥2 − 2.803 Final.

(9)

Figure 7 sketches the position errors of different gener-
ations in optimization process by GA and the best sample
of 𝑆
𝑖
is shown in Table 2. It can be concluded from Figure 7

that the error decreases and converges to an optimal solution
which supplies theminimumvalue after 500 generations.The
position error may get to 28.4369mm in the first generation
and after 500 generations the error is confined to a lower stage
about 28.1150mm.

The optimal solution of the links is listed in Table 2.
According to the optimization results, The 3D model of the
morphing nose cone before and after morphing is present in
Figures 8(a) and 8(b), respectively. The mechanism morphs
from Figure 8(a) to Figure 8(b) under the drive, whereas the
shape of the nose cone changes from blunt body to a sharper
one.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed the concept of morphing nose cone to
reduce the drag when the re-entry vehicle flies back into
the atmosphere. The range of conceptual design is defined
and the optimization method of morphing nose cone is con-
ducted. Mechanical design is conducted to obtain the initial
mechanism that can be used in the further optimization.The
optimization approach for the mechanism of morphing nose
cone is developed to find the optimal geometric parameters
of the morphing structure by employing genetic algorithm
into the calculation. An example is provided by using the
proposed method to verify the effect of the design and
optimization method. The results show that optimal solution
supplies the minimum error. The concept of morphing nose
cone will provide a novel way for the drag reduction of re-
entry vehicle.The proposedmethod could be practically used
for the design and optimization of themorphing nose cone of
the re-entry vehicles in the future.

Future work will be focused on the aerodynamic analysis
and the wind tunnel test of the morphing nose cone to study
its aerodynamic performance.
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Figure 8: 3D models of the morphing nose cone: (a) before
morphing and (b) after morphing.
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